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ABSTRACT

This thesis is concerned with the choice of

urban travel- mode between urban public transít by

motorbus and the use of private automobil-es ' As

urban centres have developed, problems involving

urban mobility and the beneficial utilization of

urban landspace have become increasingly acute '

Trends in major Canadian cities indicate that,'âs

urban centres coirtinue to grow, continuing and

increased emphasis witl- be placed" on the use of the

private automobite at the expense of urban public

transit to the general detriment of urban centres

in an urban land use and development sense'

The thesis examines the hypothesis that the

observed tendency of the relative use of private

automobifes, compared to urban public transit, to

increase in a developing urban environment is a

reversible phenomenon. In order to determine the

degree to which the private automobil-e trend is

reversible, the nature and characteri-stics of the

modes of travei were examined as an introduction to

the economic analysis of choice of mode and mod.al-

split. A number of factors characteristic of urban

public transit have contributed to its relative

decl-ine while certain inherent characteristics of

l_ l-
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the private automobile have l-ed to its increased

util-i zation. ïn light of these considerations it
appears that the characteristics of the modes of

travel- have played at least as important a role in
individuals' modal choices as have pecuniary criteria.

In the analysis of choice of mode by economic

theory, the cl-assical income-l-eisure approach was

found to be deficient inasmuch as it is i-ncapable

of analy zJng changes in the qualitative character-

istics of the modes of travet. Therefore, in order

to account for the infl-uence of non-price factors

in the choice of mode, the Lancastrian character-

istics theory of demand was used to explain modal-

choice. Particular attention was given to differences

in social- and individual- economic modal- choice

decision-making criteria and the resulting difference

between the socially optimal and individually
preferred mix óf urban travel- modal- choices.

In order to make predictions concerning the

m:i-x of modes or the car/transit balance, a shortcut

modal- sptit model was used. This model, which is
general enough not to be infl-uenced or biased by

city-specific urban transportation problems, has

been used to determi-ne the effectiveness of a number

of pubtic policy interventions in reversing the
iri:::ii:Ji
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private automobile trend

Public policy interventions or automobil-e

trend-reversing strategies tested incl-uded manipula-

tions of the cost, speed and modal- characteristics

of urban travel. In this analysis it became apparent

that none of the individuat solutions is sufficient

in isol-ation. However the most promising sol-utions

involve improvements in the characteristics of the

public transit mode as sol-utions affecting the costs

and speed of urban travel- appear to have serious

limitations especialty in terms of their technical-

implementation.

However, apart from any technical- difficulties
associated with possible sol-utions to the urban

transportation problem, there exist a number of
r .r1 !institutional- factors which will independantly pose

problems in the implementation of trend reversal-.

Such factors may be not only technol-ogical but al-so

financial-, pol-itical and even ideological. The

initiation of public policy interventions in the

public transit fiel-d will- meet problems of financing

and physical- implementation and wil-l- require more

supportive urban plaruring and development methods.

After due consideration of potential- sol-uti-ons,

their limitations' and associated implementation

ii.:-a ':..:i.i 
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problems it is the concl-usion of this thesis that the

observed tendency of the relative use of private

automobiles, compared to urban public transit, to.

increase in a developing urban environment ís a

reversible phenomenon

i:,:ì";:i':¡l'Ì
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CHAPTER I

PROBLEMS, TRENDS, AND PROSPECTS

IN CANADIAN URBAN PUBLIC TRANSPORT

Introd-uction - The Urban Transportation Problem

There rs l-ittle d.oubt that the probl-em of
transporting persons and goods in our urban
areas is one of the most frustrating our
nation faces. We stand on the verge of
enormous technologicat advances which wil-I
enable us to travél at supersonic speeds to
d,istant planets. Yet, twice each twenty-
four hours, nifl-ions of persons battl-e
traffic congestion at speeds more remini-
scent of pioneers in their covered wagons.' Traffic cõngestion is not a new phenomenon.
Crowd,s and teeming streets have been the
trademark of cities for thousands of years '

. But new methods of transportation. have
changed the nature of congestion.'

The automobile, the transport vehicle of

the random-route system, has freed the urban travel-Ier

from the restrictive fixed routes and schedules of

pubJ_ic mass transit, thereby making possible the flight

to suburbia by homeowners, as wel-I as business and

industry. simuttaneously, the random-route or automo-

bile-expressway-parking lot system has failed to

accommodate properly the heavy volumes of suburbia-

:

:Ãii::::i1:i¡

ll"wis M. Schneider, lvlarketing Urban Mass
Transit, (goston: Harvar¿ 5), P. l-.



central--city traffic required to sustain high density

central- city actívity, The growth of automobife

ownership which has caused this performance fail-ure . : :

has timited the development of the central- city area ":::i:

and has accel-erated the growth of suburbs. This

growth,inturn,hascontributed.tothedec]-inein

urban public transit patronage. ,"..',,,,,1¡

,Such resul-ts are encouraged. by acquiescent or 
,,,,-,t,jt.i:,:
1.. '- !:

evensupportiveattitud.estoward.stheaccommod.ation

of the private vehicl-e in urban centres. At sub-

stantial- expense, construction programs and projects

to modify and expand roadway systems are.undentaken

continually in order to accommodate peak traffic

l-oads. However, it is difficutt to point out any

urban expressway, new or ol-d that is free of congestion l

in peak hour per.iods. Stated quite simply the number

of vehicles is growing at a much faster rate than 
,,,::.¡,,,;

the roadway network and therefore traffic congestion :¡'1,,,,1 

,;:,::,:),::,:':':'.

wil-l- tend. to worsen. 1'-"'''

that the urban landspace within city centres is finite ¡

.. :,

As population incieases, landspace once availabl-e for ;'-*,'

parking must be devoted to the construction of

buildings in a time when parking demands aTe growing at



a rate coruesponding to the growth of private vehicl-e
2usage. Urban expressways are built and expanded to

ful-fil-l- the great and ever growing access demands

and at the same time are dumping more and more

vehicles into the l-and space that simply cannot

properly accommodate all of them.

Furthermore, a major source of dissatisfaction

with urban transportation systems in general is the

impact on city configunation, that is, on the patterns

of urban land use and on the aesthetic qualities of the

urban centre. The larger the city, the greater is

the proportion of its l-and that must be devoted to

transportation (assuming a constant mix of transpor-

tation modes). R.J. Smeed has come to the concl-usion

that the proportion of urban ground space required for

travel increases with the number of people travelling

by surface transportation in a central ur"u,3

?tt is esti-mated that an automobil-e parked in
downtown Toronto white its owner is at work is occupy-
ing $30, o0o - $40,000 worth of l-and anó. I/3 of downtown
Toionto is devoted to the automobil-e. (G. Warren
Heenan, "Rapid. Transit and Property Value", gommunily
Pl-+nning Review, Spri-ng L967, p, 5.)

..)
'R.J. Smeed, The Traffic Problem in Towns,

(Manchester Statistical- Society, I96L) and "The Space
Requirements for Traffic in Towns," in T.E.H. Wil-l-iams'
edl, Urban Surlrival- and Traffic (],ondon, L962),



+

Depending on different assumptions about the average

number of persons per vehicl-e the average journey

to work by automobil-e at about 20 mil-es per hour

requires six to 45 tj-mes as much road, space as does

a transit bus travetl-ing at the same speed. Further-

more, the differentials increase when considering

higher speeds. Atso, âs the síze of the urban centre

increases, this differential- between space requírements

of the automobil-e and other transport modes, becomes

4even greater

The random route system which al-l-ows people to

travel freely in their private vehicl-es does not appear

to be a system with a very healthy future. Since

vehicle usage is increasing beyond the capacity of

roadways and parking space there is tittle to ri-sk in

predicting major system breakdowns in a number of urban

areas ín the form of massive traffic jams

Such a trend is aggravated further if traffic

engineering and management are i-nadequate. The generaÌ

assumption that there is sufficient expertise within

traffic engíneerítg, traffic management and road

4l,ut" C. Fitch and Associates, Urban Transportation
and, Publ-ic Pol-icy, (San Fransisco: Chandler Publishingffi.r+.



building agencies to guard against the overal-l

automobiLe/roadway system from becoming l-ess'functional-

than it already is may not be vatid and expertise in

these fiel-ds is really not sufficj-ent to sol-ve the

urban transportation problem in an efficient manner.

The predominant road-building philosophy today

is one of continually providing better access whenever

and. wherever such access is d.eemed to be necessary.

In order to discover when and where better access is

required, the existing roadway network is subject

to constant monitoring. Such pulse-taking establ-ishes

not onJ-y patterns of congestion build-up but al-so

overal-l "desire l-ines of travel-i', which means that

the road.ways used by significant traffic l-oads

(primarily peak hour movements) can be identified..

Based on current congestion problems on these roadways

and as wel-l as population (and thence, automobil-e)

growth projections, road construction programs are

d e signed

Quite often such road building programs simply

consist of boosting the 'sizes of the existing roadways

by the addition of extra l-anes. However, for the most

part patterns wil-l- build up in certain areas gradually

without existing street configurations either appropri-

ate or readily adaptable by expansion to the l-oads.

5
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The most usual- resul-t of this set of circumstances

is that the a'pea in question becomes subject to massive

amounts of property expropriation and cl-earance in

ord,er to make way for an ongrade or el-evated express-

way. After all-, the priority consideration here is

continuous traffic fl-ow

The highway-oriented urban planner, however, i-s

in a dilemma. It is his responsibility to maintain

traffic fl-ows which means that i-n order to el-iminate

bottl-enecks he must continualty adjust the total-

roadway network. The development of cl-overl-eaf inter-

sections, computer-coordinated signal lights, and other

i-nnovations have been hail-ed for years as'innovative,

effective, and. efficient traffic ftow handlers.

However, innovation means very l-ittl-e in this regard

when the real problem is the accommodation of a

rapidly growing private automobil-e population on

a road network that can simply not grow as fast or

keep pace.

There is a two-fold problem here. First is

the goal of p,roviding universal- accessibility (which

of course means providing a capacity for the movem,ent

of peak loads) for the fLow of automobiles is most

likely not achievable as long as the automobile

l::..--.:-
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popul-ation sustains its growth rate. This is true

regardl-ess of the amount of urban and sub-urban land

space that is committed to roadways. Unfortunately'

some highway planners do not seem to recogni ze any

limit to this commitment. Second1y, the goal of

achieving universal accessibil-ity whether it is

attainabl-e or not neglects the problem of handling

parked automobil-es at those points made so conven-

iently accessibire.5

The amount of urban l-and space that cities

can.afford to devote to the routing and parki-ng

demands of the automobile-roadway system is limited.

If the choice is not made to seek al-ternative

solutions and to determine proper land use now whil-e

there are stilt some features of the urban environ-

ment worth saving, the l-and use will- be determíned

for us when the urban landspace becomes saturated

with_structure.s devoted to the random route system,

incl-uding huge automobile parking structures and

multiple-l-evel urban expressways. Urban priorities

5Tu.bo" Stone comments: "Vtiatching our random
route system agencies frantically building expressways
in order t.o funnel the great and growing numbers of
automobiles into densely packed urban activity centres,
where the parked automobile is the least desirabl-e from
any standpõint of land use, reminds me of the old
Texas adaþe regarding the dubious prospects of trying
to place twenty pounds of manure into a ten'pound
gunñy sack." (Tabor R. Stone, Beyond the AYtomobile: j::::::i', ì

l, -i-j::::: ,r::

Reshaping the Transportation Enl¡irgnment, (Englewood
rgZr); p. j6.)
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and objectives have been confused. In the process

of attempting to maintain functional-ity in an urban

transport system which is supposed to serve urban

areas, its capacity for environmental- destruction

is merel-y being escal-ated.

As has been stated earlier, the random route

car-road system planner is posed. with the dil-emma
''

of trying to find sol-utions to problems that are a

product of the system itself. Certainly, the most

realistic alternative to the random route system i-s

the public transit system to which large scal-e

commitments wîtt have to be made if functional- flow

problems are to be resolved.. This does not mean that

the urban public transit planner intrinsicatly has

a superior approach, but in public transit, options
..with positive l-and use ptranning benefits exist that

are simply not avail-abl-e with the private automobile/

freeway system. The inherent functional- l-imítati.ons

of this system therefore outline the basic argument

against its perpetuation in its present form.

The need for cornprehensive al-ternative planning

policies invol-ving all aspects of both transportation

ptanning and l-and use planning to preserve urban

centres is cJ-ear. "Transportation determines much



more about the nature of the physical envi-ronment

than we commonly recognize -. in fact, transportation

is the foremost single f orm-determining element ,,;,;,,:'..,

of the man-made environment and deserves our immediate

attention as such."6

The fact that the private automobiLe/roadway
t:a -a :

-¡^--^r ^- ^+ +L^ -^+^ -l-l^^-{-sysrem nas Deen alLowed. to d.evelop at the rate that :"":':: 
'

it has and to the detriment of the general develop- 'i:':':?:;:,:,:

ment of urban centres might lead one to bel-ieve that

the continued rapid growth of private automobil-e

util-i zation is inevitable. It is this urban transport

trend that is the central concern of this thesis and 
i

i

the basis for its hypothesis, The hypothesis proposed
iis thAt THE OBSERVED TENDENCY OF THE RELATIVE USE

OF PRTVATE AUTOMOBILES, COMPARED TO URBAN PUBLIC

TRANSIT, TO INCREASE IN A DEVELOPING URBAN ENVIRON-

MENT IS A REVERSIBLE PHENOMENON. - '

,:,;i,:.1 : r,

The Evolution of Urban Transportatiog, Urban :"''"
:

Devel-opment and Urban Land Use

It is useful- now to place transportation in an

urban development perspective. While theories and j : :

i¡;ìr'.,,

6roiu., p. z.
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model-s explainíng the spatial- expressions of urban

growth are not developed in this thesis, the operation

of certain forces in shaping urban patterns wil-l- be

examined. Regardless of the fact that no two cities

are exactly al-ike, a generatized. picture of the

sequence of events which help to shape the evolving

urbanareacanbepresented..Itissubmittedthat

the evolution of the urban pattern is closely rel ated

to the changing f orms of urban passenger --transpor-

tation. /

Before the i-ntroduction of mechanized trans.-

port, those areas which cou1d. be d.escribed as "urban"

were necessarily small because of the slow speed of

the two transport modes of the day 
- 

¡¿¡¡sly pedestrian

and animal-drawn transportation. Since, in the

pre-industrial- city, places of work and residence

were not typically separated by distances of any

consequence, the typical " journey to work" as it is

?tfr" material- contained in the followíng
discussíon i-s based on the section dealing with
transport in: Harold M. Mayer, The Spatial Expression
of Urban Growth, (Washington D. C.: Association of
@phers, L969). Mayer's worlç is in
turn based on mãterial contained in the following
bookst (a) Lyle Fitch and Associated, oÞ. cit.;
(b) J.R. Meyer, J.F. Cain, and M. Wohl, The Urba4
t.ár,*po"tation Probl-em, (Cambridge' HarvãIã-TñÏvãrsity

rt B. Mitchell- and Chester RaPkin,
Urban Traffic, A Ï-uncti , . (New York:

(d) Wilfred Owen,
The Metropol-itan Transportation Probtem, (Gaäden City,
New York, Dou¡-têãayE-W
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known today was unknown. The form of the city prior

to modern transportation tended to be circul-ar.

,, However, this urban form was rapidly superseded by

new forms with each successive improvement in trans-

portation technology.

| -F-or nearf y a century beginning in the 1820's,

'ì the shape and form of North American urban areas

,, , were dominated by the patterns of mass public

transportation routes. With the development of each

r successive form of transport, maior changes in the

place

The earlíest form of urban public transit was

the horse-drawn omnibus which operated on fixed

, routes in the early part of the nineteenth century.

Before long, the omnibus was placed on rail-s which

, Sreatly increased the speed and efficiency of the

.' horse power and whi-ch resul-ted in greater and wider

accessibility. Because of this, cities could expand

beyond the physical limits imposed by the eanl-i-er

free-wheeling horse-drawn vehicles. Whil-e new ur:ban

ì growth coul-d take place it was still l-imited by the

motive power speed of the horse-drawn railway

street car. Moreover, since rail l-ines coul-d only

I 
1j:rìi:1
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be placed on a limited number of streets, some shifts

in the internal- structure of cities took place.

Streets having rail- l-ines began more and more to

develop into axes of higher density and the l-ineal-

arrangement of businesses was greatly intensified

along such streets. The spread of this form of rlrban

pubtic transit was great and by the end of the l-B6O's

was the dominant mode of internat public transport

in most cities.

In this era, cities began to depart from their

circular form and began to assume somewhat of a

star-shaped. outfine as the horse-drawn railway

extended routes further and further. Land along

such routes was in great demand and the resulting

higher l-and costs l-ed to higher density l-and.

development. This resul-ted in the establishment of

high-density, high-value ridges of l-and development

incl-uding stiings of commercial outl-ets along the

street railway routes. Such r,idges were usually

radial, focusing upon the central city thus rein-

forcing its status as the principal location of

business and industry

Such effects upon the urban form were greatly

accentuated by the introduction of mechanical- power

j ' !:!:;i:ii:
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to the street railways. The introduction of the

cable-car and then the el-ectric trolley again

accel-erated the movement of the population and.

economic activity toward the periphery of cities

. and beyond. These greatly facilitated the separation

of place of r:esidence from place of work, and alfowed

for freed.om of choice of employment. However, as

early as the IBlO's, the steam railroad.s began the

operation of commuter services in New York and

l-ater in Chicago and other American cities and much

l-ater in Canada in Montreal- and Toronto. In cities

offeri-ng suburban train service, the rail-roads

beeame the vectors of urban expansion, with indiv-

idual suburban stations serving as nucl-eii of

residential- and commercial d.evelopment. Therefore

beyond the principal urban concentration, and nor-

mally separated from it by open area (farmland, etc...),

suburbs devel-oped along the railway li,nes emanating

from the centre of the main urban centre. As these

suburbs became urbani zed", they would incorporate as

municipal-ities, and annex sumounding l-ands and

eventually the physical separations between suburbs

disappeared as the expansion taking place along the

railway line became such that adjacent suburban

i,...-...
i:,.' -

i::.:; l
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municipalities often merged and formed radial corri-

dors along the rail lines

: At the same time mass transportation was often

provided beyond the ends of the principal rad'ial

: transport tines by suburban street railways whích

r connected wíth the vectors of the radial urban

pubtic transit system. Since these, extensions

, would tie the inner suburbs to the central- city

resulting in the development of continuous urban

i characteristics in both the city and the inner suburbs,

the two became indistinguishable.
I The suburbs of the l-ate nineteenth and early
'

I twentieth centuries were primarily the residential

I areas of the affluent central- city commuters. How-

: sver a number of industrial- satel-l-ite suburbs sprang

up near some of the large cities, and such suburbs

, contained the residences of the people emptoyed in

, the nearby plants. Reverse commuting from central

city residences to industrial- suburban employment

areas, nor crosstown commuting through the central-

, "ity from one suburban end of the city to another
l

had yet developed to any significant degree '

Meanwhíle another new form of public trans-

portation - rapid transit - was introduced in some of

'i:..'.1
'1.::
t: :..:

.:. t 
'.
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the largest cities. This innovation was, in part; a

solution to the increasing congestion on major streets

where, particularly in the higher density areas whích

had d.eveloped atong street railway l-ines, traffic had

become very dense thus increasingfy delaying the street

cars.

The combination of el-ectric street railways and

rapid transit within the main urban concentration of

cities together with increased el-ectric railway

service in the radial chai-ns of suburbs all-owed for

the even moïre rapid areal- spread. of urban areas.

Even greater separation of residence and place of

ernployment took place and in spite of greater trip

lengths, there was no substantial- increase in travel

time

The evol ution and improvement of urban public

transportation systems had several- effects. The major

suburban cities were given i-mproved access to the

targer central city populations thus extending the

threshol-d in central- cities for such Central- Business
ô

DistrictÕ functions as retailing, service and. enter-

tai-nment. Simultaneously the convergence of trans-

Bfh" Central- Business District wil-l- subsequently
be refemed to as the CBD

.l
I

i:i'',-,.i:s
ìt ..:ll. .



portation routes in the downtown area increasingly

attracted manufacturing and whol-esale establishments

which were dependant upon metropolitan markets from

where also these coul-d draw their l-abour force, Soon,

however, many such establ-ishments found that they

coufd successfully l-ocate outside the central- area'

on transit lines, and stil-l be perfectly accessible

by both the market and the labour force. Such l-oca-

tions became even more popular when the commerciâl-

motor truck came i-nto general use in the L92Ot s and

provid.ed greater fl-exibility for the receiving and

shipping of goods than did the railways. On the other

hand the el-ectric street railways and the rapid transit

lines encouraged the development of major outlying

centres for retail- and service outlets. Finally'

the r,rr.ihbility of good public transportation

throughout the cíties and into the suburban areas

facil-itated out-migration from the central core areas

of many cities thus helping to alleviate the extreme

overcrowding of inner cities

The early twentieth century however witnessed

the introd.uction of an entirely new and different

type of transportation in the form of the private

automobile and. during the last several decades, the

t.;:,.

1,6
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automobil-e has made steady inroads into urban mass

transport and in every city with the exception of

the central areas of the largest cities, the private

automobile has become easily the dominant carrier of

urban travel-}ers. hlith the growing popularity of the

automobil-e, the decl-ine of mass transportation has

been precipitous ' atthough decl-ines in rapid transit

patronage have not been quite so severe and have

recently shovl'n Þigns of "bottoming out" with prospects

in some cities for the reversal of the trend.

Certainly the automobile has encouraged decen-

tral-i zation within urban areas thus facilitating the

rapid spread of urban.ization as had the introduction of

new transportation modes earl-ier. However, the

j-ncreased util-ization of the automobile has produced

somewhat d,iff erent specific urban patterns. Vühat

the private automobil-e has reaf.Iy produced is a far

greater range and fl-exibility of choice in residential

and industrial or commercial- location and in travel

patterns, accompanied by a greatly increased area of

accessibility. Whereas formerly the avail-ability of

earl-ier mass transportation routes, whil-e hetping to

expand urban areas neverthel-ess, placed certain

constraints upon locational- choices in urban areas 
'

t...

i; :..._.: . :
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today most economic units (i.e., househol-ds or

businesses) can locate away from such routes as they

desire for even industrial establishments ( other than

the "heavy" industries) are no longer depend.ant upon

railroads and waterways and have become highly

oriented towards truck transport. Therefore, due

to the convenience of the automobil-e, not only has

residentiaf development decentral-ized with this new

freedom of choice but so also has industry whLich

employs peopte and generates by far the largest

portion of urban travel. Consequently, a growing

segment of the journey to work no longer originates

nor terminates in the older core sectíons of central

cities. Figure l-.1- summarizes the evol'ution of urban

transportation modes and its impact on the development

of the urban forrn. Today rad.ial- axes or suburb-CBD

corridors, which character:istically deveJ-oped in the

days when urban public transit was the dominant mode

of urban travel-, are stil-l- important 'but as a declining

portion of total- trips originate from or are destined

to the central- cíty, th.e rel-ative importance of such

corridors is changing. "Desi-re lines of travel-il

present a much more d-iffuse pattern of trips and

routes than before. In many cities the CBD is still



Figure 1.1:
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the greatest trip generator but because industrial

and residential developments on the periphery of

,1 the urban area are made easily accessibl-e by freewâys,

expressways etc, , peripheral trips are of increasing

' significance and fewer trips have anything to do

with the CBD.

] Usually these freeways are buil-t in a radial-
, circumferential- design so that both CBD and non-CBD

trips are facil-itated. The interchanges between the

circumferential and the radia] expressways (and the

intersections of major arterial-s and. corrid.ors) have

unknown in pre-automobile days. These incl-ude major

sfropþing centres, cl-usters of office towers, entertain-
ment centres, anC in the background planned housing

developments consisting of high-rise apartment build-
, iflSS, row housing as well- as detached housi^g, and

interior open areas. In f orming a mul-ti-nodal- urban

complex at l-ower densities than those previously char-

acteristic of urban areas, the deveJ-opment of major

outlying nucleii has increasingfy modified the rel-ative

dominance of the ol-der central- cities.

In add.ition to their contribution to the

d.ecl-ine of the CBD, such low density muJ-ti-nodal-
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urban complexes which were created by the freedom of

movement afforded by the automobiLe/roadway random

route system¡ have cond.itioned changes in urban land

use in another sense; Figure 1.1- rillustrates the

evol-ution of urban transport technofogy and its
intimate rel-ationship to the development of the form

and structure of the city. As more and better publíc

transportatíon became avaílabl e; ürban activity
spread out fi,rrther and further along the radial axes

of publ-ic transportation routes. However, with tfie

introduction of the piivate àütomobile arid. its
"extensive uSe, the urban larid space devoteii to

transportatíon necessarífy had to increase

Consider again the proposiiion that the propor-

tion of urban ground space required for travel- inereases

with the number of peoþle travetling by surface

transport in a central area,9 Thi" holds serious

implícat-ions for ,Iand use in ternis of the amount

of land space that müst be tiiverted from criltural-;

commercial, and residential use to ùrban travel- use.

In the early days of tfre rising util-izatioir of the

private automobile, while existing transit right-of-way

9s"" note #j.
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like1y had the capacity to handle al-l- of the travel-

demand, as an íncreasing number of urban travell-ers

were diverted from public to private transport, 
\

more and more roadway had to be constructed to

accommodate this vehicular traffic. Further, âs

urban areas expanded along the periphery in low

densities, and away from pubtic transportation routes,

yet more landspace had to be devotecl to roadway

construction. Finally as cities continue to increase

in population and area, the result is necessarily

the further development of the low-density multi-

nodal- complex referred to earlier.

Unfortunately, this l-ower-density multi-noda]

complex has rnade mass urban transit, which is best

adapted to carrying large masses of travel-Iers on

high-density routes, impractical for many people.

Since urban public transit is primarily designed to

move peak-period traffic to and. from the CBD, its

future is inevitably dependant upon ,the CBD's future

prospects. Unfortunately CBD's are not growing as

fast in population or economi-c activity as are the

rest of their respective metropolitan areas and where

these used to be points of maximum accessibility,

they are now stifled by their inabil-ity to handl-e

t.

l'. , -:;.;¡-:;:1
i a::t :i':.' :..r',.¡ . ,1;r.'
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increasing vol-umes of automobile and even motorbus

traffic. To the detriment of CBD's, "this condition

exists in spite of the fact that in most ci.ti-es,

the central- area, including the fringe surrounding

the CBD, has half .or more of its l-and devoted to

movement and parking of motor vehicl-es."10

Given the proposition regarding the rel-ationship

between requirements for increased. transport facility

space and incre'ased travel- demand it is certainly

plausible to think that cities, as the demand for

travel continues to grow, woul-d oríent solutions for

the supply of facil-ities to meet this travel demand

toWard those which encourage a minimum consumption

of urban "people use" l-and. This is not to say that

there is no place for the automobil-e in our urban.

centres, for certainty there is, but to occupy large

parcels of l-and to meet increased travel- demand- is

not in the best interest of urban centres. because

solutj-ons exist which woul-d be far l-ess costly to

society in terms of l-and utilization. Given that the

automobi]-euSeS6to45timeSaSmuchroad.spacefor
i,: .r,.- :

r': --

the journey to work than does the bus travell-ing at rr':':r:''

loHarold M. Mayer, oþ. cit., p.44.



the same *p""d ,11 it woul-d. be expected. that ci-ties

would encourage the use of a transport mode that does

not unduly consume urban land which could be put to

better use for the people living in cities. Unfor-

tunately, however, this has not been the case.

Trends in Canadian Urban Transportation

Trends ín Canadían cities show resul-ts quite

different from those which would be expected if there

were an effj-cient al-l-ocation of urban transportation

and urban l-and use resources. First consider Tabl-e l-.l-

which shows how the urban pnoportion of the Canadian

population has been changing over the l-ast seventy

years. In the years from t90f to L97I, Canada's urban

population has doubled in proportional- importance and

the absol-ute number of urban dwell-ers today has

increased nearly tenfold. The change in the number lof

urban dwel-lers from 1.9 million in 19Ol to 16.4 millíon

in I97I (76.L per cent of the total population) is

a good indication of the degree of urban transport

problems facing Canada's urban centres in tright of

the earlier d.iscussion on the relationship between

urban transportation and urban development.

ir.r';';:,ì

11"See Note #4.
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Table1.l: THE CANADIAN URBAN POPULATION - 1901 ro L97I

YEAR

CANADIAN
POPULATION Z IIRBAN NUMBER URBAN **

1901

1911

T92L

r931

L94L

L95L

L96L

L966

L97L

5,371,315

7 ,206,643

I ,7 87 ,g4g

L0,37 6 ,786

11,506, 655

L4,009,429

L8,238,247

20,104; BB0

2]-,568 ,3L5

34.8

4L.7

45.3

49.7

50. 9

s3.6

7t.L

73.6

76.L

L;867 ,260

3 ,007 ,57 6

.3,977 
,064

5,160;901

5 ,853, 603

7,5LL,539

L2,g7r,g2V

L4 ,7 26 ,7 59

L6,4r0,785

* Source: (a) 1901 to L96I - Census of Canada L96I, Vol. 7, pt. l-
General Review -Populatíonand Labour Force,

(b) 1966 and 1971 - Census of Canada 1971, Vol. 1, Sec. 7- L-2
Populatíonr S!1Ëistics Canada, Ottawa Canada, L97I-

,t* Urban population as defined ín source (a) above



Tabte L.2 and accompanying -r-igure I.2 depict

trends in the growth of Canadian urban population,

urban public transit ridership and passenger automobil-e

registrations from Igl.L to L9?I. Urban population has

grown steadily and, as might be expected, has been

accompanied by even more substantial growth in the

ownership of private automobil-es at the expense of

which public transit ridership has been faring rather

poorly. Perhaps the most interesting feature of

Figure 1.2 is the peak in transi-t ridership as shown

in I95I. Actually transit ridership was at its highest

in Canada duríng the years of the Second Worl-d War when

resources fon the prod.uction of such items as automo-

biles were d-iverted to the production of defense-related

nd produ "ts,I2
It iq interesting to see that at a time when resources

are scarce, people (or cities) make use of the more

economically efficient mode of transport but in more

prosperous times, consumers shift to the social-ly less

efficient but individually more desirabl-e mode. What

urban travellers are not recognizing fu1ly tod.ay is
i :ii::

26

l2whil-e the phenomenon is not
L,2 not only did transit rídership
automobil-e regi-strations decreased
during the war

visible in rligure
increase, but
significantly

l' lil,jll-r j:;,:i.r: 1.'
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TabLe L.2 Canadian Urban Population, Public Transit Ridership, And Passenger
Au¡omobile Regístrations - 1931 to l97f i (and Indices - 1961= 100)

YEAR T]RBAN POPULATION
(I}IDEX)

PUBLIC TRANSIT
RIDERSHIP

(INDEX)

PASSENGER
AUTO}{OBTLE

REGISTRATIONS
(INDEX)

1931

L94L

1951

L96L

L966

L97I

5,160,901

(3e. B)

5 , 853, 603

(45. 1)

7,5LL,539

(s7 .e)

L2,97r,927

(100. o)

L4 ,7 26 ,7 59

(113. 6)

L6,4L0,785

(L26.s)

. 579,096,250

(5e .4)

856 ,72L,L49

(87.e)

L,428,LzL,328

(L46 .5)

974,786,702

(100. o)

1,011,031, 701

(103. 7)

l, 0oo, 0L0 ,47 6

(102. 6)

1,028, 100

(23.8)

1, 281,190

(2e .6)

2,L05 ,869

(48,.68)

4,325,682

(100. 0)

5 ,480,724

(L26 .7 )

6,967 ,247

(161. 1)

* Sources: (a) PopuJ-ation: See Table .1.1

(b) Public Transit Ridership: urban Transít, statístics

Canada 53 - 003, OLtawa Canada,'L97L'

(c) passenger Automobíle Registratíon: The Motor Vehícle: Eart TI

. Regístralions, statístics canada 53 - 2L9, O1tawa, canada,

LgTO and 1971

:.{

'¡

l:..:
i:..a,

I
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Trends in Canadian Urban Popula'Lion,
Urban Transit Ridership, and
Passenger Vehicle Registrations -:E(Indexed 193I to I9?I - 1961, = 1Oo)'
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Source: See Table 7.2
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tliat resources.including fuel and landspace (and

others incl-uding those resources requi-red. to produce

motorbuses and, automobiles) arre becoming less

plentíful and it is certainl-y time to place more

emphasis on the mode of transport which can pitt these

resources to their best use ¡ Furtherrnor€ ¡ there are

circumstances under which (without the necessity of

Canad,ian involvement ín another major war,) the trend

toward the ihcreased utili zatiion of the private
'¡'

automobile in urban äreas might te reversed

Further to il-lustrate trends in Canadian urban

transportation, the behaviour of population; transit

ridership, and automobilä registrations in seventeen

major Canadian citieS is examined. The sevénteen

cities in qrteStion have been divided i-nto three

different groups based upon t]ne L9?5 metropolitan

a:rea population of these cities. As showrt in fabte

L.3, Category I ci'Lies afe those of Lg?s population

of over l- mill-ion, Category II cities are those of

population betwee.t joo;000 and 1 million and Category

III cities are those less than 300,000.13 Arbitrary

13nor all intents and purposes Category III cities
considered here are between 100,000 and 300;000 popula-
tíon and a fourth,Category could be introduced to
consider those ci-lies of l-ess than 100,000 I975 popula-
tion. However the development of pribtic transit in
these small cities grêattr-y l-acks in uniforÌnity so as to
make predi.ctibns or ahalyses of questionable meaning. r:!::: . -.:

i:1: i.::. .
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as these divisì-ons may seem, there is some reason

for grouping these cities in the manner they have

been. Chiefly if one reconsiders Figure 1.1 it :-': :
'..: ': _ 

:

becomes apparent that cíties of population over l-

mi]-1ionaredifferentfromcitiesbetween3OO,O0O

and. l- mil-lion, are d.ifferent than cities of f.ess ,,,,,,,,,

than SXO,OOO population, and especially so in an 
"'""

' .. ' '':urban transportation sense 
i.,-,,,,:r_::

Detailed popul-ations, urban transit riderships

and vehicle registrations for each índ.ividual- eity in l

each Category are given in Appendix I for the years
l

Ig4O to I97 5. ( eve-ry five years ) . Tabl-e l- .4 and i

accompanying Figure I.3 summarize the data for cities 
i

in each Category and show Category trends in per capita

transit ridership and passenger automobil-e registra- l

tions per thousand population. As shown in Figure 1.3

the gap in Lg75 between the per capita transit and 'i,,,:',
:: -: . '

automobiles per thousand. curves is narcowest for ,Ì.,,..,':
,i,,,,'',,r'

Category I cities. This gap increases as population ' :

of citi-es (as represented in the Categories) becomes

sma]-l-er

Such resul-ts are somewhat consistent with the

earlie¡ fli,scussion on urban devel-opment and urban

transport. Small-er cities rely heavily on the use of
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Table 1.3 CATEGORIZATION OF CITIES ACCORDING TO

1975 POPUi¿.TION

1. CATEGORY I : Cities of 1975 Population Over I l"lillion

CITY

1.
t
3.

Montreal
Toronto
Vancouver

1975 POPULATION
-(Tho"sa"dÐ

3,164 .B
2,79L,2
I,2Bg.7
7 ,245.7Category

Category

I
I

Total
Average 2,4L5.2

2. CATEGORY II - Cities of 1975 Population From 300,000 To I MillÍon

4. Qttawa
5. llinnípeg
6. EdmonËon
7. Quebec
B. CaLagary
9. Hamilton

Category II Total
Category II Average 5L2.O

3. CATEGORY III - Cities of 1975 Population Less Than 300,000

592.5
583.7
536.4
5L6.9
477.6
369.9

3,07 2.0

247 .3
240.2
235.6
210 .8
L64.8
153 .9
14L.4
L22.8

T;5T6.8

10. London
11. Wíndsor
L2. Halífax/Dartmouth
13. Victoria
L4. Kitchener/l^laterloo
15. Regina
16. Saskatoon
L7. Tn'under Bay

Category III Total
Category III Average

Source: Appendix I

189. 6
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automobiles relative to public transit. In the

r middle-sized Category II cities, the forces of

attempt to achieve a better balance between the public

transit and private automobil-e modes. Finally in

the largest cities (Category I), the competition

for space between cars and peopte has visibl-y

resulted in ä l-o*"" proportional- difference between

transit ridership and vehicl-e ownership. While

Figure L,3 does not íl-lustrate the extreme case

of urban blight (it is not intend.ed to) it does show

Category III cities as having the highest growth of

passenger automobil-e registrations and the l-owest

leve1 of transit ridership. This might indicate

that the smallest cities are l-east cogni zant of the

' urban l-and. "people use" versus "vehicle use" problem

but perhaps this is so because in'this early stage of

urban deveJ-opment, the .probl-em has not yet reached

cri-sis proportions. Also, it would appear at first

glance that the trend of d.ecl-ine ín transit ridership

i-s "bottomi-ng out". However, when compared with the

rapid growth of private automobil-e registrations
(except in the two largest cities where this growth

appears to level-Iing) the "bottoming out" of the



CATEGORY I
Popularion

Transit Ridership
Per Capita Ridership
Auto Registrations
Auto Regs. Per 1,000

Pop.

CÀTEGORY IT

PopulaEion

Transit Ridership
Per Capita Ridership

Auto Registrations
Auto Regs. Per 1,000

PoP.

CATECORY III

Table 1.4: City Category Populations (in thousands), Transit Ríderships (in nillÍons) and Per Capita
Transit Riderships, Passenger Automobile Registrations (in thousands) and Passenger Automobile
RegísËrations Per Thousand Population - 1940 to 1-975

1940

2,356.

470.

L99.

299.

L27 .

r)
aJ

6

2

0

L.445

2 ,699

840

J!l_

278

103

5

0

2

7

2

Population
Transit Ridership

Per Capita Ridership

Auto Registrations
Auto Regs . Pe-r 1, 000

PoP.

L9

z,g58

794

268

477

161

l,06l. B

L34.9

L27.0

L6L.2

151. B

50

0

I
5

2

3

195-5

1,218

294

24l-

L52

:.25

,440
73L

2L2

760

22L

2

6

o

4

I

1

0

5

2

0

1960

1,390

299

2L5

248

L7&

4 ,598
643

139

1,056

229

57L.0

6r. 3

L07.4

87 .5

L53.2

,ii';
i;,. i

4

J

2

3

6

5

5

9

4

7

re6s I

l,750
246

140

386

220

5,237.4

610. 5

116. 6

L,406.9

268.6

6s3

L47

225

83

L2B

0

5

I
8

3

B

7

9

2

6

r970

2,066

205

9g

s3B

260

6,184.4

65L.9

105. 4

L,727.6
,70 Q
-, ).J

730

L45

L99

L44

L97

0

3

U

0

1

2

3

4

4

6

I tgts

2.365.4

196.0

82.9

704.3

297 .B

7 ,245.7
7LL.2

98.2

2,L55. r-

297 .5

883

1r0

125

2L0

237

9

I
4

0

6

1,059

B4

79

280

26s

2,70L.9

198.6

7 3.5

94L.L

348. 3

7

4

6

oo

0

L,2l4.I
7 4.L

6r. 0

403.5

332.3

3,072.0

265.6

86. 5

L,L94.6

388. 9

\¡)
u)

L,362.0

70.9

. 52.L

489. 0

359.0

1,516.8

75. 0

49 .4

63L.2

4r6. 1
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transit ridership decli-ne offers l-ittle encouragement

for the prospects of reversing the private automobile

trend.

If the private automobile trend is to be

reversed, action is required that wil-l- change long

ingrained patterns of consumer behaviour. Before

those factors that are rel-evant to the modal- choice

decision-maki-ng process are examined. the forecasted

future of urban transportation problems in Canada's

major cities wil-l- b.e discussed.

The -[,'uture Urban Canada - The Demand and Suppfy of

Transport Facilities

'A. Iþe-!enet4-fgr*Ir?lqper!
I

In a study prepared Ln L9?I for the Honourable 
l

ì

R. K. Andras, IVlinister responsible for housirg,

D. J. Reynolds states: "The most basic variabl-e in iiil:''iil
i,.,r".,i,' 

,

thefuturedemand.fortransportinCanadais
' ::."::tt'::

population. "l4 On the basis of population forecasts
1t

made for the Economic Council- of Canada" Reynol-ds

141. J. Reynolds, The Urban Transport Proble.m
ín Canada, l-970-2000, (Ottawa: Central- Housìng and
lJlortgage Corporation, I97l-) .

'I (.-/W. T. Illing, Y. Kasahara, F. T. Denton and :,1

M. V. George, Populãtion, Famil-y, Househol-d and Labour i

Force Growth teñd_";49ØT. 
F.,..

1;:.:¡-j:' :r ì:':::l
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predicts that the population of Canada in the year

2OOO is likely to range between J0 and þO mil-Iion

so that under the assumption of medium fertility and 
;,,,,:

immigration the Canadian population in the year

2OOO seems most likely to be around 35,OOO,OOO r
5, O0O, O0O or * f 5%. :.

r '. i-!'

i' ' "'lIn terms of population and the severity of ì': '

!r:transport problems, pressures are expected to be i,-'.'

most concentrated in the nine major cities of

\. Quebec, Montreal , Ottawa, Toronto, Hamil-ton, Winnipeg, 
,

Edmonton, Calgary and Vancouver. These eities wil-l-

almost double their combined populations by the end

of the. century, thus comprising half of the future
Canadian popuÌation. N. D. Lea & Associates state

that there are other factors which wil-1 cause,urban

transport problems to be more severe in these nine

cities .aside from simple population growth, namelyr

(1) due to higher average population densities in
these larger citi-es per capita road mileage tends to

be l-ow; (2) internal- trips tend to be lengthy because

of the cities' size; and , (3) because of these

factors, traffic wil-l- likely exhaust and exceed th.e

capacity of highways (especialty those main arteries
carrying the bul-k of vehicle mileage)--tfre problem
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is compounded by the fact that the network and its
capacity cannot be easíty expanded due to severe

physical difficulties and high capital 
"o=t".16

Reynolds further states that while spme 46

small-er urban centres are likely to have a populatlon
of at l-east 50,OOO by the year ZOOO and encounter

si-mil-ar poputation and urban transport pressures, in
national- terms their probrem wil-] not be as serious
and important as those in the nine major cities.
Also the cities expected to exceed J0, OOO poputatíon

by the year 20OO are principally l-ocated in Ontario
and Quebec and some 2L of these cities are l-ocated

within a /OO mile corridor between Quebec City and

Vrlindsor. These 21, cities will- account for 4J/" of
Canada's population in the year 2OOO. The population
growth of cities l-ess than 50, OOO will- be nearly

static with those cities' combined populations rising
from about 8,000,000 in I97O to approximately

l-0,000,000 in the year 2000

Regarding car ownership and use in Canada in the

future ReynoJ-ds expects Canadians to own O.3j cars

' ¿/toN. D. Lea and Associ-ates, Urban Transportation
Pevel=gpmelts =in 11 C?nadian Ivletrop a,
Canadian Good Roads Association, 1967).
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per capita of total I97O population rising to a

saturation level- (all other things incl-uding roadways

remai-ning constant) of O.+5 cars per capita in most of

Canada excepting Quebec (including the cities of

Montreal- and Quebec) and the Atl-antic provinces

which wil-l- probably achieve this l-evel by L990. This

so-cal-led saturation level- in Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton,

Wi,nnipeg, Calgary and. Vancouver will probably be

reached by 1980.

Since automobi'l e traffic accounts for the

increasingfy larger portion of road traffic these

population and car owrrership .increases wil-I be closeJ-y

refl-ected in a corresponding increase in road traffic.

From a growth rate of approximately LOO% in the decade

1960 to 1970, road traffic wil-l- like].y increase by

about 50 to 6O% from Ig?O to tgBO and by about 20%

from 19BO to L99O and again in the last 10 years to

2000. t¡urthermore, because of the nature of road

traffic, highways, and the distribution of traffic.

over them, it is estimated that nearly half of total

vehicle miÌeage wil-l take place in urban areas ( AefineA

as places of l-O0O popuÌation and. over and rural town-

ships of over 10,O0O peopJ-e). Both rural- and urban

traffic can be expected to increase at the rates

i: ' :.:':
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mentioned above and simil-ar rates of increase can be

expected in the nine major cities.

rn analyzing the demand and the market trends 
¡,;,,.,,;,;,r,

forthevariousintercityrura1and.urbanpaSSenger

transport modes, Reynolds suggests that the most

significant changes (other than the increase in car :...

ownershíp) are that there will be a decline in rail-

pasSenger transport, ahd an inerease in the intercity

bus transport; and ürban transit will continue to have

a diff icult ai'ld doubtful irt.r"", 17

B, Iþc-!gpplv-gI-!r?rsper!-Eegili!ice
Having discusseii tÏie demand for ihe various

transport modes at currerit price and. cost trevel-s and

existing technology Reynolds turns to a discusbion

of how costs i prices, technology and. th.e whole supply

sid.e of the problem might change in the futrire;

Simitar to other economíc aetivities; the

changeinpriceandcÔst].eve1sofurbantranSþort
wil-I principally be the outcome of two sets of forces

(rl) price increases in the factors of production

employed in transport; and , (2) productivity improve-

ments possibly resul-ting from steady and expected

t7n. J ¡ Reynolds i p!. cit. , p; 22-24.
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changes in technology, higher l-oad factors, or other

improvements in organi zation

Respecting future changes in costs and prices, 
,, ,,,,.,

the major change expected by Reynolds is a possible

relative increase in real- wages (in terms of $f970)

of up to 2/" per year. ït is expected that most i.;:.::.:1.
i' : .r':_,':- -

transport modes shoul-d- be abl-e to increase their :': ': '
I , ;.' .:: :''

; 1r,,',_,r.,,,prod.uctivity per unit of l-abour i-n order to offset ':::::::

this, a significant exception being urban motorbus 
: :: : :

transit for which current problems wil-l be further

aggravated by this trend.

Regarding ïìew technology, Reynolds states that 
:

most of the new innovative technol-ogies in transport i

have problems anrl defects that cause their future . l

development to b-e uncertain. For example, small '

cars and./or electric cars for urban use appear to

offer no obvious overal-l- ad.vantages over present ].,,,.i:',,:,:i
.r '.: ':ì'

cars while on the other hand. the technical- devel-opment 1,,,';,,,'.,t
:,:','._ ,1,r-

of new transit systems is inhibited by the problem

of frequent stops within reJ-atively short journey

lengths¡ Disregarding problems and risks perhaps

the most promising development in major cities woul-d

be the possibifity of developing mass rapid transit

on inexpensive existing rights-of-way (as is currently

L+r;,-r -, . -.r.-
t:a? r .l ll'.r.ll.i

lr' : r' r.l
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being done in Edmonton and being studied in Winnipegl8),

that is, the development of systems which attempt to

combine the advantages of cars and transit and the

study of the urban passenger market and behaviour in

an attempt to fil-l gaps, to tailor transit systems

to make them more demand-responsive and to devíse

and develop optimum transit systems

With respect to the supply of híghways to meet

the demand Reynolds concludes that present l-evels of

road expenditure in Canada (or a smal-l- increase) woui-d

adequately meet future Canadian demand.. However, due

to the present distribution of expenditures there woul-d

be a deficit in meeting urban transport investment

needs and a surplus over rural- need.s. Therefore a

diversion of future road expenditure from rural- to

urban seems to be required.. Moreover, such a diversion

of funds woul-d J-ikely not be suitabl-e in a province

such as Manitoba where there is a firm commitment to

a rural stay .option and the improvement or at l-east

preservatíon of the equality of the human condition

and the general quality of l-ife. Given low population

1_B_. .-"This study is being undertaken by De Lieuw
Cather and Co. on behal-f of the governments of
Vrlinnipeg, Manitoba and Canada and is s'üj-11 in process.
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densities and greater distances between communities

of interest in rural- areas, highway transport infra-
structure investment funds should not be diverted

from rural- areas which are captive to the highway

system. Rather, new priorities shoul-d be given to

the al-location of urban transport infrastructure
dol-l-ars diverting funds away from the random route

automobj-Ie-freeway system to the development of

more demand-responsive and viabl-e public transit
systems

c . Elelr-gl-!þe-Ueier-g!!isp
As can be seen from Tabl-e L.5 on the fol-Iowing

page the major urban transport infrastructure

investment that has been pJ-anned on the major cities

is devoted to freeways. During the periods from

l-970 up fo I976-LggI (an average planning period of

about 12 years), estimated freeway mileage expansion

is expected to be from about þ¿lO mil-es to about 9gO

míl-es (an increase of over LoO/-), Tabl-e L5 al-so

shows only an approximate LO% increase in arterial

street mileage (those main highways usuall-y carrying

l-ess than l-0, OOO vehicles per day) . The estimated

l:r:.i¡!?':*1.'¡l;l r -¡

,:: :.

capital costs of these plans witr- be tn tne.p¡*€.fi,,Ër,ì)

hood of $3.9 bíl1-i on 85% of whích wil-l- be tþvo+""d--{g:

þnneres



TABLE 1.5: URBAI{ TRANSPORT PLANS FOR THE MAJOR CtrTIES *

CITY

Montreal

POPIiLATÏON

Toronto

L970
(1,.000rs)

Vancouver.

0Ëtawa

2000
(1,000's)

CURRENT (1970)
URBAN TRANSPORT SYSTÐ{S

lnlinnipeg

2,790

2,530

[Íami1t-on

Edrronton

1, 000

5,170

7'ctÌtrt trl
trl F-l

þ'É

Quebec.

5,250

560

F-l

H.
ú cr)
l¡l trl
L. 1

od t-ì.<t

Calgary

L,800

L43

s40

100

^FHÈ+
I cn.cn4z a
-=t < F-l

HT

I,050

500

785

Er Ê{
HH
Ê{ -Er ÈÉ<HCâ
cJ. cn Ê¿z'tAp¿<â
f¡jøH
Êr. Ér Ê¿

'':'.;
!: i

' :.i1:1

: ì:, ii.:i.i:j::,rl

60

PROPOSED

IIRBAN TRANSPORT SYSTEMS

800

470

730

*'Sourc'e: D.J. Rermoil.ds. The ürban Transport Ptoblem

r_5

22

470

PITANS

TO.

YEAR

900

384

2L

ILO

1, 000

4B

390

260

130

,:;.:'

'''i;. )

0

35'

880

F
< 

=u.Ê4 f¡]. f¡
E-i tr¡;X Ê4Ff¡l fq >

280

r_983

75

FJ.

H
4ø rnøÊt È1
HË{ FlX Ê4. F..{
t¡l< E

0

820

2

rli

iì

ii
lÍ
l
t{

1980

290

20

BO

Iz
ÈËts*.t-<â>úá

E:r P¡ E-xdr-
FA ú'U.

0

52.

L97 6

20

, ,:"

rz0

100

COST OF

I}æROVEMENT

$ 1970
( IfItr,roNS)

?.

0

L57

1.986

0

24

60

3B

0

1991

2

2L

100

0

67

3B

r-985

9

95

420

o

74

94

1,000

1980

o

JI-J

?

23'

1987

?

200

30

0

,)

?

250

50

88

0

100

770

20

L/+

r35

0

0

r4B

2

525

530
i
t:i
.)
i,

lil
{i
rj.ll

iij
li:i
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highways and onl-y L5% to transit development.

While Montreal- and Toronto were planning to

expand their existing rapid transit systems by

21 mil-es and 9 mil-es respectively the only other city
to engage in rapid transit appears to be Edmonton.

The rapid transit approach is under ptanning consider-

ation j-n Ottawa, Wi-nnipeg and Cal-gary.

AJ-though some rough cal-culations would show

that the freeway and arterial capacities of the

major cities would increase by 30-40% if these plans

were carried out, it is not possible to determine

whether these plans will satj-sfactorily meet the

projected traff,i-c increases or whether there wil-l-

be sufficient financial- resources to carry them out.

Given the mil-lions of dol-lars requi-red to

upgrade the highway/automobil-e system and the fact

that proposed construction witl simpJ-y perpetuate

probLems associated with urban automobile traffic

congestion as reJ-atively small- amounts of capital

investment are anticipated for public tranbit in the

future, Reynolds poses the question: l'.. .with such

wide car ournership and l-ow transit use, and .having

gone so far in accommodating the car in Canadian

cities and in their layout and density, is it worth-
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whil-e or possibl-e to reverse the process?"19

.As has been stated earl-ier, the i-nherent

functional timitations of the automobile/frigfrway 
i, ,,,

system outl-ine the basic argument against its

perpetuation in its present form. The discussion

of the urban transportation and urban land use 
,., ,

interface demonstrates that the reversal of the ,,,.'

private automobil-e trend is worthwhite 
¡,,,,,¡,,,,' i'-t-:-: :

Analysis of the reversj-bility of the trend

toward.s private automobil-e use in urban centres

requires the study of modal choice on both an
i

individual and social basis. First, however, it | '

wil-l- be helpful to examine the nature of the urban 
i

travel modes under study. Some of the deficiencies

of urban pubtic transit which have l-ed to its decl-ine

and some of the psychological factors favouring the

continued. increased. use of private automobil-es in i' ,',

metropolitan areas wil-l- be discussed. ' l

i:.t:.t t'r ':

L9n, J. Reynolds , -cp,. cit. , p.73,



CHAPTER II

Tl/üO URBAN TRAVEL MODES IN CONFLICT

l-. Transit Induetry Deficiencies

For several years the public has expressed
1

concern over the problem of urban public transit.'

It is common opinion that urban public transit is

a sick industry as evidenced by its need to rely

heavily on large doses of subsidy aid.. Table l-.1-

bel-ow summarizes the fi-nancial performance of

Canada's transit ind.ustry over the past forty years.

Since Lg?O Canadian urban transit systems have been

suffering increasingly large operating losses annually

as public transit continues to l-ose riders and fare

box revenues fail to cover system costs.

A phenomenon that has contributed to the decl-ine

in profitability in the transit industry is that

the population of urban areas has been and continues

to be l-ess denseÌy concentrated at the centre and

more diffused over the sumounding area. This trend

of course has been coupled. with an increasing reliance

on private vehicJ-es. This red.istributíon of population

lBarton-Aschman Associates Inc., Guidelines for
New Systems of Urban Transportation, Volume 2, prepared
for the United States Department of Housing and Urban
Development, April L96B

46
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Table 2.1: CANADIAN TRANSIT
RESTTLTS ($ ,000 ' S)

FINANCIAL OPERATING

- L935 to 1975'l

YEAR

çn
f¡l
H

hH
oÊ4

' f'loÈzoú
P{

OPERATING
REVENUE

OPERATING
EXPENSES

NET
INCOME
(Loss)

ALL
TAXES

1935

L940

L94s

1950

L955

1960

L96I

L962

L963

L964

L965

L966

L967

1968

L969

L970

L97L

L972

'L973

L974

L97 5

30

33

35

33

32

34

35

36

36

37

39

39

46

4B

4B

49

47

54

57

57

6L

$ 37 ,77 4

40,676

72,LLg

85,528

L09,247

L32,975

L3L,67L

I32,646

L33,825

L39,L43

L54,7Bo

L67 ,680

206,848

209,0r5

23r,207

239,525

242,4L0

263,205

27 4 ,847

285,268

326 ,7 90

ç 2,094

28,782

50,g64

7 5 ,247

98,784

LL6,42L

LLB,54g

LzL,7 64

L25,B2L

L27 ,556

L3g,gg4

LsB,926

1BB ,619

203 ,67 5

2L4,675

23L,066

249,L93

284,4r4

326,g54

396,443

495,620

35 ,680

11,895

2L,156

l0,2Bl

L0,463

16 ,553

L3,022

10, BB2

B, oo4

11,587

L4,786

8,7 54

L8,22g

5,340

16,532

8,459

(6, 783)

(2L,209)

(52,L07)

(111, 175 )

(168 ,830)

B )692

9,4r7

10 ,403

LL,357

LL,494

Lr,437

11,730

L0,576

12,044

'L2,834.

13 ,503

L5,32L

:k Souree: Canadían
Transít

Urban Transit Association,
Fact Book L975 - 76.
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has been a fund.amental- cause of "many of the social

and economic difficul-ties of our Iarge, mature,

central- cities: loss of mid.dl-e and upper income

to the suburbs, d.ecl-ining retail sales in downtown

areas, erosion of the tax base, shift of manufacturing

and service establishments to suburban areas, decl-ine

of mass transit service and patronage, and increased
2

traffic congestion."' It is difficul-t to offer mass

transit service to a thinly spread populati-on. I¡or

instance, there are important economies of scal-e to

be real-ized with the use of larger buses (for example

in terms of per seat driver and fuel cost). However,

the larger the vehicte the harder it is to obtain

enough passengers in order to offer a frequently

operating service with a reasonabl-e l-evel- of occupancy.

The "size of vehicle" economies have been pushing in

one direction and the diffusion of urban populations

in the other to the distress of the transit industry

trapped between the two.

Perhaps the most troubl-esome problem faced by

the transit industry j-s meeting the demand peaks of

2f . M. Moses, and H. F. Wil-l-iamson, Jr., "Value
of Time, Choice of Mode, and the Subsidy Issue in
Urban Transportatiorl", Journal of Politiqal- Economy'
(Volume 1. June 1968, pp, 247-26+), p. 2+7,
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the journey to and from work in the huge metropolitan

area. "Typically, over a rapid. transit system, one

peak hour out of 24 accounts for IJT| or more of the

daily traffic while almost half of the day's total
traffic moves in four peak hours. Peak hours require

about four times as much equipment as can be used at

other times. Hence; âvêrâgê cost per ride tends to

be much higher than if d.emand were evenly dlstributed
ô

over time."J UnfortunateJ-y, the demand peak problem

has been becoming more acute and the most apparent

rêason for this trend is the shift toward. private

automobil-e transportation in the off-pealc periocis

when the 'bhoroughfares are not congested. ij'igure 2,I
shows a typicaL hourly traffic fl-ow comparison for
public transit and automobil-e in a sarnpled composite

of North American cities.
Some of the primary manifestations of the

deficiencies of mass transit systerns in and. around

our large metropol-itan centres are discomfort,

inconvenience, low average speed, and obsolescence

of equipment. The most immediate cause of discomfort

l' . .:i

3J. B. Lansing, Tr4n!;portation and Economic
Policy (i,tew Yorkr The
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is the overcrowding of buses, particularly during

journey-to-work peak hours. Furthermore, heat,

noise, unattractive or unprotected. way stations

and terminals, together with lengthy standing and

waiting periods are common disadvantages of bus or

transit travel and the transit industry has make

l-ittl-e technol-ogical progress in the way of bettering

comfort standard.s. The user is told: .If you

don't have an automobile or want to use our service

you'lI do so on our terms. Make your choice. Vrloul-d

you rather endure traffic jams on expressways, or

suffer overcrowding in dirty, unsafe, uncomfortabl-e

stations or vehicl-es? Or, perhãps, you'd rather not

make the trip?"þ

In many urban mass transportation systems a

high proportion of depre.ciated and obsol-ete equiprnent

is being used. Poor l-ocation and shortage of stations

or stops, the ne'cessity of transfers, and the frequency

of service, a].l contribute to the inconvenience of most

urban public transit systems

Another problem, particularly within and near

4-;,-'Lewis M. Schneider, "Marketing Urban Transit,"
Highway Research RecorÈ, No. 3IB, (Mass-TrAnsportation),
wããtrñFõn;--îsñwat-EãË
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central- cities and their central- business districts
is low average speed. The only mode competitive in
speed with the automobire is rapid. naif transit and i , , ,,,

the greatest speed .diff erential-s are between buses 
r:;r: :'

:s movinq on urban thorouehtfar:es5and automobil-es moving on urban thorough

causing further difficul-ty in attempting to divert 
,i,,,.,,:,,;.:

ur:ban travell-ers from private automobil-es to mass i::""t't..-l
::i.- ::'

transit ..,,,' .,',; 

"...
i;..:;r:r;::i.::

Also important is the often observed. fact that

increases in fares have ,accelerated l-oss of patr.onage

The most predominant general statistic availabl-e in'/
this regard is due to. a str-rdy by Simpson and Curti no 

'

which examines f/ urban bus fare changes over a period
l

of 20 years. They found what may be call-ed a '

"shrinkage ratio" (an approximation to eJ-astieity) of
/7 

>d. the results consistent0.36,( "Indeed the results have been so consistent

that the transit industry has al-most adopted. the : r 'i

i',',1;.':',

so-cal-led. "Simpson-Curtin formula" which states that ¡¡,,:r't,,.,'
| , , 

t 

,t : , ' ,: , ' 
t' 

, '

for each L/o increase in fares you wilt get a I/3/" '' :':.::

I

'JLyl-e C. I'itch and Associates¡ oÞ. cit. , p. 13.
6- ' - ¡t':":"""John F. Curtin, "Effect of Fares on Transit i:':'''¡,'1

Riding, "Highw?y Research Record, No. 2I3, (Passenger
lransportatiõn), (Washington: Highway Research Board,
ffi0.

Twith a standard deviation of onJ-y O. 09.



decrease in ridership. "B However, ít is clear that
non-peak hour travel- is much more sensitive to fare

changes than is rush hour travel- where the journey to

and from work predominates.9

Aside from the simple physical and aesthetic

difficulties in urban public transit, one must

consider the problems besetting transit management

which arise primarily from the economics of the

industry, especialJ-y under recent conditions. The

short-run demand for transit service is such that
fare increases wil-l- usually produce more short-run

total- revenues, despite decreases in patronag".10

Therefore, transit operators have no short-run economic

incentives to keep fares down in order to maintain

or increase passenger vol-ume, Rather, they are

under continuous pressure to increase fares. This'

is especially true in the Uníted States where public

BGeraId Kraft, "The Potential- of Free Transit in
Transportation Pl-anning", in Unorthodox Approaches To
Urban Transpgrtation, Andrew Hamer, êd., Proceedir¡gs of
a conference hel-d at Georgia State University November
L6 and. 17 , L972, p, 9 .

o/LyIe }-itch and Associates, oÞ. cit, , p,37.

53
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ownership of public transit properties was not the

prevailing organization of the industry. In Canada

however, where public ownership of public transit

has been dominant, fares have been kept relatively

l-ow over the years as is shown in Tabl-e 2,2,

This same pressure is reflected in the

deterioration of service for in the short run, route

abandonment and l-ess frequent service may result in

monetary savings for transit management. Ilioreover,

operators cannot usually afford to take the temporary

l-osses invol-ved in buil-ding up new routes through

developing suburban neighborhoods for by the tj-me

the neighborhood has reached the density sufficient

to support a transit route its travel- patterns, most

often incl-ud.ing the use of automobiles, wil-l- be well

established and it is too l-ate for a transit company

to gain the new market

Aside from the points raised in the fírst

chapter of this thesis in connection with the histor-

ical- aspects of urban development l-eading to the

decline of urban public transit, the factors mentioned

above have been important problems in impeding the

attraction of an ever íncreasing amount of urban

public transit riders, Undoubtedty the single most

;.--.:. .j:. :.,r.. 1 -
, lF ?:a¡.tìii:::1r: !
i:::-.::rìr-.i.ì r :i!:
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Table 2.2: HISTORICAL RECORD OF TRANSIT FARES IN

CANADA - 1935 TO 1975tc

rr Source: Canadian Urban Transit Associatíon,
Transit Fact Book L975 - 76.

:j:'iiÌ'..... .j'

i:::i.i::;;..ì ì-ì'
l..i ,,.::

YEAR PROPERTIES RANGE

CASH

FARES (C)
TICKET
FARES (c)

1935

L940

l-945

1950

1955

L960

]-965

r970

L97L

L972

L97 3

L97 4

L97 5

30

33

35

33

32

34

39

49

47

s4

57

57

6L

Hígh
Low
Average

High
Low
Average

Hígh
Low
Average

Hígh
Low
Average

High
Low
Average

High
Low
Average

High
Low
Average

High
Low

Hígh
Low
Average

High
Low
Average

High
Low
Average

High
Low
Average

Hígh
Low
Average

10
05
06

10
05

07 .5

10
05

08. 6

13
05

09.2

15
10
11

20
10
15

25
15
20

35
15

35
15
25

35
10
25

35
15
25

40
15
25

50
15
29

8.33
4.76
6.24

8.25
4.L6
6.07

8.25
4.25
6.18

10.00
6.25
8.05

15. 00
9.00

10.50

18.00
B .33

13 .00

20. 00
11.11
18. OO

30.00
L2.50

30. 00
14.28
22.50

30. 00
L6.66
23.33

30. 00
16 .66
23.33

3s.00
L6.66
24.00

38. 60
20. 00
28.90
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important reason for the decline in public transit

ridership has been the private automobil-e.

2, Aspects of Individuals' Preferences for Automobiles

As discussed earl-ier, since its introduction

at the beginning of the century the highway/automobil-e

system has played a dominant rol-e in shaping the urban

environment as we know it. Some of the things made

possible through the mass ownership of automobil-es

and the vast and growing network of roadways were:

(1) the physical separation by J-ong distances of an

individual's places of work, residence, shopping,

entertainment, etc , | (2) t¡re chance to reside in

spread-out l-ow density housi-ng devel-opments; and,

3) the hori zontal- growth of l-and space devoted to

urban activities to the extent that what was once

known as the city must now be call-ed a metropolitan

area due to. its engulfing of many smal-ler formerly

outlying communities.

The turn of the century pre-automobile city

was characterized by high density living and working

facilities and therefore most typical personal

transportation requirements r¡¡ere satisfied by the

pedestrian mode. The city was basicall-y designed

and constructed for pedestrians. The onl-y range

i.::

',t -:

L,:
t:1

lrl
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extenders avail-able then were the horse and buggy and

the public transit system of the day--the trolley bus

and in certain cities, the subway. Of course, there

was a suburb which was primarily occupi-ed by those

wealthy enough to afford the necessary mobility.
Perhaps it was these suburbs which inspired cramped. .

and crowded. cíty dwel-l-ers with images of lifestyles
that the automobi-l-e later al-Iowed them to seek.

Basical-l-y however, the pre-automobile city was a

rel-atively motionl-ess environment. Transit patrons

were usually moving from high density living areas

to high density working areas, residing at a distance

ecause of choice but rather because,

in those pre-high rise days, the high density housing

areas within pedestrian range of work places woul-d

have been quite futly occupied. Another character-

istic of the area was the futly developed neighbour-

hood typified by bottom floor shops with r"síder,"e=

above. Every neighborhood had a distinct identity

since most of the people in the neighborhood. not only

l-ived there but worked there, were entertained, there,

shopped there, were schooled there, and usually never

had any reason for l-eaving there. Vr/hat is left of

these neighborhood areas stil-l exists in our old.er
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cities mostly housing the impoverished, the :il-l-iterate,
and the racially oppresse,i.11 There is however,

l-ittl-e about the turn of the century pre-automobile

city that cal-ts for nostatgia. Since the limitations

of travel- range prohibited horizontal- expansion,

these ci-ties were forced to absorb population growtLr.

simply by increasing their physical densities.

Then the automobil-e appeared on the scene at a time

when the crowding of the city i-n conjunction with

the alleged whol-esomeness of rural life, made it

valuabl-e as an escape device. Suburban l-iving which

for so tong had been an option only avail-abl-e. to

the wealthy became an opti-on for the masses, or at

l-east the middl-e class and thq flexibility of the

random route system dramatically extended the range

of l-ífe patterns of urban dwel}ers.

Indeed the automobi'l e has satisfied more than

the simple desire to travel- between residences and

work places. Earlier it was stated that on strictly

social and economic grounds, the choice of man¡r urban

travellers to use. the private automobil-e f or the j ourney

'to work is certainly not the best one. Quite apart

from sociat and economic consid.erations, however,

11r. R. stone, oþ. cit., p. 4r.
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it would seem that a veiy imp'ortant reason for the

automobil-e being the most often preferred mode of

travel- is the fact that "men move through, buifd

around them and carry about wítir them certain

structural- volumes of psychologically dífferentiated

space."-: While there is doubt ás to how these spatial
'est understood and while economistsvofumes are best understoor

.normally ignorê their existence or at least their l

i-mportance n there should. be no doubt that the con-

traction or expansion of these distinct spaceS ¡ or

conflicts between them; or evên ambiguities as to

their bound.aries , can cause uneasiness and stress.

"This idea of man living within a range of

simultaneous spatial domains graded from the intímately
personal to the ptainiy public, should explain more

sati-sfactorily than any of the familíâr psychiatric or

sociological cl-iches, the attraction of ttre auto-
11,mobile,"1) Stated simply, 'the private automobile

permits one to travel- practically at will anywhere

in the public domain while remaining in a completeiy

private world unequivocally defined by physicat

t'rþ¿g., P. 95.
13rui¿,
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boundaries. To maintain the existence of this

intensel-y personal space no Ìonger requires explan-

ation by psychologica.l adaptation or cultural- under-

standing or ritual for it ís marked, off structuralJ-y

clearly and solidly. Perhaps this concern with the

definition of personal space is primarily a North

American phenomenon and it may wel-l be that the vast

continual- changes in the i,lorth American social- and

cul-tural setting over the last 50 or 60 years have

prod.uced. great uncertainty, unease and stress upon

individuals thereby making the protection and clear

definition of the private personal realm more valuable

and important. While traditional- U-bopian dreams

have been centered. around a communal structure,

modern Canadians and Americans continuatly attempt

to build very personal or at l-east familial Utopias

structured around single detached homes, television,

and cars. At any rate there is a basic distinction

that must be understood--that is, the distinction

between pubtic and private transportation not in the

sense of titul-ar ownership or financing or even trip

scheduling, but in the sense of the. personal perception

of space patterns.

ft has been stated that the ability to move

through public space without suffering read justment

i. .t.
l:,,- i

ì:'...: :::
¡i :.:

i: ::,ij
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of , or impingements upon, one's own personal- space

coul-d explain a good deal more than the urban travel-lers

attachment to his private automobil-e. It coul-d even

partly explain the success of the automobile rental

companies since a rented car al-l-ows one to travel- in

a strange, foreign, and often confusing public worl-d

in a kind of instant privacy and encapsulated
L4securlTy

The emotional importance of the automobile must

not be contemptuously discussed as some psychological

aberration for the automobile is much more to many

índividuals than a more or }ess efficient competitor

with public transit. It was stated earl-ier that in

certain parts of our major cities the external effects

caused by the private automobil-e such as the over-

consumption of space and time and the production of

environmentaL nuisances necessitate restrictions on

the automobil-e's use. Perhaps though, the only way

of increasing the acceptability of public transpor-

tation is to incorporate as much spatial quality of

the automobi-l-e as is possible into its design.

However transportation problems of our major i:'i:,; r::

1þr¡ia.

_ r'_::.)..:;-i
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cities cannot be sol-ved until- the very special spatial

features of the private automobil-e are understood for

in al-l tiketihood the consumer appeal of the auto-
: ..:--i: -::''': l' i: _

mobil-e is just not a-trivial habit which can easil-y

be removed but rather, a means of ful-filling deeply

rooted concepts of human territoriatity.15 : :;
1.: : -:.: -

More functional anatysis reveals that the .i,.,':.

automobi le/freeway system has distinct quality ;,.,,,¡,,,.,,

advantages in four important areas: 
;':::i'i::l

(1) privacy, (2) comfort, (3) orientation, and. :

(4) convenie n." i6
(1) Effyggy - Since there is no physicat or social

'-.^.r'll-- i- ^+1^^- ôì,+^ lcontactwithpeop1etravel]-inginotherauto_
mobiles, the great mix of economic and ethníc ,

background.s represented in a city's travel- ,,'

patterns is made tol-erable for many people by '

the physical isolations provid.ed. to them by their 
¡,,,1,,,,.,,,,
i::1: -::l: :: :

::- .,:..:au.tomobil-e. An important option that exists in 
,,.:,:::i:.;

the rand.om route system which cannot be under- 
: : :::

rated is the ability to sel-ect one's fell-ow

passengers.

15¡. g, Jackson, Landscapq, Volume 17 (Spring
Lg6B) page 2, as quoted in T. R. Stone op. òit., p. 96.

ll' .:

i:, ,.t., :-

t6r. R. stone, oÞ. cit., p.98.



(Ð Comfort - Autornobil-es offer a number of personal

comfort amenities such as adjustable seats,

individual temperature control-s, radio etc. ,

restricted only by one's ability to pay for

them. The motorist can actually seal himsel-f

off from contact with the outside worl-d and

be entertained. besid.es. Al-so important is

the fact that each automobile rider has a

seat and none is forced to stand.

3) gqigllglio! - Due to the fact that the motorist

must navigate hi-s vehicle he rarely has

disorientation problems since he is supposed

to be continually aware of his routing and the

distance to his destination.

(4) Conveniences

always has his vehicle parked cl-ose at hand

and can drive anywhere on the roadway system

without having to transfer vehicles, the

random route system is actually a door-to-door

transit system. Of course when the urban

traveller is employed in a high density centre

such as the central busi-ness d.istrict his

chances of par:king cl-ose to his .job are

becoming increasingfy smafl-. However,'for those

who both live and work in low density areas, the

63
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automobiLe/roadway system is the optimum one.

Given the ad.vantages of the random route system

in the four areas discussed above, the public transit

system need.s consj-deration in the same categories.

Vìlith regard to privacy, two types are rel-evant to

a discussion of the design and improvement of public

transit systems. The first is physical privacy by

which we refer to the need of human beings to be

separated spatially from each other. The actual

physi.cal distance by which a person wishes to be

removed from another varies in refation to the

situation in which both are involved and the social

characterístics of each. The standards for public

transit are interesting because it is felt that

the relationship between passengers is such that

each should be far removed from each other when in

fact they are often forced into unnecessary physical

contact by the exigencies of peait-period public

transit. This is particularty true on lengthier

more crowded journeys when the stress induced by

unavoidabÌy close proximity often exceeds the capacity

of a passenger 'to cope with it resul-ting in a feeling

of discomfort which contributes to the general

aversion for public transportation.

SecondJ-y, cultural privacy refers to the desire

'';
l:r.

liti:rì.,
l:..
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and need of people to be among other individuals who

share the same values, norms, and bel-iefs and, standards

of behaviour and to excl-ude from their midst ind.ivid.ual-s
,: .:_._i ..j

with d.ifferent norms and. stand.ards. This need and 
: '"""i'"

desire is physicalty expressed in all- the rules

establ-ished for membership in groups, that is, in

the manneq in which peopte attempt to l-imit the entry ''t."ri,,

of, strangers or newcomers to social- functions, i-.,,,,,.
r.:.:.r-_:- :

professions, neighborhoods, decision-makíng groups,

etc. It is obviousl-y diffícult for passengers to

establ-ish any sort of cultural pri-vacy in a pubtic l

,

transport environment for the sirnple reason that 
I

;public transit systems are accessibl-e to al-l- and

any who have the smal-l- amount of money required for :

the fare. There is no simple method of aligning

physical environments in a public transit sense'

with these compJ-ex sociological needs and therefore 1,.,..,.:,,:
..'.

individual prívacy requirements are found to be at .:', ' :.

'tt"-';,t''
r ! ,! - -- I r: - .:: :'t. -..'

odds with potential carrying capacities.

The comfort amenities demanded. or requi-ped of

public transportation are closely refated to the

length of trips involved. For example, a fíve

minute dial--a-bus ride to a nearby transit terminal

woutd not require the same extent of comfort

facil-ities for passengers as woul-d sâv, a 40 minute
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ride on a medium speed transit vehicle. SimilarJ-y

this medium speed trip woul-d. not call for the same

degree of amenities as woul-d- the two hour high-speed

train trip. 0n high-speed trains (or commuter

aircraft) bars, Iounges, reading lights; enroute

meals, rest rooms, and other comforts are expected..

0n l-ow to medium speed transit systems however, due

to the short travel times invol-ved, users demand

l-ittl-e more than shel-ter from the weather, temperature

control-, smooth and silent operation, and reasonabl-e

seating acc ommod.ations .

The problem of orientation is not severe for
urban motorbus operations but when related to high-

speed rail transit systems can cause problems as

seeh in both vehicl-e and terminal- design, as wel-l- as

all rel-ated graphics. Since the high-speed rail-
passenger is not actually navigating the vehicle

and manoeuvering through the landscape by following
signs and landmarks, but rather, is riding, he can

experience a significant amount of anxiety if he

ever has reason to suspect that he has boarded the

wrong train or has missed his station. Such problems

can easily be appreciated in dark subway systems for
example whãre the onus is on passengers to know

exactly where their train is going and when to get off.

:;., : ..: ,:'. t:
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Perhaps the best tool- for measuring the public

transport system's convenience is a -3ooc windy

wj-nter day when any gaps in what shoul-d be a

comprehensive service become brutally apparent.

irrlaiting in l-ine at an unshel-tered. bus stop in this

type of weather is certainly a cause for desiring

a truly door-to-door transport system. The aut'omobile/

roadway system of course can offer this easily
provided that the doors invol-ved are each located

i-n l-ow to medium density areas. However, as city

size and travel demand increase, fewer areas arre abl-e

to provide close-proximity parking. In the case of

taxi service the automobile can serve high density

areas on a door-to-door basis as there is no parking

invol-ved, but the limitations of this type of service

for handting commuter movement on any scal-e are

obvious when one attempts to hire a taxicab during

the peak period on any bad weather day. Convenience,

however, really means more than the fact that the

private vehicl-e is handy at both the departure and

destination points but also that the trip is accom-

plished. without having to switch vehicl-es enroute.

Unfortunately, bus stops are not very conveníent, at

l-east in most low densíty areas, and the greater

portion of trips cannot be made without switching
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:vehicl-es and, increasing the nûmber of stops invariably
complicaies overal-I routing then creates a greater

number of necessary transfers.
Stated simply, the primar¡r convenience require-

ment is to be picked up near the origin and. to be let
off cl-ose to the destination with a minimum of

inconvenience--that is ¡ the least poss.ible exposure

to inclement weather an'd the teast possibie coniusion

and d.iscomfort caused by neeessary transfers.

To provide a convenient urban tränsport serVice :

means to provide a comþfehensive one. Of coürbe,

contempor?ry public transit systems do not þrovide
this standard of service as they are not able to.
However, unfavourabl-e comparisons between public

. transit and priváte vehiCl-e convenience factors coul-d.

be elr-mlnated or at l-east ininimized should the overall
commitment to publíc transit systerns be expanded as

proposed, provided that: '(I) coll-ectíon points are

allotted in greater numbers so that no pbint in any

" residential- area would be lhofe than two or three

blocks flom a pickup point | (2) colfection points ,are

sheltered., even with only a rain and. shine roof, but

preferably with some wind breaking panels with a bench

for the elderly, the disabled, and those who d,o not klow

¡:;ì:

j.t':.. '.:.:;. -
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when the bus is coming; and , (3) transfers occur in
shel-tered areas so that vehicle to vehicle exchanges

are not necessarily pneumonia-inducing experien""=.17

A comprehensively laid out urba-n public transit
system 'combined with appropriate enroute amenities

could be conceivabty more attractive than the auto-

mobi-l-e in terms of convenience in any medium to high

density areas where door-to-door automobil-e transport
can be more accrirately called door-to-parking-l-ot-to-

door transport.
,Upgfading public transit syStem standards so that

they are at least equivalent to those of the $rivate
automobile system at least in the fotrr áreas just

d.iscussed are a necessary step in irnproving urban
:

transportation systèms via the public transi-t sol-ution,

Urban transportatíon þlanners must never lose sight of

the fact that transportátion'systems are constructed
:.

to serve people and to respeet the dignity of people;

current vehicle orientatibns which charaöteri-ze most

of our urban transport systems are not acceþtable.

Having said. that quality of servlce is an

important area in which to seek soiutions to the

urban transportation problem ín our major cities

40'rrbid. p. Lo?.
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the urban transport problem will- be examined in tpçms

of some economic theory which takes quatitative

aspects of urban travel into consideration.

.::r.:'.
't, :' :::



lTh" p"bu..r lransportation Pl-anning Process, in
Search of Improved,Strategy, Report of a Panel- of
Experts, Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development, December 1969

21. tut. HiIl and H. G. von Cube, "Development of
a Model- for Forecasting Travel Mode Choice in Urban
Areas", lllehway Research Record No. 38 (Travel
Forecast

CHAPTER III

MODAL CHOICE ECONOMICS

AND MODAL SPLIT ANALYSIS

1. Modal- Choice and Value of Time

Integration of the economics of modal choice

in urban transport with modal- split analysis may

be approached in severat ways. It id now appro-

priate to present some of the more pertinent

approaches and techniques. Such studíes involve

"sophi-sticated tool-s of analysis required to perceive

individual- and community preferences and formul-ate

goals and policy objectives in the light of evolvíng

technol-ogy and changing habits and values..."f

The method of analysis chosen by Donald iU. Hill

and Hans G. von Cube d.evelops "diversion curves".2

The authors bnought together data from surveys in

three metropolitan areas, studying the destination

of trips (based on home interviews). For purposes

of analysi-s, the data were grouped into zones with

ir :jt.,: : : i:i ìt ;: . ::t l
ij!,ìl::).:!:lìÍr;:rÈli
i:,1., l::::: iì- ..ai'i
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the unit of analysis being the traffic between a

pair of zones. The transít share of work trips was

measured for each l-i-ne of travel, and variations in 
i 
., .t ,:)

this share were the object of explanation. HIJ-I and

von Cube's technique is based on aggregated data as

opposed to an anal-ysis of indivi_duaf 's choices.
i....- .' .,-..

I t' 
't 

""_However, as Guy OrcuttJ explains, from a statisticat ,',.,,''

point of view, the use of aggregated observations is j,,,ii.,,,,'

a risky expedíent due to the probability of introducing
aggregation bias

ïn a second method of analysis, StanJ-ey Warner4

relied upon multi-variate statistical- analysis of
i

choices by individual- travell-ers for particular trips.
rel-ative time and rel-ative cost

were consistently important, and he al-so found it
hetpfut to distinguish trips according to their purpose.

Ruben Gronau has considered another aspect of !1.,,,'',:';;r.
.r:..,;.-:..-. -:-.

modal alternative analysis in transportation. trn his ,,,,,i.,._1

book he considers "consumer preferences as they are ''::::::::::

infl-uenced by the rel-ationship of speed. (or time). and

?-Guy Orcutt et al-., Microanalysis of Socipqconomic
Systems: A Simulation Stud

b-StanJ-ey L. Vrlarner, Stochastic Choice of Mode in
Urban Travel, A Study in
Ill-inois: Northwestern University Press and
Transportation Center, 1962),

i :'i: ì..i .::.:! :-ì ,

i:ìì:;J:..t1Ìla.'ìii
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\price."' .By developing and applying Gary Becker's
Amodel", and by utiliz:.ng data which the Port of New

York Authority had made avail-able to the National-

Bureau of Economic Research, he obtained. some very

interesting empirical- resul-ts. Gronau's first major

finding concerned the way the price of time affects

the choice between certain modes of travel. Vüith his

theoretical model, he predicted the J-ogical- passenger

choice among airi bus and rail transportation for

intercity travel, given the.price of time and the

d.istance travel-Ied. A second more tentative discovery

indicated that business travellers consider the price

of their time as being approximately equal to their

hourly earni-ngs, whereas personal travell-ers appear

to assign a l-ower price to the value of their time.

In ord.er to reach this conclusion, Gronau estimated

income and price elasticitj-es of demand for air

travel- and provided some new information on the

rel-ation between family income and hourly earnings.

A fourth approach is that taken by Leon Uloses

and Harold Wil-l-iamson who claim that "the diversion

I
'Gary S. Becker, "A Theory of the Al-location of

Time," Eôonomic Journal-, (September L965),
i,:.:.,:
i:r:':':.1



issue is central- to much of the argument that is taking

place on the need to subsidize pubtic transportation

as a way of reducing automobil-e congestion in central
17

cities. " I 0n this basis the authors have estimated a

price structure that woul-d divert automobil-e commuters

to other modes. The analysis and empirical- work are

prese.nted first under the assumption that wòrkers have

the freedom to choose the combination of income and

l-eisure which appears optimal to them, and secondly

under the assumption that commuters must conform to

a standard number of hours of work. Unfortunately,

when a. restriction on hours is imposed, it is

impossible to measure diversion prices in the.choice

of mode because of a l-ack of knowledge about the

he individuals invol-ved

Moreover, íf the leisure-preferring individual who

is free to choose an optimum combination of income

and l-ej-sure ís discussed, something can be said about

the diver,sion prices invofved in the choice of mode.

Before diversion prices are d.iscussed it wil-t be

helpful to examine individ"ual-s' behaviour or preferences

toward money and time (income and l-eisure) in the

context of a singJ-e mode of trave].
o

Consi-der Figure 3,Iu whereby l-eisure ti-me is

?Mo="= and Witl-iamson, oÞ. ci-t. , p. 2L+8,
lorbid. , p. z5o,

7Lt'
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measured on the horizontal axis and income on the

vertical axis. This diagram is a description of the

preferences of a number of individual-s each viewing

work and travel time as equally necessary evil-s. The

wage rate facing each individuat is equal to the

negative slope of the l-ine AB and the stock of time

for each individual- is OA. Combinations of income

and leisure availabte to each ind.ividuaf when zero

time and. money outlay are associated with commuting

are thus shovrn by income line AB.

By shifting AB, various money, time and cost

combi-nations can be introduced. If the particular mode

in question invol-ves merely transit time, but no

ay then AB can be shifted. d,ownward parallelmonetary outlay then AB car

to, sâ$, CD. Then the wage rate remains the same

(ie., -slope AB = -slope CD) and travel time equals AC.

Therefore CD represents the partícul-ar mode's

net íncome line. If the individual- who chooses this

mode has the freedom to choose hours of work, then

any combination of l-eisure and'income along CD, or

zero j-ncome as represented by point A, may be chosen.

Moreover, CD could also represent the net income line

for a mode entailing zero travel time but involving

an expenditure equal to BD. Then once again the

individual Ieisure and income choices for individuals
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.F-ígure 3.1t Income-Lei-sure Approach to Modal- Choíce

choosing this mode of travel are represented by CD.

Figure J.l can be further viewed as a represen-

tation of the net income lines of two distinct lnodes

of travel. The income l-ine AB woul-d be representative

of both modes of travel for some individual making

the choice between them. The net income l-ine for

each mode would then be CD which represents the

paralleJ- downward shifting of AB taking into account

the time and money costs for that mode. Therefore AB

.,' '.'::,:"

l:ì:;
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coul-d be said to represent combinations of íncome

and leisure avail-able to the ind,ividual choosing the
f,irst mode whil-e cD woul-d represent avail_abl-e income

and l-eisure combinations avail-abl_e to the individual_
choosing the second mode

Now suppose AB is the net income r-ine for one

'mode--say private automobil-e--and cD represents the
net income l-ine for the second mode--sa)¡ mass transit.
Then if variations in disutility of travel over time
and by mod.e are ignored, and if individual-s have

the freedom to sel-ect an optimal combination of
leisure and income, then al-l- individual-s facing the
above budget l-ines woul-d travel- by car (en¡. (r¡ris
statement is made on the basis of mod.al- choi-ces

being al-l--or-nothj-ng choices for clarity,s sake. )

This is due to the simple fact that no matter what
preference system between income and l-eisure the
individual may have, AB is above cD and is tangent to
a higher indifference curve. However, it is important
to point out th4t this resur-t is depend.ent upon the
slope of the budget lines--that is, upon the wage

rate and modal time and money characteristics. rf a

different group of individual-s with a very different
wage rate was. ' r i r'dered then cD might lie above AB and

+
1

ií:-';.

r
t,

1
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mass tr:ansit would be the superior choice of mode

for that group

This logic becomes more evident with the simple
':'t: 

t-: t :_:

algebra which leads to the development of diversi-on r::r':::';:

prices, Assume for convenience, that the consumer

has two alternative modes of travel to choose from
i :-';::

The equation for the individual is net income fon mode 1,1,.r,
ri:'

(1) gives income Yr, âs â function of some given :::,:.:' '; ::....-:
i,. _.: 

.; : :l-evel of l-eisuäe Li; as being:

Yt=w(s-I-ir) 
--cl

where

= individuai ¡ s wage rate per unit of timew - ].nor_v]-ouaJ_'

s = individual-'s stock of tlme

t., = tfavel- time by mode (1)
I

cr = morrey cost by mode (I)
l_

described by the eqi.iation:

-+l-ÀY^=w(s-!-t^)-c^*z - "2t "2

The difference ín net income between the

I . ,1 .:. ::_"

i,:-,.:':.¡: ¡*.1
i,),,ri,al:ìrlil

al-ternative modes, Z, i.s then:
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Z = Yl - YZ = rv(t, - tr) + (", - "f )

If workers a,re free to pick any
combination of income and }eisure
and if the effect of disutili-by is
ignored, Z indicates which modc
they will take and what the diversion
price will be. Thus, a worlter wilt
take the first mode i,f '¿ is positive,
the second mode if it is negative.,
and be indifferent between them if
it is zero. In addition, Z is the
amount by which a commuter must
either be compensated for talcing
the "wrong" mode or the minimu¡n
charge that must be ímposed in orcler
to make him switch from the "right"
one. That is, if the worker were
charged an addi-bional- amount ectrual to
Z rvhen he used the alternative mode,
the two net rucome l-ines v¡oul-d
coincide and he lvoul-d be indifferent
between them.9

the basic aim of Uloses and t,Jil-l-\r'arrson's paper is
'bo reveal the kinds of price 

, 
changes that woul-cl be

necessary to induce shifts from autornobile commuting

to public transportation, if such a policy is clee¡ried

necessary. In this end the authors come to a most

s-briking conclusion: "It is evident. . . that nega'bive

prices v¡oul-d be necessary on al-t modes o.f public

transportation to divert at.least JO per cent of' those

currently making the trip by car. "10 .l¡urthermore, the

9ruid. , p .25?
1orbid. , p. 262.
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results of their study suggest that if the reduction

of pubJ-ic 'bransit fares to zero were carried out, Ìess

than one fifth of the automobi-l-e commuters rvoul-cl be

diverted

In Ivioses ancl Wittiamsonrs paper, neither the

bel-ief that many of the problems of cities are due to

the automobi'le, nor the poticy conclusions based.on

that bel-ief has been at issue. Rather, they have

clevel-oped a measure which they feel sheds fight on

the natr-rre of price changes involved in diverting
people from the automobil-e mode in the work trip.

This measure (Z) is a function of the time and money

costs of a comrnuter's modal alternatives and his

wage rate. I{aving mad.e estimates f or the city of'

Chicago, Lhe authors bel-ieve that the results they

obtained warrant the collection of simil-ar data for

other urban areas. ,F-urthermore, other anal¡rsss, they

cl-aim, could profitably examine and determine the

Ievel of investment that would be requirecl to reduce

travel- -bine by public transportation systems. "The

cost of q diversion program based on price changes

might then be compared with one based on irnprovements

in this very significant aspect of' qual"ity of

service. "11

BO

l:r

111¡ia., p. z6q.



2, Characterlstics Approach to Modal- Choice

Vrlhil-e the studies discussed above attempt to

explain the modal-choice d.ecision-making process 
'

they fail- to achieve this resul-t, not because of,

their lack of recognition but, because of their

Iack of incorporation into their model-s, of very

rel-evant factors other than price (or cost) and

time. Modal choice model-s must be reconciled with

the fact (as stated in Chapter If) tnat a necessary

step i-n improving urban transportation systems via

the public transit sol-ution requires the upgr:ading

of urban public transit stand.ards so that they are

at least equivalent to those of the private automo-

bi-l-e system at l-east in the areas of privacyr comfort

and convenience. This statement leads us to the

conclusion that if urban travel is to be diverted

away from the automobil-e then a transit-improvement

approach must be taken and that therefore model-s

which analyze the modal choice decision-making

process must go beyond price and time factors

In the work of IVIoses and Vtlil-l-iamson as in most

of the }iteratur:e on modal- choice, the analyticat

framework is based upon utility-maximizing indiv-

idual-s who choose between modes in light of their

B1

i i,:it'-..:i j I
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particular 'preferences regarding income and l-eisure.

Ind.ividuatrs go about theír normal business of choosing

an optimal- combination of leisure and income, Ín

consideration of the fact that they have to spend

time, whiclL they value, and money on fares or

operating costs so that they may travel about to and.

from work. The point ís not that income and leisure
':

choices are irreievant to individuals but rather that

there are other factors that are important in the

determination of modal choice and should therefore

be considered.

In response,to the question: "What i-s it that

causes individuals to prefer one mode of urban

transport ovér another?"--the income-l-eisure approach

(as discussed. by Moses and Williamson) replies ftrat

urr-l-r-ry--maxrmi zing individrials prefer the ìnode which

leads them to arl optimal- income and leisure combination

in respect of the costs associated. with urban travel

and ind.ividuals' valúations of time. It is submítted

that while there can be no doubt as to the importance of
'

costs in individual-s' inodal- choice decisíon making

criteria, the assumed cbnsumer objective of choosing

an optimal income=leisure combinati.on is inadequate and

perhaps even insufficient in attempting to explairi the

choice of mode.

:r ìt .r)
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Now if the selection of a mode of travel is
not primarily based on the selection of an optimal

íncome-leisure combination then â rrew answer must

be found to the question: what is it that causes one

mode of travel to be preferred over another? It is

submitted, fol-l-owing Lancaster,12 tnut it is the

char:acteristics of the goods, ôr in this case the

modes of travel, that give rise to util-ity and hence

the preference of ane mod.e over another. That is,

"we assume that consumption is an activity in which

goods, singly or ín combinati-on are inputd and in

whích the orltpút is a collection of characteristics.

Utility or preference orderings are assr-imed. to rank

coLlections of goods indírectly through the character-
:

istics they posse=*.';13 It ts by no means implied

that urban travel and time costs are to be ignored.

for these cost critbria æ" .ritrl- toìihe dnalysis of

modaf choice. The introduction of modai charac-

teristícs in the analysis is simpty intended to provide

a'more comprehett*i-r" and iealistic approâch

Consumer Theory",
(April-, L966), p.

l2K"Irrin J. Lancaster, "A Nevr Approach to
Journal- of Politicaf Eçbnomy,
1'Ð-1 

^1LJa t)(.

't ,)0)-)).

l: ¡:, ì¡:
i..

131¡ia. , p.
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The essence of this approach then is that
.travel on either mode of transport, pêr sê¡ does

not give utility to the individual-. Rather, each

mode possesses certain characteristics which gíve

rise to'utility. Lancaster states that inany of ttLe

intrinsic qualities of individuat goods can be

incorporated. only by moving to muJ-tiple characte|-

istics. However, it ís assume¿ that the analysis

of modal choice can be fairly accunaiely represented

in a two-characterístics; two-goods worl-d r and that

other seemingly important characteristlcs such as

time in transít can be quantifiea; príced and

considered as direct costs âttributable to each

mode of travel-.

Furthermore, two distinct groups of d.ecision-

makers can be ídenti-fiedi (a) ihe ulbari träns-

portation planners (actíng íii the interests of the

o view mass bus transit as trre solütioncommunity) wh -

to urban congestion, energy, and pollution problems,

and, (b) all- the other individual-s who make ttr¿

actual decision to use a mode of travel. Let i+ be

said for now, that each decision-making group views

costs and characteristics'in a different manner thus

giving rise to different T,ancâstrian predi-ctions

about modal ehoice d.ue to different interpretatíons
1

i,i:- .

:{,.
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of the nature of the goods (or modes).

Following Lancaster, it is firstly assumed

that the util-ity of urban travel- d.epends upon the

characteristics possessed ny each mode, that is,

{J = u(Cr; C)

where C, and C^ are the quanti-ties of each character-l_¿

istic consumed. Each characteristic inust be measurable

on a cardinal scale. Assume that the two most

ímportant characteristics which give rise to utility

and hence thLe selection of a mode of travel are

"transportationness" and. i' comfort-convenierlce
1L l

quality. rrl'* I¡lhat might be catl-ed. transportationness

is perhaps the most important characteri-stic as it
is not only híghly price and i-ncome inelästic but

is also the principle identifier of good.s relevant

to our travêI activities ¡ For example, even though

a sofa has some comfoit-convbnience qtiality, it does

not (normaIly) possess any transportationness.

14rn" sel-ection of these two particular
characterístics d.oes not preclude the possibility
of defining other characteristiqs which might more
accurately explain the nature of the two goods (rnodes)
in questíon. .However, the purpose of this exercise
does not caLl for such accuracy as much as it cal l's
for the i-ntroduction of characteri-stics into the
modal choice decision-making process itsel-f .
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Hence individuals wil-l- not consider a sofa as a

rel-evant good in the sel-ection of a mode of travel.
The second characteristic, comfort-convenieåce

quality, is measured in terms of the number of dol-lars

spent on initíal vehicl-e outJ-ay per seat ín excess

of the price of the l-east expensive vehicl-e capable

of carcying the number of passengers usually carried

on the typícal vehicl-e and is actualfy a measure of
the degree to which extra expenditure on a vehicl_e

provides a more luxurious pteasing atmosphere to

individual travel-lers .

To summarj-ze briefly in ter.ms of a response

to the question pertaining to the causality of modal-

choices then, the factors which are important to

a consumer of urban travel- are:

(1) transportationness - the capability of carrying

an individual from one point to another; and,

(Z) comfort-convenience quality - travel-Iing

conveniently in a pleasant or comfortable atmosphere.

Goods or, in thj-s case, modes of travel- as

agents for the production of characteristics, each

mode providing certain characteristics in fixed
proportions and i-n proportion to its consumption.
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Thus ¡

cl =tr-t8t+ulz82

"2=.az:g:_ 
+ uZZgZ or

c - Ag in matrix notation.

Here, c, is the amount of the i-th characteristic, aij

is the amount of the i-th characteristic produced by

one unit of the i-th good and 8, is the quantity of

the j-th good. If atl possible goods in the economy

(incl-uding sofas) were considered, many zero elements

in the A matrix would be found

Regarding the form of the utility funetion it

is assumed that the set of points i-n characteristics

space with utility greater than or equal to some l-evel-

is strictJ-y convex. The possibility that utility may

be red,uced with the increment of some characteristics

be¡¡ond a poínt is explicitly allowed for. It is

highty possible that some characteristics confer

disutil-ity with any amount consumed, whil-e others

have to be consumed beyond a "satiation point" before

they confer disutility, Characteristics are "satiab-le"

when they have a satiation point and are "satiated"

when consumed at or beyond this point. The possibility
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of negative marginal utility is vital- to the analysis

for when goods produce characteristics these may have

negative imputed prices even though all goods have

positive prices.

Now, in addition to the law of the "diminishing

marginal rate of substitution" along an indifference

curve, convexity means that we can also speak of

"increasing marginal rate of compensation".

Indifference curves have an increasing pos-itive slope

when one characteristic is satiated and the other is

not,I5 That is, moving along an ind.ifference curve,

successiveÌy large increments of a desired character-

istic must be given to the household to make up or

compensate for the increasj-ng disutility conferred

by increments of the satiated characteristic.

Furthermore, as an important additional-

restrietion on the utility function ít is assumed that

non-satiated characteristic cannot be inferior, or,

carurot have a negative income demand elasticity.

From this assumption fol-lows the "non-Giffenness" of

non-sati-ate.d. characteristics. The purpose of this

15^.-'Richand Lipsey and Gideon Rosenbluth,
"A Contribution to tnä IVew Theory o'f Demand:
A Rehabilitation of the Giffen .Good", Canadian
Journal- of Economics, IV (May, I9?I) , p. Ð5.



assumption is to assist in showj-ng how the technical-

relationship between characteri-stics and goods can

produce inferior and. Giffen good.s although the

utility function is set up to rul-e out inferior and

Giffen characteristics. Except in the special

case of add.itíve utility functions which are of no
1'concern here,ro the above assumption does not

restrict the nature of the demand for satiated

characteristics .

Regarding the shape of indifference curves in

two-characteristics space the assumption about the

non-inferiority of non-satiated characteristi-cs

implies that where. neither characteristic ís satiated,

indifference curves are downward sloping and means

that proceeding out along any hori-zontal- l-ine,

successive indifference curves cannot get steeper,

whereas proceeding upwards along any verticaf line, the

indifference curves cannot get flatter.

In the case where the characteristic on the

horizontal axis is satiated with the vertic'alIy

plotted characteristic not being satiated, indifference

a/

'oAlthorlgh this particuÌar problem is of no
concern here, Lipsey and Rosenbl-uth discuss the
matter of additive utility functions brieffy.

i,l :l r+.::I

ìf r'j::r':
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curves are upward sloping and thd non-inferiority
assumption means that proceeding out along a

hori zontaL line; süccessive indifference curves

cannot get flatter. In this case no restricti-on
is implíed about the slope of indifference curves

along .a verticâl- line ( except in the case of

additive utility). tipdey and, Rosenbluth call this
assumption that of "non-incieasing marginal rate of

substitution--ceteris paribus'i or NIMRS--C P .I7 It
can be asserted that diminishing marginal- utility is

':
a sufficient condition for NIMRS--CP as long as the

characteristics are not i'excesSively substitutabfe",

meaning that an increase ïn one will decrease the

marginal utility rjf tfre other proportionately more

than its own. This resul-t hol-ds for non-satiated,

characteristics. That is, when one characterístic is

satiated, diniinishi.ng marginal util-ity of ifre one will

ensure the non-inferiority of the other and thus
:

NIMRS--CP, unless the characteristics are "excessively
complementary"; fleaning an increase in the satiated

characteristíc wil-I íncrease the marginal utility of

the other proportionately more than it raises its ohrn

1ry
.'rlipsey and. Rosenbluth, _g!. cit., p. n6,
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marginal- utility

In order to set the stage for discussing

the predictive abil-ities of the characteristics model-

some numerical values can be assigned to the concepts

and variabl-es involved in the modal--choice d.ecision-

making process as envisaged by the urban transportation
planners who woul-d J-ike to for various reasons

reverse the pri-vate automobile trend.

The various costs and val-ues of characteristics
have been fully derived and explained in Appendix II,
therefore in order to not detract from the present

analysis assume that the urban tr:ansport planners

perceive the following cost el ements as being

important in the choice of mode !

(I) vehicle operation, maintenance and parki^g,

(Z) depreciation- of vehicl-e and right of wayi

3) mai-ntenance of right of way and system; and,

(4) congestion costs imposed by each vehicLe on

others.

A1l- of these costs apply to both private automobil e

and bus

Second1y, regarding characterÍstics, society

views each mode as producing "transportationness" in
terms of its average occupancy and. "comfort-coñverlience

:.{,.
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quality" as the difference between the price of the

vehicl-e in use and that of the least expensive

alternative capable of carrying the number of

passengers usual-ly carried on the vehicl-e in use,

divided by the number of people sharing the vehicl-e

(or, its average occupancy).

From a social- point of view then the rel-evant

decision-making costs and characteristics' values

are as described in Tabl-e 3,I bel-ow.

The costs and. characteristics pertinent to

the al-l-ocation of transportation infrastructure

investment dol-lars ideally shoul-d l-ead to the

appropriate modal split when viewed from a social

perspective. That ís, while day-to-day traveJ-

experience may dictate an outcome at variance from

such a result, the rel-ative costs of the provision

and operation of public transit versus private urban

travel- infrastructure (freeways, bridges, signals,

etc. . . ) should control modal- split

Consider now how society views the choice

between bus (good 1) and pri-vate automobile (good 2).

Quantities "l of characteristic l- (transportationness)

are measured horizontally and quantities of c, of

characteristic 2 (comfort-convenience quality)

verti-cal-ly. The quantity of a mode yielding both
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Tabl-e ?.1-: Costs and Characteristics as Viewed by Society

I Cost Categories (costs in cents) Private Bus
AutomobiLe

1 . Vehicl-e operation,
maintenance and parking

2. Depreciation of vehicl-e
and way

3. Maintenance cost of way
system

4. Congestion cost imposed
on other vehicl-e

5. Total- cost in cents per
vehicl-e rnile

12,0

8,5

o.5

7 5.o

20.o

20,0 :::.: ::

26.7 1.60. o

+7 .7 27 5.o

II Characteristics (in units)

1,, Transportationness

2. Comfort-convenience
quality

L.6 30. 0

1. , 563 .0 333 .o

characteristics i-s now represented as the length of

a ray through the origin whereby the ray's sJ-ope

measures the ratio of quantities.Z to ca produced

by each mode. Mod.e l- is said to have a comparative

advantage over mode 2 in the production of the first

c-haracteristic when the quantities of the two modes

producing equal quantities of the second characteristic

yield unequal quantities of the first characteristic

with the higher quantity of the first characteristic

i:.:,i r.-..:.. ':::- ::: I
i-::ir r_" 1'-'. '.j

i:,.:: :j.;::,i. :i ì:;' .
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being produced by the fírst mod.e.

Figure ).2 shows motorbus transit as having acom-

parative advantage in the'production of ;,transportation-

ness" whil-e the private automobile has a comparative

advantage in the production of i'comf,ort.-.coovenience

quality". As explained in Appendix II, an expendíture

of 47.? cents on good 2 - car - yields l-.6 units of
,"1 and, LJ6) units of c" while'an expenditure of 275

cents on good 1. bus - yields l0 units of "1 and

333 umts of cr, Using an arbitrarry budget constraint
of 82,?5, an expend.iture of this amqunt on bus gives

]ounitsofc'anÔ,333unitsofc,whi1eanexpen_
diture of the same amount on car give s g,Z units of
c' and 9,011 units of cr. Thus, given a set of
moneJr prices andi an iricome or budget constraint;
soci-ety's peiceived .market opportunity 1ine (liloI-,)

can be drawn. Ifrsoeietyis hypothetical consumers "
spend all of their money on bus rides then they can

move out along the g, vector to a ánd íf only càr

rid.es are corisumed, tlien consumers can move out

along the g2 vêctor to b. a and, b are câl-led the

"maxi-mum attainable points" along g, and gr. The

line joining ab is the MOL in characteristics space,

Indifference curves can be drawn in this space in

l::.. -....r.-

iri.r' . :!
ii'':ri:tt
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order to locate the equilibrium position of society's

consumers on the MOL. Note that since the MOL is
confined to the interval- between goods vectors, the

position of equilibrium may easity be (as will- be

seen later) a corner sol-ution rather than a point

of tangenc.y.

Society's MOL depicted in Fi-gure 3.2 shows a

given expenditure on good I producing more transpor:-

tationness and l-ess comfort-convenj-ence qu¿lity than

tire same expenditure on private automobil-e. It

now can be determined whether the urban transport

planners' interest in promoting bus travel- ir s an

uneconomic goal ¡ or more simpl.y, whether or not l-lus

travel- is an inferior good. To do this an imaginary

"unconstraj-ned income-consumption l-ine" (UICL) is

constructed and l-ine ab is projected to the two

axes. Letting income change and shifting this extended

budget l-ine to all possibl-e positions, points of

tangency with indifference curves trace out an

income-consumption l-ine (Engel curve) which ís

unconstrained by the possible non-existence of goods

that might permit the consumption of the two

characteristics in the required proportions. Due

to the assumption regarding the non-inferiority of
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non-satiated characteristics, such a UICL is upward

sloping. It is assumed that it passes through ab

in Figure 3.2 cutting it at x.

Before proceedi-ng further the quantities

consumed of the two modes must be shovrn by means

of a construction. This can be done by drawing a

l-ine parallel to E2 cutting g, at m. Thus society's

hypothetical decr sion-makers can be thought of as

arriving at x by first buying enough "bus" to get

from o to m and then enough "car" to get from m

to x. The quantities consumed of bus and car are.

thus om and mx respectivel-y.fB

Beginning at z, a rise in income - ceteris
parebi-s - shifts the MOL away parallel to itself

to, sây, cd. Now a hori zontar- l-ine is drawn from x

to cut cd, at e as wel-l- as a vertical- l-ine to cut

the new MOL at f,. The assumption of non-inferiority

of non-satiated characteristics means that society's

consumers' new equi-l-ibrium consumption position

must be on segment ef.

Now project a l-ine through x parallel to

E2 cutting cd at j. If the netv consumption point

li:i.., l
l'::':,

j'i': .. l

I8l,ip""y and Rosenbluth pp. cit. , p. :-¡,6,
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is at j, when societyrs consumers move from x to
j, the increase in the consumptíon of characteristics

is in the: ratio of characteristics as produced. by

privateautomobi-]-e,and.therefore,a1]-ofthe

ad.d.itional- consumption is of private automobil-e;

This implies the zero income el-asticity of demand

for bus. Project a fine through x parallel to

gl cutting cd at i. If the new consumption equil-i-

brium turns out to be i then a]-l of the extra

consumption must necessarily be of bus, so that the

income elasticity of demand for private automobil-e

must be zero, From this it foll-ows that if the
''':

final- equilibrium is on ei below i or on jf above

j then either private automobil-e or, bus respectively

will- have a negative income demand elasticity--that is,

it wil-I be an inferior good. For variations in income

the shaded area in Figure 3,2 is the area of negative

income demand eJ-asticity. If the UICL at x exceeds

the slope of gZ or if the income el-asticity of demand

for transportati-onness is l-ow enough (or conversely

if the Íncome elasticity of demand for comfort-

convenience quality is high enough), then bus is the

inferior mode of travel for society's consumers.

,:.{

9B
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A question of interest here would pertain to

the l-ikel-ihood of the above resul-t. The answer l-ies

in an examination of the technical similarities of

the modes. Suppose the modes were to be'made

technically alike by reducing the angle between

vectors g1 and g, assuming ,that to keep the slope

of the MOL constant, pri-ces of the modes change

appropriately. Then the angle formed by the inter-

section of xj and xi is accordingly reduced resulting

in the shortening of segment jj-. Now considering

the set of al-t utility functions having UICLs passing

through x, the subset with UICLs cutting fj or ei

is now greater which means the subset containing

UICLs cutting ji is now smaller. Thus in making

the modes more technícafly simil-ar the l-ikel-ihood

of the inferiority of either of the modes has been

increased. That is: "the more simil-ar are the

technical- characteristics of the two commodities the

more likely it is that one of them (the one that

has a comparative advantage in the. production of the

::::.;";l:l':".;:^,:::"1::";":: "ï 
elas'iici'lr'r

1"9_.-'It is obvious that the l-ine through x coul-d
have been drawn parallel to Br cutting g, at a
coruesponding n (not shown) . -The quantities on of
mode 2 and nx of mode l- woufd have been consumed. The
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In terms of questioning society's judgemental

bases, considering the set of all utility functions

with UICLs passing through x, the subset with UICT's

cutting seg*"nis fj or ie is substantially small-er

than the subset having UICLs passing through ii.
In concf.usion, therefore, the two goods, or modes,

are not so technically alike as to present a high

l-ikelihood of inferiority of either of them--that

is, bus and private automobil-e are. quite probably

both norma1 goods in rel-ation to one another

The implication that this resul-t ho1d,s for

the urban transport planners is that in actual

situations of modal sel-ecti-on by indíviduals there is

no reason to believe that private automobile shoul-d

drastically or even marginally be preferred to bus'.

However it is ! It now remains to examine the

perception of costs and characteristics by the

second decision-making group--the individuals who

actually make the mod.al- selections.

Again, the various costs and val-ues of

characteristics from an individ.ual-'s point of view.

geometric laws of parallelograms ensure that the
same resul-ts woul-d come from either procedure.

i:',.i:ir',f
ii r ¡:ì.r.i :'t'
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have been derived and explai-ned in Appendix If ,

It is most important to note here (because of the

results which will- emerge) t¡rat tfre individual

decision-making costs and characteristics apply

only to those individual-s who have the private

automobil-e as an al-ternative. Tabl-e 3.2 below as

compared to Table.J.1 shows that individual- decision-

makers view these costs and characteristics quite

differently than d.oes society's hypothetical- decision-

makers. For example individuals do not take into

account such cost items as the operation, d.epreciation

and maintenance of urban transport systems (public

or private) and the right of way, or even the

depreciation of their own vehicl-es. As concerns the

conceptual-ization of characterístics, whil-e indiv-

id.ual-s are assumed to view comfort-conveníence quality

in the same way as does society, individuals onI¡r

assign a value of one for the transportationness

characteristic of both car and bus.

Tabl-e 3.2 bel-ow, shows the costs of travel- and

val-ues of characteristics as viewed by individ.ual-

decision-makers. As explai-ned in Appendix II , from

an individual-'s point of view, ãrr expenditure of 78.6

cents on bus produces JIJ units of comfort-convenience

quality and l- unit of transportationness whil-e a.n

:{,.
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expendj-ture of 38. B cents on car produces again l-

unit of transportationness but I,J6J units of

c omf ort-c onvenience quality.
Again an arbitrary budget constraint of 78,6

cents if spent on bus gives I unit of transporta-

tionness and, 333 units of comfort-convenience

quality, or, if spent solely on car, gives 2 units

of transportatíonness and )L66 units gf "omfort-
convenience quality.

TaÞl-e r.2: Costs and Characteristics as Viewed by
Individual-s

C osts Private Bus
Autolno¡if e

L. Vehicle operation,
maintenance and parking 1"2,0
(in cents per míl-e)

0.0

0.0

25.o

fi,6

78.6

2. r-are ( ftat rate i-n
cents )

.;3, Value of travel time
at 6.? cents per minute 26.8
with car trip = 4 min
and bus trip = B min

4. Total cost for a
journey of one mil-e õE a
length as viewed by )\) "r
individuals

II Characteristics

1. Transportationness 1.0 1.0
2. Comfort-convenience 1,563,0 333,0

quality

¡;:,:,; i¡.ì;i;í,ì1

i 'ì:. ,.':..ll:_,':
:
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Figure 3,3 shows private automobile as having

the absol-ute advantage in the production of both

characteristics for a given expend.iture (here 78.6

cents). This results in an upward sloping MOL and

points of tangency with indifference curves would

require these to be od,dly-shaped indeed. Si-nce it

was assumed that the characteristics are not inferior,

the indifference curves are expected to behave

normally and if this is the case, then the point of

consumpti-on equil-ibrium witl- not be one of tangency

but rather, a corner sol-ution. That is, with the

exception of a few irrational, but persistent, bus

riders, the private automobile wilt be the mode of
^1^^+^Jtravel always seLected.

The implications are obvious for the urban

transportation planners who must now realize that

because of the way individuals perceive costs and

characteristics, the private automobil-e is the over-

whelmingly preferred mode of travel-. Looking at

Figure 3.3. in a prac-bical sense one coul-d hardly accept

the implications contained therein for the car/

transit bal-ance. However, the important condition

that this mod.el is onJ-y applicable to individuals

for which the private a.utomobil-e is an al-ternative should

be recall-ed. Since ridership studies in various cities
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show that by far the greatest portion of public transit

traffic consists of people for whom the automobile is

not a reali-stic ( or possible ) al-ternative , the

individual-s' modal- choice model is likety not an

inaccurate conceptual-ization of the modal choice

decision-making process for the market with which

it attempts to d,eal-

Figure 3.3 also shows various lr{arket Opportunity

Lines resul-ting from changes in individual-s' bus costs.

An examination of the various MOL's shows that

potential transit riders must be compensated by at

Ieast It+.3 cents before there wil-l- be a tangency

between the MOL and probable indifference curves at

points. other than corners. In fact, it would appear

that to make bus more or less competitive with private

automobil-e', individual-s, bather than paying 2J8 upon

boarding a bus, would have to be paid this amount by

the bus d.river instead

Such resul-ts do not warrant much optimism on

the part of urban transit pLanners as regards an

improvement (from a soci,al perspective) in the

car/transit modal- sp1it, or indeed the very future of

public transit. The results presented here l-ead us

to the same concl-usion aS that of Moses and Wil-liamson

ir.

i:'...-l t.
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mentioned earl-ier--that is, diversion programs based

on price reductions are most often unrewarding.

There i-s no need to discuss the implications that
the model has in terms of much needed fare increases

on the part of transit management i-n order to meet

operating expenses out of farebox revenues.

, Returning to the attempt to plan urban transport

systems with the aim of reaching a socially opti-mal

al-focation of urban transportation infrastructure

i-nvestment dol-lars (as would be evidenced by a modal-

split that woul-d be based upon society's modal- choice

deci-sion-making criteria), it is obvious that because

of the way in which individuals view the modal choice

decision-making pr,ocess, such an optimal position wil-l

not be reached , all- other things equal. The degree

to which there is a misall-ocati on of urban transport

dol-Iars, and an estimation of the amount, is not

discussèd in this thesis. i[oreover, the diff'erences

in conceptuatization of costs and characteristics

by society and individuals, or the variance in the

modal choice decision-making criteria between the

individual-s who actually choose modes and, the planners

(whose estimates are assumed. per force to be truly

Lri: : : .ri:'
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reflective of the actual- situation) who are supposed

to ensure the provision of the modes in the proper

proportions, is of such a magnitude that it can be

asserted that any change in indivídual.s' decision-

making criteria which causes them to choose bus as

a normal- good, in a manner simil-ar to that in which

they woul-d if they perceived costs and character-

istics from a societal- point of view, would certainly

be worthwhil-e for society's urban transport dollar

spending as a whol-e.

Having mad,e a case for the reversal of the

private automobi-l.e trend, the predictive abilities

of the modal- choice model are discussed before

the analysis of reversal strategies ís undertaken.

3. Predictive Abilitv of the Characteristics Model-

In the second chapter of this thesis, it was

argued that if the objectíve is to shift the car/

transit modal split in the transit directíon,

attention must be given to ensuring that the quality

of the urban travel- experiences are equally good for

passengers using either mode. Presently the rand.om

route or' autom otb|Le/roadway system has d.istinct

advantages in four important areas:
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(l-) privacy | (2) comfort; (3) orientationi and,

(4) convenience. Since there is no simple method

of aligníng physical environments in a public transit

sense with individuals' complex sociological needs

resulting in ind.ivid.ual privacy requirements being

at od.ds wíth potential carrying capacities and since

the orientation probl-em is not quite so grave ( or at

least much more easily resolvable) in the case of

urban publíc motorbus transit, there remain only two

principal- areas in which improvements to public

transit can be made--namely comfort and conveni ence.

For the above reasons the aesthetic or psychological

characteristic has been l-abell-ed as comfort-convenience

quality

Since empirical i-nvestigations have demonstrated

that diversíon programs based on price red.uctions are

not very rewarding, upgrading public transit system

standard.s so that they approach equivalency with

private automobile standards in the areas of comfort

and convenience is a necessary step in improving

urban passenger transportation systems via the. public

transit sol-ution.

Returning to the indívidua.l-'s characteristj'cs

model it can readily be seen that an increase in

lll:::¡-,r::j
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comfort-converrience qual-ity by means of an appro-

priate increase in inítial doltar outlay on bus (tfLe

j-ncreased, expenditure of course to be reflective of

some comfort or convenience improvement such as air
\-conditioning etc. . . ) would not do much to favour

pubtic transit because of the rel-ative costs (and

speeds) of automobil-e and bus and the assumptions

regarding transportationness. I-or example, suppose

that the comfort-convenience quality of bus was

doubl-ed, al} other things equal, and that the

d.oubling of this characteristi-c was compared to a

reduction in bus fares of some amount

Figure 3.1+. shows the initial- Market Opportunity

Line, with costs and characteristics as perceived by

individual-s as in the. previous section, as being

represented by l-ine ab. The amount of transporta-

tionness is T, and comfort-convenience quality, q.

Suppose bus fares were to be reduced by an amount

resul-ting il the MOL's shifting to ad. Because of

the reduced price of bus, individuals would now be

abl-e to consume transportationness in the amount I,

and comfort-conven-ience quatity in the amount q,Z,

On the other hand, if an appropriate expenditure

on buses were made so as to increase comfort-

convenience quality to eZ, transportationness

i::
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ilremains constant at T, and the i[OL shifts to ac;

one would be rel-uctant to say that individuals

wíth MOL ac are better off than indivídual-s facing

MOL ab. If this is the case then, the increase in
comfort-convenience quality, which cost money to

society because of an increased expenditure on

bus was probably all for naught.
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Two possibil-ities arise from the above:

(a) either the whole characteristics approach to

the modal- choice problem is inappropriate i or,

(b) there j-s rnore to a change in comfort-convenience

quality than was shown. Resul-ts obtained thus far

help to show that there is a strong case to be made

for the introduction of characteri-stics into the

explanation of modal- choice. Assuming then that this

approach is plausible an important assumption is

required--aTf assumption which will- allow for some

positive predictj-ons about changes in comfort-

convenience quality;

A fundamental- issue in the present d.iscussion of

the urban transportation problem has been that price

factors alone do not infl-uence the choice of mode.

trn the second. chapter it was argued that people are

willing to pay dearly (from a social- economic point

of vi-ew) for urban travel in order to enjoy aesthetic

comforts, convenience, privacy etc. and, tend to keep

away from buses because these lack terribly in what

has been represented here as comfort-convenience

quality. It does not seem inappropriate to assume

then that individual-s woul-d respond favourably to

improvements in the bus mode in the areas of comfort

and convenience.
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0n this basi-s then it is assumed that for a given

increase in comfort-convenience quality, there is a

proportional increase in transportatiorrrr"**.20 This

means that a given increase in comfort-eonvenience

quality will- have exactly the same effect on the

Market Opportunity Line as woul-d a fare reductj-on

which would. result in individual-s being abl-e to obtain

the level- of comfort-convenience quatity (via an income

effect) as was made avail-ab1e by increasing initial

expend.itures on buses. In terms of Figure 3,4, this

really means that an increase in comfort-conveni-enee

quality in the amount oq'Z - oel- results in trans-

portationness's not remaining constant but increasing

201. certain amount of arbitrariness in assuming a
one-to-one proportional- increase in transportationness
for an incrèasè in comfort-convenience quality is
admitted. However, a strong case exists for some
assumption.to be made in this area and perhaps some
sensitivity analysis on the assumption of such a one-
to-one correspondence coul-d be made. For example, one
could attempt to determine how the final- analysis of
putlic policy interventi-on strategies might be affected
if the assumed rel-ationship varied by twenty pe4 cent
either way. The estimation of the exact nature of this
rel-ationsñip has not been j-ncl-ud.ed in this exercise,
however, it i-s likely that detail-ed empirical studies
of travet demand coul-d yield an appropriate numerical-
rel-ationship regarding the effect on transportationness
of an increase in comfort-convenience quality. For the
purposes of this thesís th.en, the unitary rel-ationship
d-escribed above is assumed to be refl-ective of the
actuaf situation.
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by the amount ot, - ot, all of which is exactly the

same as a bus fare red.uction resul-ting in the

production of characteristics in the amounts tZ

and q.-,. Stated even more simply, both strategies

woul-d result in the new Market Opportunity Line ad.

Given this assumption it would be possible to

investi-gate a number of types of public policy

interventions in the areas of speed, price and

characteristics rel-ationships and to draw some

concl-usions on the merj-ts of possible strategíes for

improving the urban transport problem and the urban

public transit situation. Before any of this can be

done however, it is necessary to introduce yet another

concept which will all-ow us to evaluate changes in the

above mentioned relationships

While it is claimecì. that the characteristics

approach i-s superior to the classical income-l-eisure

approach to modal- choice, because statements about

diversion programs invol-ving factors oiher than price

or cost can be made, both methods are deficient

inasmuch as littl-e can be said about the exact nature

and val-ue of the rel-evant utility functions invol-ved.

Therefore no predictions can be made about changes in
preferences of automobil-e versus bus (or any other set

of goods for that matter) other than that as a result

of a specific pubtic policy intervention, consumers
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wi11eitherprefer,notpreferorbeindj-fferent
between modes of travel- (or consumer goods).

Therefore ín order to make any pred.ictions about

changes in the car/transit bal-ance, we must turn

to "modal split analysi-s". This technique wil-l-

all-ow for the translation of eost and characteristics

modification strategies into quantifiabl-e changes in

modal split given an initial situation or starting

point

+. Modal Split Aqal-ysis and Appl-ication to the

Charagterístics ModeI

Quite simply stated, a modal sptít model-

determines the change in mass transit rídership given

changes in the rel-ative costs, travel- time and comfort

of automobil-es versus mass transit. The diversion

of passengers to or away from public transit can

then be transfor:med into estimates of total- trips

between specified zones (such as the Central Business

District and residential- areas). It is important to

reiterate that the type of passenger of concern

in this analysis is the passenger for whom both

automobile and bus are possible al-ternatives.

In the relatively short history of urban

transport planning, a rather large number of modal-

i.;:,it. i

I r:',:... .'
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spl-it model-s have been developed for different cities--

such models of course embodying the special character-

istics of the urban settings for which they were

developed. As concerns the more general type of

modal split model, most seem to work equally well.

Therefore this analysis wil-l- make use of a

shortcut mod.af. split formul-a which has been devised

to measure the number of motorists in large and middle-

sized cities who would switch to public transit if

fares were neduced and./or if transit travel time

(incl-uding waiting) was reduced. by gíven amounts.

This modal- split formul-a appties only to car

owners working in the CBD as this group usually

constitutes the onJ-y significant concentration of

urban travell-ers who can exercise a practical choice

between private automobile and public transit. This

shortcut modal split formula can be applied when two

specific pieces qf information are knownt (a) the

number of CBD workers owning their own cars; ând,

(b) the percentage of car-owning CBD workers using

pubtic transít in the journey to work.21 This model

2L--*F. Houston Wynn, "shortcut I\{oda1 Spì-it Formula"
Highway Reseanch Record, No. 283, (Travgl- Factors and
Travel- i\,Iodes), (Washington: Highway Research Board,

t--_'

1969), p. 48.
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is general enough to all-ow for the evaluation of

data for an entire city or for specific zones and

zone clusters

The shortcut mod.al split formula was developed

by Vrlilbur Snith and Associates ,22 urrð.er the authority

of the United States Department of Transportation,

Bureau of Publ-ic Roads. One aspect of the terms of

reference cal-l-ed f or the d.evelopment of a " shortcut"

method for quickly estimating gener:al rnagnitudes of

change in mod.al split resul-ting from changes in cost

or travel- time. The formul-a was derived from data

representative of trip-making behaviour i-n large cities

'out is intended to be able to estimate the impact of

cost and travel- time changes on any community's

car/transit modal split

The formul-a retates only to the journey to and

from work in the CBD as was developed from data on

this type of urban travel- in the cities of Philadelphia

Boston, Baltimore, Seattl-e, Milwaukee, .springfield
Massachussetts, and Columbia South Carolina, and whil-e

it was developed for a somewhat smafl and special-ized

Estimatins the Impact of. Travef Time or Cost Changes
on Diversion of Car Drivers to Transit: Work Travel
@s-DiqÌ-rtç-!, Prepared for U. S. DgPt.

Zzwilliou" Smith and Associates, A I'/lethod f or

Publ-ic Roads, Feb. 1968,



segment of urban travel, there appears to be no basic

reason (other than data constraints) why the shortcut

formula cannot be applied" to the work journe¡r to any

concentration of urban employment. This modat split

technique however is not intended to forecast induced

or wholly new urban travel possibly resulting from

an improvement in an urban environment's general
^ .21,

level- of mobility," Rather it is designed. to measure

only the expected change in modal split resulting

from modifications in the relative cost or quality

of urban travel- by public transit versus private

automobil-e. -[.-urthermore since this formu]-a only

applies to the reapportionment of given amounts of

travel,, it deats only with individual- decision-makers

having the choice between pubÌic transit and private

. automobil-e

The shortcut modal- split formul-a is il-l-ustrated

in Figure 3.5 where the use of public transit in the

work journey to and from the CBD is expressed as a

percentage of an¡r particuÌar trip movement in

accordance with calcul-ated differences in costs

between pubì-ic transit and pri-vate automobile. When

23"teg. as in the case of the construction of a
new network of freeways; or the introduction of a 

.

subway

Ijj- .:'
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the cost difference is equat to zero (i.e., costs on

either mode are equal) individual-s are expected to

be indifferent between the modes and therefore hal-f

of the automobil-e-owning CBD workers woul-d use their

cars wiriþ the other half woul-d be expected to use

transit. In the case where transj-t costs are higher

than those by ca'r, transit woul-d. carry less than

half of the journey to work travel- to and from the

Central Business District

The shortcut formul-a consists of a logarithmic

growth curve calibrated to show the percentage of

car-ovrningCBDworkerswhomightchoosepub1ic

transit under a wíde range of transit/automobile

cost differential-s. The Wilbur Smith and Associates

shortcut modal- split formul-a i-s23

p = (t/t + 
".L6x/c) 1Oo

where

| = percent of car-owning CBD workers using

public transit i

e = base of natural J-ogs = 2.7IB2Bi

c - val-ue of time in cents per minute; and.

x = net trip cost differential = (transit

trip cost) - (automobil-e trip cost)

23r. Houston Wynn, oþ. cit., p. 5I.

-r: . .:
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Figure J. J shows three curves which háve been
:.

cal-cul-ated applying d.ifferent val_ues for time in
the formul-a, The vafue of 6,2 cents is that which

was assumed in the previous characteristics analysis.
Rates of 5.4 cents and B cents for value of time

were cal-culaied and drawn in Fi-gure 3.5 to illustrate
a range within which an estimàte of the change in
modal- split woul-d be affected by different assumptions

about the .value of time. This range can be thought

of as a twenty per cent error m4rgin. Based on the

above rates for val-ue of time the three equations

mapped out in Figure 3,5 arer

(a) for value of time = B cents per minute ¡

p= (L/I=e O.O2x1 100;

(b) for value 'of time = 6.? cents per miriute,
p - (I/L + 

"o.AZJ)x) 100; and;

(c): for vahie of time = 5.4 cehts per minute;

(Lh + 
"o.oz)6x) roo.'

The three curvês corisidered together show the

effect of differerit assumptions about the value of

travel- time on estimates of changes ín rnodal- sp1it,
ranging from low (B cent curve) to high (5.3 cent

curve ) transit use po-ûen-uials.

Fìgure 3,6 shows how the shortcut modal- split.'

i:iì:ìi;i
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curve can be used to estimate, for exampl-e, the effect
of a reduction in transit t"ip costs rel-ative to
private automobi-l-e trip costs. Of course it is
necessary to know the proportion of car-owning

CBD workers who use transit in the journey to work.

However since this val-ue is not knor¡rn (at this point

in time), it is assumed that this proportion can be

derived from the known cost differential between

transit and. car. Earlier, we establ-ished that from

an indlvidual-'s point of víew,, th.e costs of a one

mil-e journey by transit and by can were 78,6 cents

and JB.B cents respectively, or, a differential- of

39,B cents. This means that the proportion of car

owners using transit (according to individual-s'

decision-making cr:iteria) shoul-d be :

P - I/L + 
"O'OZJ)x

where

x = 39.8 cents, therefore,
p = L/ L + eo.o23g39.B)

= 27,86%

Given the workings of the modal- split model-

as d.emonstrated above and the characteristics model-

of modal choice and the assumptions relating thereto,

it appears that the techniques for analyzíng and

tj., -'.:
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evaluating publ-ic policy intervention strategies,
aimed at reversing the private automobil-e trend,

are i-n place. That is to sây, if modal- choice

decision-making criteria are know-n and, can be

translated into accurate reflections of the actual

car/transit bal-ance, then it is relatively simple

to determine the usefulness of public poficy

interventions favouring urban public transit.
The next chapter wil-I anal-yze al-ternative inter-
ventions.

.:..': r : :

I ,,',.,

.:{
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CHAPTER trV

REVERSAL 0¡' THE PRIVATE AUTOI/IOBILE TREI\D:

AN AI\ALYSIS OI¡ SOLUTIONS ì.,].i,...',.:

In the pr.evious chapter the differences in .

the modal- choice decision-making criteria

índ.ividual-s and communities (or society) were

noted. and the way in which these criteria l-ed to

a substantial variance between society's pred.icted

or desired choices of mode and individual-s' actual-

choices was discussed..' At the end of Chapter ïII

itwasSuggestedthatthesumofindividua]-s',

choices according to their respective decision-

making criteria might l.ead to a car/transit modal

split of 27.9% of car-owning CBD workers usíng

transit

In the context of attempting to arri-ve

at solutions to the urban public transit problem

þy reversing the private automobile trend it woul-d

be hetþfut to determine society's perception of

the car-owning CBD worker modal- spJ-it. Table 3,I
showed that society views an expenditure of 47,7

cents on private automobil-e as producing 1.6 units

of transportationness and I,563 uni-ts of comfort-

c.onvenience quality whil-e an expenditure of 275

l;.-.- 
-,"- ', '

j ,.r'¡ - ¡''',

L24
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cents on bus is considered to produce J0 units of

transportationness and, 333 units of comfort-convenience

quality. These costs and characteristics as viewed

by society, however, must be reduced to values which

refl-ect the production of one unit of transporta.-

tionness by each mode because the individual-

decision-maker views eíther mode as producing only

a single unit of transportationness and society's
decision-makers who wish to influence the modal-

choices of individ.ual-s in favour of public transit
will necessarily have to base their diversion

strategies upon the values of costs and characteri-stics

as viewed by individual-s.

Reduced. to terms of a single unit of

transportationness then , àrr expendituçe of 29,8

cents on pri-vate automobil-e or 9.2 cents on publ-icl

transit wil-l-, according to soci-ety's cost cal-cul-ati-ons;

produce one unít of this characteristic. The

"Effective Cost Difference" between the two modes

for the purposes of the shortcut modal- sptit formul-a

('Transit Trip Cost' minus 'Driver Trip Cost') is

-20.6 cents. In terms of t"igure 3.6 this "Excess

Driver Cost" of 20,6 cents would indicate that 6Z.t:/,

of car-owning CBD workers should use transit. This

i:ì:i;.rr,"ü::.ì,îi

: :t .r. . r",

i, : ..
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resul-t indicates a much higher socially d.esirabl_e

modal- split than that arising from individuals'
decisi-on-making criteria and which may be considered
as the "observed,, or ,,actual-,, m.odal sp1it,

fn .some sense the 6Z.t per cent transit/
automobi-l-e bal-ance may be considered as a,,sociarly
optimal" modal- split because it is determined on the
basis of all- (as defined in chapter rrr) costs rather
than only out of pocket costs. rf this 6z,t per cent
modal split can be considered. as some sort of
optimum, then clearly it is quite distant from the
"observed" modal- split. An appropriate goal_ is
therefore to develop strategies or public policy
interventions which wiri- favour urban pubric transit
(thereby reversing the private automobir-e trend) and

all-ow for the attainment of such an optimum in a

developmental- (and possibry sequentiar) manner.

As is e.vident from the workings of the
characteristics model of modal choice developed.

in chapter ffr, there are essentialry three areas
in which pubric poÌicy interventions can be mad.e in
order to reverse the private automobile trend..
These are of course the areas of:
(1) price of urban travel- i

i.;
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(Z) speed of urban travel_; âr,ì.d ,

3) improvements in the characteristics of the

pubtic transit mode

Several- public policy interventions which fal_l
under these three areas wil-l- now be discussed in an

attempt to determine their effecti-veness in meeting

the objective of modal- spJ_it improvement. Such

interventions will- be discussed. in terms of their
rati-onal-e for implementation, thei_r effect upon the

choice of mode, and finally their effect upon the

modal- split for car-ovrning cBD workers. rmpediments

to the implementation of these solutions or inter-
ventions wil-l- be the subject of the next chapter.

The examination of sol-utions begins with perhaps two

of the most controversial issues in urban pubJ.ic

transpor:tation--road pricing and free transit.

Interventions Affecti the Price of Urban Travel_

E ge9-Eri e us-ye tEeE -gre e _Irelsr !
It was shown in Chapter I that the nine major

canadi-an cities were planning to spend over $3 bil-l-ion

in freeway and arterial- highway construction and

doubt was expressed as to whether or not funds woul_d be

availabl-e for such construction. The question arises

r.::r
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then--who is to pay for al-l- these highways which

supposedly must be built? Ì'-or one school- of thought
in this area, the answer obviously appears to be that
the users shoul-d pay for these facil-ities. currently

. such users arl" paying nothing for the use of such

roadway facil-ities other than the smal-l- amounts paid
in the form of gasoline taxes (which we shatl- discuss
l.ater). If any market economy price is set at a

level- bel-ow that which refl-ects supply and demand

conditi-ons there is like1y to be excess demand.

"The si-gns of excess d.emand are well- known--Ìong

queues ' shortages of goods and arbitrary rationing
(and even first come first served is a form of

lrationing) . "-
Such manifestations of excess demand are

experienced every day by private automobile users in
the form of peak period congestion. "rn the absence.

of pricing arrangements which equate demand for road

space with its supply, congestion is the onry means

of al-l-ocating space, but it is an inefficient means.',2

fR. .1. Burns , p. D. Love , and Ralph Hedt in ,"Economic and r¡inancial Aspects of urbañ Transporta*tation", Canadian Urban Îransportation Confereñce
February 9-L2, 1969 Toronto; in r¡irst Canadian Urban
@ conference study
Canadian r-ede cipalities, fg69)
p..289 .

i,*1:¿ !r ;.:,ì'.'1

t,
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In additi-on to the fact that congestJ_on seríously
reduces the capacity of tn-e road system, other

difficul-ties are caused by the l-ack of a pricing
system. For example, there i-s no accurate way of
determj-ning how much road space should be buil_t

and as long as the demand for road space exceeds

the supply there is no way of truly relieving
congestion. As a form of space allocation congestion

operates indiscriminately and does not even al_l_ow

those who coul-d and would pay to save time to do

so. Moreover, by impeding and slowing dov¡n public
transportation (also competi-ng for road space)

congestion is an important factor causing the decl-ine

of transit patronage,

In strict economic terms the solution to the

;estion as

space al-locator by a pricing sy'stem whereby

dri-vers woul-d be tevied charges'f or driving during

the rush hour, thereby excluding those people to

whom driving in peak periods is l-east important.

In response to objections that road pricing woul-d

discriminate against the l-ess wel-l to do it could be

argued that that it woul-d do so is inescapable but
that is the way the price system works. After al-l,
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income rather than need determines the al-l-ocatíon

of many of our goods and services, "Is public

transportation a social good that is incapable of

being l-eft to the operation of market forces for
an optimum sol-ution?"3

In discussing the use of tol-l-s in controlling

urban traffic congestion Wil-liam Vickrey offers
some interesting observatiorr=.4 The author states

that on the basis of a mill-ion dol-l-ars capital

investment for the construction of one l-ane-mile,

an B% annual rate for interest amortization,

maintenance, etc. means that this one lane-mile of
'É.

road is going to cost $BO,Ooo a year,) Vickrey

assumes that the peak hour conditions occur in the

neighborhood of 16 hours a week allowing 3 hours

every d.ay for the rush hour. i{ow if the $BO,OOO

3__._-'Ibíd. , p. 290 ,

4Wittiu.* Vickrey, "The Use of Tolls i-n Controlling
Urban Traffic Congestion, " in Uno¡thodox Approaches To
Urban Transportation: fire Erne
Conventional Planning, Proceedings of a Conference Hel-d

ersity, November L6 and, 17, 1972,
Andrew Hamer editor, (Attanta: Georgia State University
Publ-ishing Services, I9?2), p. 22,

Ê)tn'19?z dol-lars.

:.{,.
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a year l-ane-mil-e cost is divided by 16 hours per week

(JO weeks per year) the weekly cost is $f6OO and the

hourly cost $fOO. Since the usual maximum design

capacity per lane-mile is 1700 cars this resul-ts

in a cost of 6ø per car per lane-míle for what was

originalfy a $t miltion facility. In some ca.ses the

facitities cost between $5 and $fO miffion per l-ane-

mi-fe or JO| to 50ø per car mil-e. If on this basis,

a l-O mil-e commuting trip (for exampJ-e) were to be

pri-ced., the cost woul-d easily be from $2 to $3 for

the roadway excl-usively--that is , parking space,

depreciation charges or anything else are not incl-uded.

llrlhil-e this analysis is somewhat simplistic it shows

that thre peak hour users must be subsidized to a

eônsid.erabl-e extent because , ât best, such users are

probably paying about one cent per mile in gasoline

taxes and registration charges, The extent to which

peak hour motorists are subsidized. is not general-ty a

matter of common public knowledge. "We sweep the

whole business into an overal-l average and assume

that the highway funds that are coming out of the

federal gasoline tax and the state highway funds

are enough to cover the costs ,"6'? IVlotorists and

6_... -Vickrey, oÞ. cit., p. 23,

Twhil-e highway financing is somewhat different
in Canada, motorist psychology is much the same.

' '' .,', ' .-: ::
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urban transport planners alike seem to forget the

fact that c.ity streets are maintained, policed

and traffic-controll-ed. from fund.s that have absolutely ,',, , ',,;. ,;:,',:;,::,,:-
: : .::.--.- .,.'.t.

nothing to do with motorists.

One possible sol-ution would be to offer free

transit in the hope of both relieving congestion , 
,,.,;,.,r,,,:,.,,

and in terms of making things even between the : :

.:....
highly subsid.ized motorist and. the transit rider ,,, ,,,,,.',.,.'.,

However, this i s not quite equitable for even if

transit rj-ders are subsidized 30Ø, to 50ø or even
,,

$f.oO this is stil-J- not really close to giving the

user a subsidy equal to that being given to the t,

automobil-e driver. If the objective was to give a 
I

person a real choíce between a transit ride and

l,-:driving a private automobil-e in a way that would

truly refl-ect the real- sociat cost of his choice,
' ,.-.'

the onl-y way to do it would. be to give the user a iji::,..:il.:''.ì',r,'

dol-lar bitJ. every time he boarded the bus. Since for :.:;' 'i"'
i:.,:'.,.,.:, rì:,:,,r.Ì-.rj

a number of reasons (including municipal finances)

this is not really possi-ble, the more plausible

alternative might be to make motorists aware of the i:r. .::,1;1;,,¡:;:.¡::.1

direct costs of peak hour driving. There is no merit i';¡"'Ì:lltþ.'''¡

i-n proposing higher gasoline taxes because these are

al-so paid by people who drive during florr:-rLtsh hour

p.eriods as wel-l- as ín rural- areas which is something
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which is not necessarily to be discouraged, (at least

for the present). "We therefore need a method of

charging which is specific as to time and place.

Then we tell the person, 'If you want to drive into

town at 9:OO in the morning you've got to pay $Z.OO

for that. You can come in at 1l-:00 a.m. for a nominal

20ø,"'B

To l-ook at the congestion problem in a more

analytical- manner a diagram relating speed to the

density of traffic is .useful.
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At higher speeds traffic density on roadways

is fow. However, as traffic density increases

corresponding speeds drop until we arrive at the

traffic jam density at J where everybody is stopped.

The flow of cars per hour.per lane-miLe is the product

of the number of cars per lane-mil-e and the prevaíling
speeds, At a point where ¡ottr density and speed are

moderate (as at M) traffic fl-ow is maximized

In order to determine the retatíons-hip between

doflar costs and, traffic flow, sþeed-volume curves

(as in Figure ¿1.1) are trahsformed into â time-
. volume relationship which indicatês the reduired

amount of time to travel- one mile on a roadway at

a given volume. To obtain a dollar cost the amoilnt

of time spent iravelling is mrlltiplied by an estimate

of the val-ue of time to the commuter; This is added

to the other'operatlng vehicle costs to determine

the.total coSt of travel by private autonobile oii

the i:oadway. Vìlith an increased volume of vehicles

congesting the road this cost will incfease. This

time-vo1ume rel-atiohship can be transformed ínto a

price-volume relationship where price is expressed

ín cents per vehicl-e mil,ê of travel and volume in
terms of vehicle per lane per hour as in Figure 4,2.

¡,1 ::.::: 
.a.:;i.- 
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"There exísts in fact, two rel-evant price-

vol-ume curves, one representing the price perceived

by the individual driver and another reftective of

the costs paid by society as a whofe."9 The price-

vol-ume relationship is the average per vehicl-e mil-e

cost of travel- relevant for each given roadway

volume. The social price-volume relationship is

the additional- total cost of travel r,esulting from

a unit increase in vehicle miles travel-led. The change

in total- cost that occurs when a new car enters the

roadway system is reflected in the social- cost or

price which takes into account the effect of added

congestì-on on al-l- cars--that is, each individ.ual car

is considered to be the marginal car. The actual-

--- --^ -1 ¿l^level of use of a roadway depends on the intersection

of such price-vol-ume curves with a roadway demand

curve. Of course, the demand for roadway use declines

with increasing roadway travel price given a constant

price of urban public transit

The unusual nature of the backward bending

average cost curve can be explained quite easily.

g_./Richard 0. Zerbe and Kevin Croke, Urban
Transportation .¡-or The Environmgnt, (Cambridge
Massachussetts : Ballinger Publ-i-shing C ompany,
r9?5) , p. 77.

i--:;..-.: i
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As average roadway vol-ume per J-ane increases,

average speed decreases until-'capacity is reached.

These relationships show travel time íncreasing

wíth volume until- "hypercongestíon" conditions

occur. "Hypercongestion is reached at capacity

when the rel-atíonship between fl-ow and speed

reverse and, both traffic f,l-ow and speed decrease, "10

Therefore as congestion worsens, not only do fewer

vehicl-es fl-ow on the roadway, but the per míle

travel costs actualfy increase due to lower speeds.

The reversal of the flow and speed retationship

thus gives rise to the backward bending average

cost curve as shown in Figure 4.2.

ïn the absence of roadway pricing the fl-ow of

traffic is restrained by minimum operating costs and

time costs as woul-d exist without congestion in

addition to the costs created by the congestion

itsel-f. In order to make optimal use of the roadway

under such conditions, the individual motorist should

pay a toll that causes him to real-ize the costs he

imposes on others by using the roadway during the

peak period. The tol-l- is simply the di-fference

between the average cost of operating the vehicl-e

'" ".--ì, -i: .i :: ;

i"...-l

il::it:l'
| ....:|.

10-.. . .
l. Dr_O.
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and the marginal cost imposed by that vehicLe on all
others. Marginal costs are e{ual to the "price" that

consumer-d,rivers should pay for their vehicle's being

al-l-owed to use the facility. During congested, periods

instead of the usage pattern with traffic flow

decreasirrg drastically irnder conditions of excess'ive

congestion, âs at F, tfie leve1 of traffic ib controll-ed

as at T. More cars, therefore, can fl-ow through a

given portion of roadway than before. "Since the totat

number of vehicles using the facilíty ahd. the

congestion related costs are cut by the imposi-tion

of the tol-l¡ üsers actually save money; the total

cost of travel- inclusíve of average congestion costs

reduced frcjm OE to OS. 1l- These benefits,

r Figure 4.2 Uy tfre shaded SETF; árerepresented il

' lrrlhat is effectivetyknown as "consumer surplus

happening is tfrat a tax is beíng levied which makes
t

taxpayers better off--a resul-t rtot encountered very

often. By imposing a tax amounting to the rectangle

STU\I, the efficiency of the system which formerly

cost VUTFE is actually improved by reducing the

system cost by the amount SEFT.

To express the cost of congestion as simply as

11__.--VickreÍ, oÞ. cit., p. 29.
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I2possibf.e

traffic.speed on a given road to be a linear function

of traffic flow of the form:

s = a - bq (1)

where þ = average speed in mil-es per hour,

a = âveï'âBê speed at very l-ow traffic
volumes,

b = some road constant expressing the

effect of one vehicl-e per hour on

averã.ge speed

The averáge costs per vehicle mile can be

expressed as f ol-l-ows:

x=m*c/s
where m = average op'erating costs per míle

(net of tax) at speêd a,

c = cost of vehicl-e's time consisting

primarily of occupant's value of

time, and par:tly of increased

operating costs attributable to

starting and stopping

I2l. C, Tanner, "Pr,icing the Use of the Roads-
Mathematical- and l,lumerical- Study" , in Proceedings of
the Second International- Si¡mposiulr on the fÞeor.v -of

{laris¡ The Organi-zation for Economic Cooperation
and Development, 196Ð,

(2)

'-: -:" -:-'
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and,

q = traffic fl-ow in vehicles per
hour

It is necessary to postulate a relationship for -bhe

use of the road as a function of the cost. This

demand function is. of the form

q=f(x)

where q and x are as previously defined and f
ís a decreasing function which we need not specífy.

The total- cost to society therefore is simpJ-y

the fl-ow of vehicles per hour, q, multipJ-ied by the

average cost per vehicle mile, x. Totat cost X is
therefore:

x=qx

',. --t:.

or

or, since

qm + cq,/s

s=a-bq

X=effi*cq./a-bq

The marginal- cost, or adcLitional total cost of
.-_,:.:,.:-t,'

:-^- 3-^^- : ---^:+ i-^^-^^--^ :-^ ---.-: ^r.^ itravel- resul-ting from a unit increase in venicfe :. .'- '.

miles 'travelled is therefore

dx/'dq = m + Lc(a - bq.) + bcql/(a - bq.)z

or, since
ir¡1.¡: 'r 'r'.:r

q=(a-s)/b,
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dX/Aq" = m + lcs + bc(a - s)/til/rz

=m*cs/sz*c(a-=)/tz
=m* c/s +c(a -=)/t2 (4)

Now since the average cost of road travel- per

vehicle mile, ür * c/s wiLI be paid by the individual-

vehicle, aII that remains is to determine the

difference between margi-nal and. average congestion
-r3costs, c(a - s)/st and to express it in terms of a

devised price system

Perhaps the most difficul-t value to estimate

is 'c', the value of vehicte time because the major

part of urban traffic consists of private automobiles

whose occupants are normal-ly travetling in their

non-working time. While the val-ue of time is

controversial and difficul-t to estimate, most

research done on this topic analyzes modal-.choi-ce

under the assumption .that individual-s can trade

off extra costs for the benefit of saving time.f4

Again, f ol-l-owing Reynol-ds,f 5 suppose the

average val-ue'of time, c, were establ-ished at $f .50

l3Equation (4) minus Equation (2)
f4S"" Chapter rII
L5n, J. Reynords, oÞ. cit., p. 72.

i ,r;;',. 
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per hour. "In view of the difficulties and nature

of this problem, however, this must be regarded as

an order of magnitude; for no degree of precisi_on

is possible without very considerabl-e research. The

solution to the question of the val-ue of time

probably demands nothing l-ess than the full .integration
.L6of persons' time into economic analysis,*" a massive

task with an uncertain outcome,"L7 Surprisingfy

enough, but fortunatefy, it has been establ-ished

that road prieíng charges are not very sensiti-ve to

the val-ue of time 
"*=rr*"d..f8

Using a 'c' val-ue of $l-. JO per vehicl-e hour

on a typical urban roadway susceptible to congestion

and an average speed of JO mil-es per hour at l-ow

traffic volume Reynolds estimates the marginal- and

average costs per mile at various speeds and the

resul-tant congestion costs imposed by the "marginaÌ"

vehicl-e on the other vehicl-es as shown on the

foll-owing page

Chiefly because , àt high traffic vol-umes and

f6S"" Gary S. Becker, oÞ. cit.
L7D, J, Reynolds, oÞ. cit., p. Zz,
fBS"" J. C. Tanner, oÞ. cit.

{i:;:Ì.,.' :::':Ì;'a?,.i'{L¡t::ì:q:i
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corresponding low speeds, individual- vehicles impose

serious delays on other vehicles, congestion costs

(as shown in the third column of Figure 4.1) are

highl-y sensitive to actual- average journey speed.

fn the extr:eme cases, such costs can be as high as

several- dollars per vehicl-e mil-e and can be al-most

infinite when an additional- vehicl-e causes the

whol-e system to become paralyzed.

Regarding the l-evel- of charges which would

practical-ly express the marginal- costs of vehicl-e

use, clearly there is littl-e adväntage in charging

for road use where speeds are 25 miLes per hour

more. In particular the more important and predom-

inant case where average speeds a're in the neighbor-

hood. of 15 miles per hour, ât which the congestion

costs imposed ny one additionaf. vehicl-e on others

are in the order of l-O cents per vehicl-e mile, must

be consid.ered.. It shoul-d also be recal-l-ed that

traffic and the marginal costs of congestion wil-l

be reduced by the imposition of a charge. A price

that wil-l- have an effect equal to the marginal costs

of congestion imposed on other vehicles at a traffic

vol-ume of drivers wil ting to pay that charge must

. therefore be determined.

. Tanner has found that the optimum charge is
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neither ver)r crítical- or sensitive to the demand

elasticity and that B0% of the benefits from road

use pricing can be obtained. fr:om a charge within

approximatety 50% of the optimum.fg It appears

then that the optimal charge for the usual case

where speeds are around ]5 mil-es per hour (prior

to road pricing) will- be around J cents per mile.

Tanner estimates that such a charge wil-l- pro'oably

reduce traffic by approximately lJ per cent until-

an average speed (al-t other things equal)of around

18 míles an hour is reached.20 The objective here

ís to obtain a significant increase in speed for a

large remaining volume of traffic by pricing off

that small volume of road users who are either

unable or unwil-ling to pay the true ful-l- costs of

urban travel which:incl-udes the congestion costs

they impose on others. Furthermore, road prícing

should be applied to al-t vehicles incl-uding buses

and trucks whích have three times the congestion

impact on other vehicles because of their size and

power/we-ight ratios.2l However, the incidence per

passenger mil-e of road pricing charges would be

lo*/J. C. Tanner, oÞ. qit.

. 2ot¡ia
2fRoad Research Laboratory, Research on Road

Ìii rl.:::':'

Traff ic , (London, England : Her I\Ia j esty' s
õ-fEce, L965).

Stati onery
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much l-ess for buses than for cars because of their

respective average occupancíes and therefore road

pricing woul-d tend- to operate in favour of public

transit.

On the other hand to appfy such tol-l-s to

public transit vehicl-es woul-d mean littl-e more

than an interdepartmental transfer in a municipal

financing sense. Suppose then that as a public

policy intervention, a five cent per mile tol-l- is

imposed on private automobil-es only. In the context

of the character:istics model- of modal- choice

described in Chapter III, if a five cent per miJ-e

road use charge were imposed, individ,ual- decision-

makers (whose decision-making cost and characteristics

criteria are shown in Table 3,2) woul-d perceive the

cost of a mile of automobile travel- rising to Ll3,B

cents (from lB.B cents) while the per mile cost of

bus travel- would remain constant at 78.6 cents

In terms of the shortcut mod.al split f ormula,

the new decision-making urban travel costs would

resul-t in an "Effect Cost Difference" of 34.8 cents

in "Excess Transit Cost" further resulting in an

observed modal- split of J0.3 per cent. However

since these r.esults are based on Reynol-ds' assumption

a.bout the value of time being $f .50 an hour, the

,.:r:; i.::

' : : ,:

i;l :: la..::.1.-
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6.7 cent per minute (or $4.02 per hour) value of

time assumption used in this thesis would justify

a proportionate increase in the proposed user charge

from J cents to 18.7 cents per mil-e. This of course

would mean that the per míl-e cost of urban travel
by automobil-e would increase to 57 ,5 cents. The

new "Excess Transit Cost" of 2L l- cents woul-d result
i-n a new modal split of 37.? per cent which represents

a JJ per cent increase in the initial- modal split.

0n the other side of the road pricing argument

is the question of free transit. There is much

merit in the oft-stated, opinion that, whil-e private

automobil-es make use of urban roads free of specific
charge, transit must pay for itself from farebox

revenues. The diminíshing returns aspect of the

automobil-e and the increasing returns aspect of

public transit, warrant a special examination of the

pricing rel-ationship between them. Finatly there is

the paradox that whil-e public transit vehicles are

struggling to make their way through congested cities,

there is no doubt that, und.er some circumstances ,

the total journey tíme of all- travel-l-ers could be

reduced if they were all forced to travel- by bus

rather than .ur,22

22P. V. Websteri "A Theoretical Estimate of the

!.:;l.Jì
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In terms of economic principles, if private
vehicl-es and public transit are cfose substitutes for
at least a proportion of travellers, a given volume

of urban travel will be undertaken at minimum total
cost when the marginal costs of travelting b¡r each

mode are equal-, for otherwise total- iosts will- be

red.uced by the constant transferal of travellers
from one mod.e to the other. 'Perhaps the best way to

ensure that the marginal- costs'of the two rnodes are

eq1ral is to charge thè rel-evant m rginal- costs foä

each of the two modes aliowing people to choose

freely between them. The narginal costs of automobile

use under urban conditions have been discussed

earl-ier and. it wil-l- be shown in Chapter V that it
is very difficult in prabiice to charge them, In

or.der to determine how to improve the car/transit

modal split, the matter is now d.iscussed in a public

transit sense.

It woirld appear that given a small amount of

excess capacity (in the form of empty seats) in the

system and specifíc frequency of starting and

Effect of London CarCommuters Transferring to Bus
Travel", Road. Research T,aboratory Repor:t l,ñ l-6(,
(London, England: Her Ma jesty' s Stationery Office ,.

r968).

". :'.i.: l:..: t: - .:. ll
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stopping, the marginal costs of public transit use

invol-ve l-ittle more then the cost of walking, waiting,

and time spent in the vehicle. "This marginat cost

wil-l diminish with increased transit usage, because

as usage increases a rational- system wil-l- spread

routes more widely and operate buses over them more

frequently and thus reduce walking and waiting. Since

the costs of walking and waiting and the time spent in

the vehicle are already borne subjectively by the user,

the proposat to charge marginal- cost for buses amounts

to giving the user free use of transit. It may be

noted that purely by chance, the val-ues are closely

s¡rmmetrical with the possible changes for car use;

instead of charging the car five cents per vehicl-e-

mil-e, we are considering subsid.izing the bus at f our

and a half cents per passenger-miLe."23 Of course

this is only true if the val-ue of tíme i-s assumed

to be $1.50 per hour

Speaking strictty in terms of improvements to

the modal- sp1it, when the probability of car users

transferring to free transit is considered, it is

obvious that two separate margins are affected:

23n. J. Re¡mo1ds, Urban Theory and Practice,
f969 Convention, Canadian Good Roads Association.
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(1) car users' income and. ul-timately their val-uations

of time; and , (2) their nearness of actual- or

potential bus routes and the actual or potential-

frequency of bus service over tyre^.Z4

For example, consider urban travellers in
Ottawa who perform journeys of similar length whether ,,

by car or by bus. The average bus user pays 25 cents
i

:and takes 3O,5 mj-nutes on his journey while the

average automobil-e user takes 12.4 minutes on his
journey and incurs various other objective and

subjecti-vecostsofcar,,"".25Thequestionof

importance then i s what effect will there be on t,

car users' behaviour resuÌting from the 'abol-ition 
i

of the 25 cent fare? i

In addressing this probl-em, D. J. Reynol-ds l

.states that assuming that the car users' valuations
1,"

of time are linearly distributed about a mean of i::

i:

(ranging from $o.oo to $3.00) and ,

assuming that automobil-e users are randomly distri-
buted between bus routes, j-t wouJ-d, be expected that

24O. J. ReynoJ-ds, The Urban Transport Probl-em,
p.77

25n" Lieuw Cather and Co. of Canada, Ottawa-Hul-l
Area Transportation Study, L965.
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car users would be attracted by a fare reduction of

2J eent,s if they valued their time at ]ess than 83

cents per hour. This apparently woul-d account for

about 28 per cent of car users if public transit was

to penetrate to the edges of the urbanized area.

Therefore, it woul-d seem that a reduction in automobíl-e

traffic d.ensity of the order of twenty per cent coul-d

be attained by offering a system of free transit

operating to the limits of the urbani zed area

However, this result is initial and highly speculative

requiring verification by practical experiment. On

the surface however, it d.oes seem that such a system

of free:transit could have similar effects on the

modal- sptit as woul-d road pricing by achieving a

reduction in traffic volume in the order of L5 to
c(

20 per cent.zo

Again, the assumed value of time of $f.50 per

hour by Reynolds differs greatly from the time val-ue

of $4 ,02 per hour assumed in Appendix II. However

the fare stil-l- cannot be red.uced by more trran 25 cents

unless soci-ety wished to pay passengers a dollar each

time they boarded the bus (as discussed earlier). This

p.. 77 .

I: ::.'r-.

26n, J. Reynolds, The Urban Transport Problem,
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public pol-ícy i-ntervention is therefore restricted to

reducing the bus fare by 25 cents which causes the

cost of a mife of urban travel- to become only fi.6
cents (as compared to the prevíous 78.6 cents)

whil-e the per mile cost of automobile travel- (without

road user charges) remains constant at 38.B cents

In terms of the shortcut modal split model

then the "Effective Cost Di-fference" is 14.8 cents

in "Excess Transit Cost". Such a cost d.ifference

should resul-t in a new modal- split of 4l- .2 per cent

of car-owníng CBD workers using transit. This

represents an increase of 47,7 per cent over the

initial modal split

Now without, at this time, discussing some of

the impediments to the implementation of road pricing

and free transit, another type of public policy

i-ntervention will- be analyzed j-n the context of the

modal choice and modal split model-s.

Interventions Affecting the Speed of Urban Travel

As it is sensel-ess (and contrary to objectives
i. ':t':..embodied ín the goal of reducing traffic congestion) i.i:,,¡:-,i

to initiate public policy ínterventions which attempt

to reverse the private automobile trend by reducing
.

automobi-Ie speed, the onJ-y types of interventions -

i..
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which will- be considered here are those which might

improve the speed of public transit or at least

reduce urban travel time.

Erprs s q-Irers !!-erq -Ee E e rve q-Pss-Leng s

In Chapter I it was noted that historical-Iy,

the streetcar had the right of way over other forms

of urban transportation. However as technol-ogical-

innprovements brought upon the intród.uction of

troJ-J-ey buses and motor buses, urban public transit

l-ost those speeÍal right-of-way privileges and has

had to compete for space on urban roadways. "As

the level of service becomes lower due to increased

traffic density, the operating speed of transit wil-l-

be reduced. This reduction in speed wiÌl- mean that

in order to maintain the same frequency of service,

more buses wil-l- be required. In other words the

productivity of transit is reduced at a time when

costs are increasing greatly and the potential

demand is the highest. To overcome this problem,

the sol-ution of providing exclusive right-of-way

to transit or to give priority treatment to transit

should be consider ed,"2?

27 ¡, J. Bakker,, Public Transit Right-of-Vrlay ,

(Prepared for the I9?l+ ian
Urban Transit Associatj.on in Cal-gary, June 20, 1974),
p. r.

l. i!i: l.i..i,ir;.

fi,...ri:.;:
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This sol-ution can be implemented in a 'number

of ways incl-uding exclusive bus operations in curb

l-anes or median lanes, reverse-fl-ow operations on

one-way streets or on the wrong side of the medÍan,

or through exclusive approach lanes and transit
signals, etc. ïrlhatever approach or combination of

approaches is taken, the fact is that "local- bus

systems operating on streets with other traffic
simpJ-y faiJ- to provide service adequate to attract
a Ìarge number of automobj-Ie users. Systems operating

on their own rights-of-way where high speeds can be

attained for a major portion of each trip are necessary

to provide required service ,"28 Some of the potential
advantages of exclusive bus right-of-way incl-ude "the

possibilities of feeder-trunk service, better tailoring
of service to reduce the number of seat-miles, and

reduced capital cos-bs resul-ting from no requirements

for signal or power distribution."29

Perhaps the most fundamental statement of

rationale for reserved bus lanes however has been

28Thorn"" B. Deen, "Mass TransportatÍon Research:

l!

The Basic Issues", in HiJrhway Research Record #318, It¡lass
Transportation, (ïüashington: HiShway Research Boãrd,

29røid.., p. 10.
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made R. M Topp who says that "very simply, when

you realize that automobiles average between one

and two persons per vehicle even during rush hours

and contrast this with buses having a peak hour

capacity of up to say one hundred per vehicle, then

it is only reasonable that the publíc vehicl-e shoul-d

warrant speciaJ- consideration on heavy transit
arteries. "30

In order to discuss this public policy inter-
vention i-n terms of the modal- choice and modal sptit
models, some data relating to expected time savings

resul-ting from the introduction of express transit

and reserved bus lanes is required. The City of

Winnipeg has made some estimates of express bus and.

rapid bus travel- times which woul-d result from the

implementation of a proposed five year transportation

program drawn up in t9?4,3L The modal- choice d,ecision-

making criteria described in Chapter III contain the

assumption that a. car travel-s twice as fast as a bus.

If a comprehensive system of express transit and.

30n. M. Topp, Reserved. Transit Lanes, A Brief
Address to the Annual Meeting of the Canadian Transit
Association_ (Ottawa, June L7-20, 1973), p. 3,

?l/'City of Vtlinnipeg Public Transit Study, Progress
Report, 5 Year Program, January L974.

i:..:..r....

:....
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reserved bus l-anes were implemented, this rel_ationship

woul-d change from 2¿I to l-,ZtI. This means that a

mil-e of automobil-e travel- (at 15 mil-es per hour)

woul-d stil-l- take 4 minutes, but whereas a one mil-e

transit trip (at 7,5 nil-es per hour) took eight
minutes, the same average transit trip woul-d only

take þ.8 minutes (at LZ.J miles per hour) on a

transit system wíth express and. reserved bus l-ane =.32
fn terms of the modal choice decision-making

criteria of individuals as d.escribed in Tabl-e j.Z,
the cost of automobil-e travel- time val-ued at 6.7

cents per minute woul-d remain at 26.8 cents f or the

l+ minute journey. However, if the transit travel ti-me

can be reduced from B minutes (with trip travel- time

having a value of 53.6 cents) to only 4.8 minutes

with the imptementation of this public policy
intervention, the val-ue of the time expended on a

mil-e of transit travel woul-d be reduced to 32.2 cents.

This amounts to reducing the individual-'s total transit
travel- cost from ?8.6 cents 57,2 cents. fn terms

of the car/transit modal- split, the new "Effective

32Th"*" figures have been derived by the author
and are not to be considered as demonstrative of the
City of Winnipeg's transit system, but are merely
il-lustrative of the possible resul-ts of the introduction
o.f an effective system of express transit and reserved.
bus f.anes. l::

Ì:
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Cost Difference" would be l-8.4 cents in "Excess Transit
Cost" with the resul-t that 39.2 per cent of car-owni-ng

CBD workers woul-d now use transit. This result
represents a 4O.5 per cent improvement over the initial-
ear/transit balance.

Þiflel-Ere euplt et- Ier-I rfl !i!_yebi gle s

For much the same rational-e as introducing

reserved bus lanes ¡ àTr argument can be made for the

designing of traffic signal priority systems for
public transit. "Any system which alters the phasirg,

sp1it, cycle time or offset of traffic signals on a

fixed or real--time basis for the purpose of reducing

transit delays is a traffic signaÌ priority system. "33

All-en states that travel- time by transit can be

considered as consisting of three components:

(1) loading and unl-oading of passengers (passenger

service time) ; (2) stops at signals ( signal delay

time); and , (Ð actual travel- along the route (run

time). The relative importance of these three

components in total travel- time can vary widely on

different routes in different urban areas. However

33Auncan hl. Al-l-en, Signal- Priority For Transit
Yehicl-es, R.esearch Report Nol- 3It', (Toronto¡ University
æ Toronto/York Univeisity Joint Program in
T-ransportation, May 1976), p. 1.

iìi::,i..'
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traffic signal delay time commonly accounts for l-0

to 20 percent of total transit trip time.34

There are essential-ly two basic approaches to

signat preemption. Active preemption systems require

a positive indication of the presence or status (i.e.,

whether the bus drj-ver wishes priority or not) of a

transit vehicl-e in order to make a real-time adjustment

to signals. "Passive" systems require no such

ind.ication and can be considered 
'as 

permanent changes

to a traffic signal system in aid of transit vehicl-e

movement

In his study and review of signal .prioriz'ation

Al-l-en'found that: transit signal priority can be

i1np1emented.and.canred.ucetransittrave]-timei

detection of electric streetcars via overhead contacts

has been in practise for some time (especial-J-y in
,., .,.., .

Europe); and, detection of buses and manipulation of i::':::i'

i..:..,':,.signals by radio has proved to be successful-.

Furthermore "both theoretical- and experimental-

results indicate that transit detay reductions of

as much as seventy pen cent are possibl-e. This means 
....,.ii.¡

3LW"stinghouse Air Brake Co., Wil-bur Smith and
Assoc., Institute of Public Administratj-on, Study of
Evol-utionary Trans'portation, February, 1968.
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that up to fifteen per cent of total- transit route

time coul-d be eliminated in some case s."35

If such time savings were applied to the

individualls d-ecisi-on-making model, the transit trip

ti-me cost woul-d be reduced from fi.6 cents for a one

mil-e (B minute) journey to 4J,6 cents for a journey

of the same length taking only 6.8 minutes because

of signal preemption for transit vehicl-es. Reducing

the i-ndividual-'s travel- time cost by B cents reduces

his total- transit trip cost to 70,6 cents from 78.6

cents for an "Effective Cost Difference" of 3J-.8 cents
:

in "Excess Transit Cost". The resul-tant modal-

split would be 3L.9 per cent of car-owning CBD

workers using transit, representing a Ll+.3 per

cent improvement over the initial- modal splít

Again, problems associated with the implemen-

tation of public policy interventions affecting the

speed of public transit. vehicl-es wil-l be the topic

of the next chapter. A final type of urban transit

solution remains to be considered here

Improvements in the Characteristi-cs of the

Urban Transit Mode

In the type of public policy intervention to

be discussed here, the useful-ness of the character-

.:a_.,

35Drr.r"u.n W. Al-l-en, oÞ. cit. , p. 5L.

l.:,.1.... ..¡,1¡.¡
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istics model- of modal- choice in analyzing public

transit solutions which cannot be rel-ated to

individuals' urban travel tirne and costs is

demonstrated. Two sotutions will be discussed. While

only the first pertains explicitly to the actual

characteristics of the physical- transit vehicles,

d,ata pertaining to the other one is easily manipulated

so as to fit into the anatytical context of the modal-

choice model-.

It was assumed. in Chapter III that "a given

increase in comfort-convenience quality wil-l have

the same effect on the Market Opportunity Line as

would a fare reduction which would result in indivi-

dual-s being abl-e to obtain the l-evel- of comfort-

convenience quality (via an income effect) as was

made avail-able by i-ncreasing initial expenditures on

buses." Consider again individuals' modal- choice

d.ecision_making-criteriawherebygivenabud.get

constraint of 78.6 cents, this amount if spent soJ-eJ-y

on public transit would afford the individual I unit

of transportationness and 333 uníts of comfort-

convenience quality, or if spent soJ-ely on private

automobile woul-d yield 2 units of transportâtionness

ana 3J.66 units of comfort-convenience quality. For

i]l-ustrative purposes, recal-l the case where free

transit was offered thereby reducing individuals'
i¡,:j ;1 .i; i

1..:i::i.,::;:
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urban publ-ic transít travel costs by 25 cents to 53,6

cents. It was predi-cted that the modal sptit would

change from 2?.g per cent to þl-.2 per cent of car-

owni-ng CBD workers using transit. However, while

nothing was said of this in considering the free

transit intervention, a certain number of individual-s

wiJ-l- change to the public transit mode because with a
bud.get constraint of ?8.6 cents .and. transit costs

having been reduced to fi,6 cents, whereas the

individual- could obtain l- unit of transportationness

and,333 units of comfort-convenience quality, he can

now obtain l-.5 units of transportationness and 4BB

units , or an increase of L55 units, of comfort-
. ^/

convenience quality. Jo

Now reconsider the definition of this character-

istic. "Comfort-convenience qual-íty is measured in

terms of the number of dollars spent on initial-

vehicle outlay per seat in excess of the price of

the l-east expensive vehicl-e capable of carrying the

number of passengers usual-J-y carried. on the typical

i6-^ 11 !'"I'or more precision in this analysis,
empirical studies of the elasticity of demand
( eËpecialty in the caSe of fare reductions as opposed
to increases) woul-d be requi-red so that the substi-
tution effects may be taken into account
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vehicl-e." Suppose, for example it was decided that
each transit vehicl-e would be equipped with air-
conditioning at a cost of, sây, û4,650 per bus.

This would work out to a per passenger vehicl-e outlay

increase of $f55. Such an expenditure woul-d result
in the comfort-convenience quality characteristic
being raised from J)J units to 4BB units (again an

increase of t55 units) . This i-tlmay be recognized

¡rields the same result as was the case with the

implementation of free transit. Therefore one

would expect that the effect of the air-conditioning
solution would resul-t in the same change in modal

split as the free transit intervention. 0n this
basis then two interventions affecting the character-

istics of the public transit mode which ceiTt, therefore,

be analyzed in the characteristics context, are

considered bel-ow.

!þe - I{'preve q-Ue ! e!þsq

The question of improving transit buses in the

interest of attracting increased ridership has

received much attention in recent years and prototypes

of what have been cal-].ed the "world.'s most advanced

city transit buses" have been designed, buitt, and
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even tested in actual revenue s"r.rice.37 TRANSBUS

is the name which has been given to this new bus

which Í-ncorporates the first basic changes in urban

transit buses ín almost twenty years. The design

and constructi-on of three prototypes by American

General Corporation, GMC Truck and Coach Division,

and Rohr Industries was funded by a $e5 miltion
grant from the United States Department of Transpor:

tation's Urban Mass Transportation Administration
(Uvrre). The project evol-ved from reoommendations

of the National Academy of Engineering in ]1967.

Tn L9?I sub-contracts were J-et to the three above-

mentioned manufacturers to develop their individual
designs and produced three prototypes by mid-l g?3.

Eval-uation tests were conducted in mid-1974 and

whil-e UMTA did not place any orders for these buses,

two of the companies--GMC Truck and Coach Divisi-on

and Rohr: Industries (ptxiUte)--have received a.

number of opti-ons orders for these. The special

feature's of the TRANSBUS are described bel-ow in an

UMTA news release.

õñ1/'' Transport Development
Advanced City- Transit Buses!' ,

Agency, "Wor1d's Most
in Transport Development
9-r0

l.. :. .

i'-' . :'
i :''r:" "

News, vol-. 4, no. f 0, 1974, p.
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TRANSBUS is not a remake of
buses now operating in Amer-
ica's transit systems. Irrom its
sleek exterior and low profile to
its many passenger comforts, it
is an all--new bus, capable of
speeds up to 70 mil-es per hour
for high speed operations on
excl-usive bus lanes

From the moment the rider
boards via low steps, he wil-I
discover comforts heretofore
unknown on transit buses. The
first step wil-l be only six inches
from the curb, with the next risei:
no more than seven inches high,
l-ike the steps in a ,house. At
night, doorways will be wel-l- il-lu-
minated, as will the adjacent
street and curb areas where
passengers enter and l-eavei the
bus. Even the destination signs
will- be better il-luminated by
means of a special fifm coating.

Two of the prototype buses
wil-l have incorporated a "kneel-
ing" feature into,their designs.
Through. the use of an air bag
suspensi on systern , the se buse s
wil-l- actually l-ower three inches
for receiving and discharging
passengers. As the bus starts to
move , the system infl-ates, raising
the bus. As it sl-ows down, the
system deflates loweri-ng the bus.

One model of each of the com-
panies' three buses wil-l- be fitted
with such experimental devices
as el-ectri-cally controlled ramps
and lifts that will- enabl-e passen-
gers in wheelchairs to board.
Other improved features incl-ude
a 25 per cent wider front door
than those on today's buses.
Passengers wil-l board and leave
the buses more quickly for faster
servi-ce. Seats wil]- be wider and
spaced farther apart, allowing
more leg room. The rear of the
bus may be transformed i-nto a

up
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U-shaped lounge area, compara-
bl-e to jet aír travel accommo-
dations.

Operators wí11- be given options
in choosing the type of interi-or
and seating arrangements that
best suit their services. The seats
may be large, plush and padded,
or constructed of heavily resist-
ant plasti.c materials. Even the
bus operator's seat wil-l be ad-
justable to the individual require-
ments of the driver

Speakers, inside and out, will-
enabf.e the driver to assist pas-
sengers with current route and
stop information. Temperatures
in the bus will- be kept uniform
and fume-free in summer and
winter through improved air-
conditioning, heating and ex-
haust systems. Broad, tinted
wind,ows will- provide a þlare-
proof view. Individual wheel sus-
pensi-on wil-l- smooth out the ride.

The new bus wil-l- accommo-
date about 4J comfortably seated
persons, but up to 50 seats wil-I
be availabl-e for high density runs.
The seats will. be supported on
a cantilever to facilitate faster
cleaníng and. more foo't room.

TRAITSBUS will- be safer than
other buses. Its windows will be
resistant to the high impact of
thrown or falling objects. Hand-
hol-ds of pliabl-e materials have
been designed for maximum use
and safety. Strategically placed
and padded bul-kheads will help
protect passengers from falting.
Bumpers and extra-strong body
.construction wil-l minimize dam-
age in traffic accidents. The win-
dows, which will- not open under
normal conditiorls, will- have
emergency releases. All- of the
material-s inside the bus wil-] be
splinterproof, and the windows
wil-l- be made of shatterproof .:j :!:
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glass. Escape hatches in the
roof will provide exits if the bus
should ro11 over.

TRANSBUS wil-l- al-so ineorpo-
rate environmental advances.
Pl-ans cal-l for a 75-per cent re-
duction in the internal noise level-
and a JO-per cent reduction in
external noise. The new bus also
wil-l have a red.uced l-eve1 of emis-
sions, bel-ow the I975 California
heavy duty vehicl-es standards.
AM General and Rohr designs
will- have improved diesel en-
gines and GMC will- have a gas
turbine. All buses wii-l- be de-
signed so that transit operators
wíl-I be abl-e to select any of these
engines or even future advanced
power plants such as steam and
Stirting-cycle engines now under
development.

From the three designs now being
built wil-l come a final- design
destined to become the next
generation of urban transporta-
tion buses. The Department of
Transportation wil-] make the
design availabJ-e to al-I manu-
facturers bidding to buil-d future 

"Rfl-eets for city transit operators./"

It woul-d seem then that this "Bus of the

Future" contains a very comprehensive number of

special changes and improvements of the sort that

might be successful- in attracting new transit

ridership. To determine the magnitude of the

.'::]:

l l-r.) r; ¡11_.,

3B-/"Joseph'Vil. Marshall-, "Bus of the Future" in
Hishway and Urban Masq Traqg.pgr1êlipn, U. S. Department

ortation -

A.dministration, Spring-Summer 1973, pP . l+-5.
i.':::.
l 
--ilr::
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change in ridership to be achieved by the introduction
of such a vehicle in urban public transit systems,

or more fundamentally the effect of this solution

on indívidual-s' modal choice decision-making criteria,
the price of the improved vehicle must be known.

Di-scussions between the piesent author and the

various developers of TRANSBUS prototypes indicate
' that for applicatíons to the Canadian market, the

price of this bus would have to be in the order of

thirty per cent higher than that of conventional-

vehicl-es in use today

On the basis of the assumed. price of the

conventional bus being $45,000, the improved bus

would cost $5B,OOO. This means al-so that comfort-

convenience quality wil-l- i-ncrease, by definition,

from 333 units to ?83 units. Then, for an expenditure

78.6 cents. on a mite of bus travel, whereby with old

buses individual-s coul-d obtain l- unit of transporta-

tionness and 333 units of comfort-convenience quaÌity,

on the new improved buses individuals coul-d obtain 2,35

units of transportationness and 783 units of comfort-

convenience qual-ity

In order to determine the modal- split which

would result from the introduction of such buses,

i! i s necessary to determine the "Effective Cost

Difference" in modes which woul-d result from a
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change in the costs of urban travel which, through

an income effect, woul-d result in individuals being

abl-e to obtain characteristics in the above-mentioned

amounts. As it turns out, if through some strategy

the actual- cost of a mil-e of urban travel- by transit
had been reduced to 33,5 cents, then this cost

reduction woul-d have resul-ted in individuals being

'able to obtain 2.35 units of transportationness and

783 units of comfort-convenience quality--the same

results which would occur with the introduction of

TRANSBUS. Given this relationship then the "Pseudo

Effective Cost Difference" would be 5,3 cents in
"Excess Driver Cost". The resul-tant modat split
woul-d be 53.2 per cent--a- 90,7 per cent improvement

over the initial modal- sp1it.

Is,preve I -9 eupl cu9!!erv -I r?rE I ! - 
q v E ! es -g eup er ec! s

The previous sol-ution to the private automobil-e

trend demonstrated how expenditures on substantial

improvements to transit vehicl-es coutd result in

a substantial improvement in the percentage of

car-owning CBD workers using ti:ansit. Another

transit system improvement that coul-d have a signifi-

cant effect on the modal- split in an area important

to individuals even before they board the buses deal-s
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with transit shel-ter improvements.

In Chapter II we stated that "perhaps the best

tool- for measuring a public transit system's

convenience is a -3OoC windy winter day when any

gaps in what shoul-d be a comprehensive service

become bnutally apparent. " AIso, it was stated tlLat

unfavourable comparisons between public transit and

private vehicle convenj-ence factors could, be

minimized if , among other things, col-lection points

are shel-tered, and. if transfers occur in shel-tered

areas so .that vehicl-e to vehicl-e exchanges are

more pleasant experíences. Unfortunately however

transit shel-ters are usualJ-y no.t only few and far

between but inad,equate in a weather protection

sense and. unattractive in a public transít image

SENSE

In order to improve this situation the City

of Wínnipeg, in recognition of the fact that better

transit shel-ters can act as a marketing instrument

in enhancing transit's image and increasing ridership,

has committed funds to the development of new

shetters. The program which was initiated in L9?4

consists of two components: (a) the development

of a new attractive transit passenger shelter to

s.erve as the prototype for the ongoing replacement

"::::
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of shel-ters throughout the city; and, (b) the

devetopment, design and construction of special

passenger shelter facilitíes at 7 maior collection

points having daily passenger boardings between

2rOOO and 6,000. The preliminary cost estimates

of these two components are $50, OOO and $285, OO0

for a total- transit system improvement expenditure

of $335, ooo39 excl-usive of new operating and main-

tenance costs

fn ord.er to determine the effect of this

improvement on the modal- split l-et us assume that

th.e average operating fteet of Category II cities

(of which Winnipeg is one) consists of 4OO vehicl-es.

In a per vehicle sense, this expenditure woufd amount

to $838. In terms of the individual-'s modal- choice

decisi-on-making model, comfort-convenience qual-ity

wouId.increasefrom333unitsto36]-unitsand.

transportati-onness from,l unit to 1.08. Ì-or the

purpose of determining the change j-n modal- split, this

strategy must be related to its cost-reduction

counterpart. That is, by increasing expenditures

?o)7City of VrlinnipeS, Innovative Transit Proiects,
Streets and Transportation Divi-sion of the Works and
Operations Department, June f97+, PP. L-2. Undoubtedly,
certain new maintenance costs will be associated with
s.uch new facilities. Unfortunately the author has not
been able to determine the nature and extent of these
costs for either a transit shel-ter program or the
improved transit vehicl-e program
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on shelters, 36l- units of comfort-convenience

qualíty can be obtained-, and alternatively if the

urban transit trip cost had been reduce ð. to f2 cents . 
'

'.: .: :. . l' :I-

the amounts of comfort-convenience quality and

transportati-onness which could have been attaíned

are 161 units and ].08 units respectively. The 
!:.:.;:.:,;,.:;.,:,:,

- ':: :-' .:.1.:i ,t' : :. \'.ì ::

"Pseudo Effective Cost Difference" for the transit

shel-ter improvement strategy is then 33,2 cents in i.',',:.':.':'

"Excess Transit Cost". The new modal- spJ-it would

therefore be 3f.f per cent--an improvement over the

initial modal- sptit of l-1.6 per cent. It should

benoted.howeverthatexpend.itureSincurredfor
j

the replacement or improvement of successive transit 
:

shel-ters will-, in the context of the characteristics i

:

model of mod,al- choice, resul-t in successíve incremental- '

'

changes in the modal split for car-owning CBD workers.

Summary gf Results and Implications of

Model-linér Problems

The effectiveness of the six public policy

interventions discussed above in reversing the

prj-vate automobile trend are summarized below in

Tabl-e L+, Z ,

0f the auto-trend-reversing public policy

interventions tested, clearl-y the best resul ts are
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Iabl.e 4,2¿ Effectiveness of the Public Pol-icl¡

Interventions

Description Car Transit Cost Modal-
Cost Cost Difference Split

( Bus-Car )

1) Initial Situation 3B.B ?8.6 39 .B z? .9 , , ',

2) Road Pri-cing (charge : ..
drivers fB.| cents 5? . 5 78.6 21, ,1" 37 .? ,,," ,',,,,
per mife)

3) ¡'ree Transit (25
cent fare 3B.B 53.6 14.8 +I.2
el-iminated )

4) Express Transit and
Reserved Bus Lanes
( transit travel time 38. B 5? .Z 18 .4 39 .2 :

reduced PV 3.2 minutes: 
isaving ot" zí.4 cents) r

5) Signal Preemption for
time reduced by L.2 3B.B 70.6 3f .B 3L.9
minutes: saving of
B cents) ,, ,

6) Improved Transit Bus
( inprovements per bus 38 . B 33 . 5 - S .l 53 ,2 ,".',:ti'
or $r3,5oo)

?) Transit Shelter
Program (#335,000 jB.B ?z.o 3j.z 3L.Iin improving shetters)
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to be obtained from a comprehensive program of

ímprovements to transit vehicl-es. There is reason

to believe that other public poJ-icy .interventions
which are oriented toward improving.the public

transit mode as discussed in Chapter II, woul-d

also yield favorabl-e improvements in the mod-al-

split. Unfortunately, there has been very little

experimentation in this a.rea and data has not been

readily available for anal-ysis in the characteristics

modal- choice and modal split modef.s presented in

this thesis. Other strategi-es which coul-d usefully

affect the modal split includer (1) the d.evotion

of increased dol-lars to transit marketing and

improving transit's public i-mage ; (z) the

construction of large parking fots on the CBD

periphery complemented by shuttle buses commuting

between the parking l-ots and. CBD deqtination

(i.e., park-and-ride schemes); (3) inducement of

employers to introduce staggered hours working schemes

to spread out the peak hour and to reduce overcrowding

of buses; and, (4) other positive soluti.ons which

pffer physical and visible improvements to the

public transit mode

It has been shown that there exists a number of

j-.':..r-i-

i:a:-':'.
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public policy i-nterventi-ons which can make a

considerable contribution toward reversing the

private automobi-le trend. However, before dealing

with some of the pragtical- or public policy probtems

i-nvol-ved with the implementation of such solutions

an examínatj-on of the ímplications which the

theoretical constructs and assumptions of the modal-

choice and modal- split model-s hol-d for the results,

is required

The results of al-l- of the sol-utions discussed

here depend on the assumptions embodied in the

characteristics model of modal- choice and the

shortcut modal- split model. The first basic

assumption made in rel-ation to the choice of mode

is that "it is the characteristics of the goods,

or in this case.the modes of travel- which give iise

to util-ity and hence the preference of one mode

over another." Illhil-e a number of approaches to

rnodal- choice analysis, including the ínÇome-leisure

approach, are quite useful- in terms of their predíctive

abil-ities, such 
. 
approaches are l-ímited by their

inabil-íty to analyze the impact of qualitative

changes in urban travel- modes on the mod.al- split

To overcome this shortcomitg, the characteristics
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theory of demand has been used here because it is

capable of analyzing a wider real-m of public policy

interventions. : ,,

Perhaps the single most important problem

wi-th the characteri-stics model- is the sefection and

definition of the characterístics themselves. It , ,::.:r:: 
:

is by no means cl-aimed that the two characteristics .'-'i""": 
"'¡l'1": . ..: . ....

used in this anal¡rsis are the only appropriate ones 
i;,;,',,';,".,,,.1,,,'.

Certainly, detaited empirical studies of individual-

and community preferences in urban travel- are

required in order to arrive at the most suitable

set of relevant characteristics. That is, since it 
i

l

is possible to do so, it is i-mportant to determine f

those factors which cause individuals to select a

mode of travel-. Fortunately, the characteristics

used in this analysís were suitable enough to at
r_:i: i'¡;:ì:.'.l

.l-east demonstrate that the reversal of the private ',' ,.,.,.
-: :-:: : :

automobile trend is possible. ', , ,,' ,'
:,..... .:. 

: :.:. :.:...:..-

A more comprehensive approach would invol-ve

detail-ed statistical studies of a number of variabl-es

(or characteristics) which might "expJ-ain" modal- 
,

I ::..:. j .:. 
:

choice. There is an abund.ance of statistical- ii':rr''r'i:rrirj:r:rìl:::ì'

techni-ques and method.oÌogy available for such

' analysis. However, whil-e this exercise would likely
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shed some additional light on whether or not the

private automobile trend is reversj-bl-e, such work

would. be best und.ertaken for city-specific '.,,,..:,.

applications rather than the more general approach

which has been taken here. All that has been

attempted in this thesis is to achieve a better 1,'r:.,.'

explanation of those factors which cause individuals 
. 

'

toprefercertainmod.esoftravelandtofind.wayS

to modify decision-making criteria so as to al-ter the

final- outcome of such preferences and choices.

In order to make predictions about the effect of

public policy interventions on the choice of mode

modál- split model- has been used. There remains 
I

the question however of which modal- split model- is i

most appropriate. As discussed in Chapter III

modal sprit moders are usualry hishry complicated 
ij,,:,,,,

and pertain only to those specific cities for which .,':',',

they were developed.. In trying to find an appropriate 
ll,,j':,,','

and general mod,al- split model , discussions with urban

transport planners i-n a number of cities have

revealed. that the general concensus regard.ing mod.al 
r,.,ì,,..,._,,
i,:::.:t::;:.:

split model-s is that in recent years few of these

model-s have proven to be very accurate. The principal

reason for the use of the shortcut mod.el in this thesis
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therefore is that whil-e it may embody the short-
comings associated with generality, it is not

biased by factors which are pertinent to specific 
,:,,:,i,:,,

urban areas onty

Quite apart from the conceptual issues

surrounding the use of the model-s used herein is
the questíon of the models' mechani.cal- workings. lf':l..

It coul-d be argued that the model-s' strength which .i r,,','ra . .. .,.

allows for numerical- predictions is also their
weakness because if the assumed. values of, sây, travel
time, operating or travel costs, or the constant

used in the modal- split model- have been incorrectly :

l

estimated, then estimates of the resul-ts of the 
i

various public policy interventions wiJ-l be seriously 
i

affected. The faet that such estimates woul-d be

affected is not denied, but such i-naccuracies should

not interfere with the determination of whether or

not the private automobil-e trend is reversibl-e to

any serious extent unLess of course one individual-

character was grossly misestimated. It is submitted

however that the numbers used, in this thesis, whil-e

not pertínent to any specific urban centre, should be

reasonably reftective of urban transportation'

situations in general.
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Als'o in the area of assumptions regarding data

are the more specific issues surrounding the use of

certain controversial- characters. One such character

is the value of travel- ti-me. 
. 
As has been stated

earl-ier, considerabl'e debate sunrounds the assumption

of an appropriate r¡alue of time because of different

assumptions relating to 
.the 

nature and purpose of

urban travel-. The reason then that 6,2 cents per

minute was assumed here is that since this thesis

essentially focuses on the journey-to-work type of

travel, then perhaps the most relevant assumed vafue

of time for thís type of travel- is one which reflects

the average hourly wage rate of the urban travellers

invol-ved rather than some average value which takes

into account al-l- travel-l-ers and al-l- travel purposes.

This l-atter al-ternative would resul-t in a consid.erably

lower estimate of urban travel- costs on both modes.

A similar problem árises from the fact that

the values of the selected characteristics (and

changes therein) depend. on the purchase price of

vehicl-es. The problem emerges in trying to determine

what the rel-evant prices were for an exact poínt in,

time and how modifications to vehicles made in other

points in time might be rel-ated to the base year. A

,:::'.,
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serious attempt has been made to obtain data whi.ch

pertain to a common time neighborhood (circa L973)

for all variabl-es and parameters in order to avoíd

discounting or reval-uation problems. However where

necessary revisions were required, appropriate

changes were made. A problem might arise with the

continuation of rising prices in ti-mes of infl-ation

but this can be handl-ed rather easily. If it were

determined that the models, assumptions and values

used here are substantially accurate in an urban

transportation planning sense then the entire

analyti-cal framework could be computerj-zed. with

regular revisions made to account for changes in
prices, costs and other val-ues.

In spite of the concf.usion that the theoretical

problems discussed above shoul-d have a l-imited

effect on the reçul-ts of sol-utions which were tested

which can be, in any event, corrected, other totally

unrel-ated problems wil-I be less simple to rectify;

sr,rch problems are those rel-ated to the implementation

of sotut.ions or public poticy interventions

Despite the reasonabJ-y large array of alter*

natives which exist for improving transit and thereby

reversing the pri-vate automobil-e trend, it would be
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rather naive to think that such strategies are easiÌy

implemented. If there existed no problems of

imptementation most of the solutions (or variants)

woul-d be in effect in cities all over the world. The

fact that they are not necessanily implies that

sol-utions can only be successfully implemented under

a set of certain institutional- conditions and that
there exist some serious impediments to the impfemen-

tation of transit improvement strategies. The next

chapter explores some of the implementationaÌ problems

as well- as the conditi-ons under which public policy

strategies can be applied in order to reverse the

private automobile trend

ii-: .i- !...,i.;



CHAPTER V

NECESSARY CONDrTr0l\S EOR lrHE TMPLEI/IENTATT0N

OF URBAN TRANSPORT SOLUTIONS

The public policy interventions or sol-utions

to the urban transportation problem which were

discussed and analyzed in the previous chapter

test the hypothesis that "the observed tendency of

the rel-ative use of private automobiles, compared to

urban public transit, to increase in a developing

urban environment is a reversible phenomenon. " Each

of the soluti-ons tested in the context of tlLe

characteristics model- of modal choice and the short-

cut modal split formul-a showed that public transit
patronage coul-d be increased at the expense of

privàte automobil-e ridership (certain solutions being

more effective, of course, than others). Unfortu-

nately, however, while excel-lent resufts can be

obtained j-n theory, there exist some institutíonal-

and public poticy problems which are impediments to

the implementatj-on of solutions to the urban trans-

portation problem and the reversal of the private

automobile trend. I-urthermore, regardless of

limitations in the theoretical- constructs of the

:r: l::

1Br.
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model-s, such instit.utional- pr:oblems will_ stitl_ remain

and must be sol-ved.

Road Pricing in Practice

Consider the imposition of road user cLLarges.

If the principles of road pricing as discussed in
Chapter IV were to be i-mplemented, perhaps the

greatest difficul-ties and objections woul-d be

encountered in devisi-ng practi-cal systems to express

the necessary road pricing charge. ,,If the compar-

atively simple (but crude) gas tax is to be used,

a typical urban congestion charge of 5ø per vehicle
mil-e implies a total- gas tax of ZOø a gallon, more

than þ times its present average level-.',1 This,

however, is too high a price to charge rural and

suburban road users. Even if a differential urban

gas tax were imposed, if it were large enough it
woutd be worthwhil-e for motorists to evade this tax
by travelling to nearby rural- filling stations for,
in a typical urban area, hal-f, the cars are based.

at less tlà'r. L/3 radius from the city's perimeter,2

Briti'sh Road Research Laboratory experts

11. 
,f . Re¡mo1ds, The Urban Transport probl-em,

p. 74.
2--.-

. IÞl-0..
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recommend the fol-lowing practices for the apptication

of road pricing:
(1) a fixed. charge or l-icense (aaify, weekly, , l,i ,

monthly, or annually) for entry into a congested areai

(2) a parking surcharge over and above those

i tttt:t::1t:'
rates arready being paid i 

.':'''.,.''l;"'
(3) systems for tneteri-ng and charging more I " '' 

'

2 ì": : .-- ::''

precrsely for road use in congested. areas.J ,'-,:. "':,

Iltihil-e it could be fairly simply i-mposed and

administered, a fixed charge to enter a congested

in the form of an additional- l-icense woul-d be

rather crude in its incidence because it woul-d not 
:

vary with vehicl-e mileage or traffic density. The 
;

i

greatest problems, however, would be the definition

of boundary, the inequities of the definition, the

heavy parking ând congestion that would occur at

the bound.ary and the paradox of less congested l,,:1i.',:,'::,:,, ',

"treets 
within the area ,,:,11r..-,.'

A fixed parking surcharge over and above

existing rates is commendable for it does not require

the definition of boundary and can be varied according 
:, ,..,

to the l-ocation and the esti-mated d,egree of congestion ; ': '

3Panel on Road Pricing, Road Pricing: The
Economj-c and Technical Possibitities, (London England:

. þ).
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caused in reaching it. 0f course parking charges

can have a considerabl-e impact on per vehicl-e mile

operating costs that are known and borne directly

by the motorist. The parking surcharge however,

fails to tax non-parking through traffic which indeed

causes a great portion of the congestion burden in

areas which have nothing to do with the origin or

destination of the journey-to-work. Moreover, since

many employers, especially those in suburban locations,

find it worthwhile to give their employees and cl-ients

free parking at their owrr expense, the parking

surcharge could either be widely evaded by the motorist

or constitute a serious and difficutt interference

in customer and /or l.aioour relations. Therefore, whil-e

in city centres there is clearly scope for action by

increasj-ng municipal parking charges up to and above

commercial rates, such action woul-d have no deterring

effect on motorists travelling from one surburban area

to another via the CBD.

The l-ast application of road pricing to be

discussed here is vehicle metering systems in

congested areas. Vehicl-e metering systems have the

ad.vantage of being abl-e to at least roughly measure

vehicle mileage and to weight journey speed or

jpurney time by congestion thereby apparently offering
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a much greater degrée of precision j-n urban road

pricing. A number of metering systems are possible:

on-vehicl-e , off -vehicle , d.istance-based., or time- ,,.,,.,','

based. The most favoured system at the British Road

LL
Research Laboratoryry where practical research and

development has been undertaken on urban road. prícing 
i:.',.,.-1,:,

systems, is a point pricíng s¡rstem whereby on-vehicle 
: 

:

i,.:,-tl 
':-,meters are activated by installations at a number of 

"'. 
'.''

strategic points where rel-evant charges are built up.

"The major weakness in these systems however is the

recording, billíng and subsequent col-l-ection of

millions of charges (without the automatic sanctions

avail-abl-e to util-ities), but cJ-early it is necessary 
ì

Ito await further development before finatly evaluating
Í

them. "J

In concludihg the d-i-scussion on road pricing,
1lt,'.",.!,.,'

whatever the controversy over the underlying principles '':::::'::::

,.,ì,.-,.,a t,

are, the fact appears to be that the practic'al- problems '-::,:":"-'
i_: : - . 

:

are so great that it woul-d not be wise to reÌy on the

development of actual functional systems, although

there is certainly scope for the use of higher parking 
i:,r;.,...::,i,'
lt-t¡,:i'ì;t::i:i;:1.

4Rou.d Research Laboratory, qp. cit.
I)D. J. Re¡molds, The Urban Transport Pr:oblen, p. ?5.
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charges. However, in giving an insight into the

fundamental- nature of the urban passenger transpor-

tation problem and the "private benefit/public

nuisance" aspect of the automobile, the work on road

pricing has been very val-uable in an indirect way.

t-or exampfe, as was menti-oned earl-ier, it has been

shown that if the prices for the use of the roadway

are less than optimal a road investment wil-l- tend

to attract greater than optimal traffic volumes and

achieve l-ess than optimal benefits. This serves as

a useful warning of the losses society endures because

of the problems in achieving a simple yet precise

method, of pricing the use of roads.6

Implementation of Ï-ree Transit

On the other side of the road pricing argument

is free transit. In trying to reverse the private

automobile trend, much can be said (and the potential-

results of such a strategy have been shown) for the

implementation of free transit. The ini.tiation of

free transi-t servíce however has much greater impli-

cations 'than the simple transferring of a smal-l

proportion of car users from private automobile to

6r. c. Tanner, -ep. cit,
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public transit--addítíonal- social benefits woul-d

resul-t but very large subsidies woul-d be required.

Again, using Ottawa as an example, a transfeb

of 20% of car users to public transi-t would in fact

doubl-e transit passenger mileage and al-though,

currentl-y low l-oad factors (generally l-ess than 5O'/")

coul-d accommodate pqrt of this increase, it is

expected that other transit patrons woul-d increase

their utilization and public pressure to extend

routes and increase frequencies coul-d invol-ve a

doubling of bus route mileage as wel-l- as transit

operati-ng costs. 7

Vrlhile the free transit argument is the extreme

case of public transit subsidy the question of even

the simple subsidi zation of annual- transit d.eficits

is perplexing. Kraft argues that subsidies may bring

temporary relief to ail-ing transit systems but

eventually the pain wil-l- become unbearablu. B Since

the demand for transportation is a derived demand,

any subsidy to transport is uttimately and effectively

,::1. r;. : ii:,- :l i.rj:

7_
'De Lieuw Cather and Company of Canada, -gp. cit.
B^"Geral-d Kraft, "Economic Aspects of Urban

Passenger Transportation" , j-n Highway Resear-ch
Record No.. 285, Transportation Economics (Washington:

': tt- t '
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a subsidy to other activities and the merit of using

public funds to subsidi-ze private activities must be

questioned. That is not to say that subsidies are

always inappropriate, but rather to suggest that
thorough consideration must be given to the problem

before resorting to this sol-ution. Subsidies are

often hetpful in overcoming short run problems. "The

subsidy may serve only to distort the natural- incen-

tives or to deLay needed adjustments. Yet they may

be useful supplements in the ínterim while the needed

ad.justments are taking p1ace. Some insurance should

be provided, however, that such adjustments wil-l- be
omade."' It is submitted then that the subsidy approach

is inappropriate in attempting to bring about a better

car/transit modal- split. As has been argued earlier,

in trying to approach a socially optimal car/transit
bal-ance better results can be obtained by improving

and adjustlng the quality of urban public transit

systems. However, institutional difficul-ties exist
with this approach as well-.

Financing Urban Transport Improvements

It is weJ-l known that historically there has

.,.:, 4 1.:: !i>:1'.': i.j'! t t...r? 11,.. ' . I :- .'j

o/rbid.
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been great pressure on municipal finances from the

various sources competíng for such funds. Whil-e urban

transportation in general (incl-uding the construction

and maintenance of right-of-way, traffic signals,

grad.e l-evel- separations and. crossings, etc. , . . ) no

doubt commands a relatively large portion of any

municipal budget, the question of providing new

capital for transit improvements is a difficul-t one.

As was díscussed earlier, those public policy

interventions which seem most promising involve what

coul-d amount to rather large capital outlays. However,

the fact that certain improvements might cause

additional pressure on municipal finances does not mean

that these shoul-d be necessarily dismissed, Rather

the objective shoul-d be to use municipal- monies

wisely in order to derive greater social- benefits. It

is submitted that the efficient all-ocation of funds

towards the reversal- of the private automobil-e trend

by federal, provincial, and municipal governments woul-d

be of benefit to society, 
,

Moreover, if the funds requi-red for the reversal

of the private automobile trend are to be made

available, it is of utmost importance that the role of

urban public transit in meeting the demand for urban

travel- be evaluated seriousl-y by governments and that
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new urba.n transportation planning prioritíes be

developed and acted upon

Planning for Improved Urban Transit

As was men-tioned in the opening chapter of this

thesis, the simple fact that the urban transportation

problem has progressed to its present state implies

that the "proper" planning of urban transport systems

has not been taking pIace. It i-s therefore necessary

to establi-sh guidelinés and goals by which approaches

to urban transportati-on can be taken in the planning

process. In relation to atl-eviating the urban

transportation problem, George Smerk states that "the

first most crucial and difficul-t step wil-I be the

establ-ishment of workabl-e objectives"f0 for urban

transport.

In reference to the requirement for new approaches

to urban transport planning, the Organization for

Economic Cooperation and Development states: "A new

approach. . .is emerging--one which gives increased

emphasis to human values and to the social- and

10^-"George M. Smerk, "The Urban Transportation
Problem: A Policy Vacuum?" in Urban Transportation
Policy: New Perspecti-ves, ed. by D. R. IUill-er
(f,exingtor¡ wlassachussetts: D. C. Heath and. Co., 1972),
p. 5.

l,:;ji\i-iii l
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""orro*i" 
goals of urban d.evelopment. "11 In terms of

specific objectives for solving the urban transport-

ation problem, the following have been cited as being
12,\importanti-u (a) the improvement of peak hour mobility,

(b) reducing the requirements for additional freeways

in exist.ing urban development, (c) the contribution

toward a viabl-e solution to the J.ong range transporta-

tion problem, (a) provision of expanded mobil-ity for

non-car users, (e) reducing environmental- nuisances

(air pollution, noise, and pedestrian confl-icts),
(f) the encouragement of desirable regi-onal growth

patterns, (g) allowing for more d,esign ftexibility

for high-activity centres, and, (h) the reductíon of

transportati-on system costs.

C oncl-usi on

In consl-usion, aside from sol-vabl-e implementation

problems associated with the public policy interventions

discussed in Chapter IV, advances toward solving the

urban transport problem by means of reversing the

lt-^*-Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development, The Transportation Pl-anning Process--
In Search of Impioved Strategy, Report of a Panel- of

. 

rZt, B. Deen, oÞ. cit

:'..j,..i¡ :

.;. . . :ò'r".

,;:'lilj:"i
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private automobil-e trend can be made provided that:
(1) goals for the systematic improvement of urban

public transit are defined and acted upon ¡ (Z) commit-

ments to new serious approaches to urban transportation

research and planning be made in the hope of devel-oping

demand-responsive. urban public transportation systems

in support of both the social and individual urban

wel-l-being; and., (3) definÍte commitments on the part

of governments (federat, provincial-, and municipal-)

toward the real-istic anri. responsibl-e al-loeatj on of

public funds for the improvement of urban transportation

(and hence, the improvement of Canadian urban areas) ¡e

made so that much needed improvements can be impJ-emented.

In brief , onl-y if f ederal r provincial , and

municipal governments reassess their approach to (or

simply their perception of ) the urban transportation

problem ancì. make reali-stic financial, commitments 
:toward

its solution b¡r reversing the private automobil-e trend,

can "the war on urban immobil-ity--and environmentaf

d.ecadence--" b" worr.lS

f 3c"o"g" M. Smerk, -oÞ,. cit. , p. 18 .



CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The central- concern of this thesis in determi-ning

whether or not the private automobile trend is

reversibl-e has been the explanation of individual and

soci-al- economic de.cision-making criteria in the

selection of urban travel- mode. Historically, indivi-

dual-s' perceptions of modal- choj-ce decision-making

criteria have l-ed to what might be considered an

improper car/transit batance or mix of modes. lt

appears that as urban centres have developed, problems

of urban mobility confl-icting with the util-ization of

urban landspace have become increasi-ngfy acute.

Furthermore,. trends in major Canad.ian cities indicate

that as urban centres continue to grow and develop,

continued and increased emphasis witl be placed on

the use of the prívate automobil-e at the expense of

urban public transit and to the general detriment of

urban centres in an urban land use and development

sense

This thesis examines the hypothesis that the

observed tend.ency of the relative use of private auto-

mobiles, compared to urban public transit to increase

t93
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in a developing urban environment is a reversibl-e

phenomenon.

A number of factors which are characteristic

of urban public transit have contributed. to the

continuing relative decline of urban transit ridership
(aj-though more recently such ridership decreases show

some sign of bottoming out). Conversely, certain

inherent characteristics of the private automobile

mod.e have led to its increased util-izatl-on. The

characteristics of the modes of travel have played at

l-east as important a role in individuals' modal- choices
:

as have the cost criteria invol-ved in the choice of

mode

The classical- income-l-eisure approach to modaf

choice is therefore deficient inasmuch as it does not

account for the particular characteristics of modes of

travel-. In order to account for the infl-uence of non-

price factors in the choice of mode, the Lancastrian

characteristics theory of demand has been used to

anal-yze individual-s' perceptions of the nature of modes

of travel. Furthermore a shortcut modal- spJ-it mod,el

which is general enough so as not to be infl-uenced by

city-specific urban transportation problems has been

employed to make numerical-'predíctions as to the effect

i..:-:'.':.:
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of certain pubtic policy interventions on the number

of car-owning Central Business District workers using
,'r'. ,...1.public transi-t .: : .:,

In the modal- choice model, two characteristics--

transportationness and comfort-convenience quality--

were used in an attempt to explain modal choice. Other , ;, ..':,

important decision-making factors were incorporated '"';':1

into the mod,el- as well. Those factors common to both i.., ".r,

social and ind.ividual .choices incl-ude vehicl-e operation,

maintenance and. parki-ng costs, bus fare, and. value of

time (assumed to be 6,7ø per minute) r However from a

social point of view, the costs of urban travel al-so 
i

include depreciation of vehicles and right-of-way and 
i

the cost of maintaining the right-of-way and urban

transportation system

In terms of the modal spl-it model- used here which
'a'-ri'.:.il:. ::. ..'.....
i :: ..:: - .ihas as a primary determinant the effective cost 1'1:: :

.., ì:;ì::j'¡:

d.ifference between mod.es 'of travel-, the above-noted ,, ,,'' ,"

differences 'between social and individual- perceptions

of urban travel- have important implications. -F-or

example, according to socially perceived decision- ;i, ,

. i._.-:;:: ::j.: j:

making criteria, the appropriate modal- split was

determined- to be 6Z,l per cent of car-owning CBD

workers using public transit. However, an examinati-on

iì r,.':.ì:.r':i- : rr:i
l:::
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of individuaÌly perceived decision-making criteria

showed that the actuat or observed modal- sptit (t¡rat

is, the, modal split resulting from the sum of all-

choices of mode made by individuats) showed that onJ-y

2?,9 per cent of car-ov,i:ring CBD workers would use

transit;

This substantial- variance between society's

predicted or desired choices and indivi-dual-s' actual

choices of mode is supportive of statements that the

misconception of the true costs of urban travel to the

community as a whole resul-ts in a modal split which is

not socially optimal. Thus, in order to approach

developmentatiy a social-ly optimal modal split, a

number of public policy interventions were tested that

affected individuals' decision-making criteria. The

sol-utions tested were of three types: (a) those

affecting the cost of urban travel- (road pricing and

free transit); (b) those affecting the speed of urban

public transit and hence the val-ue of the time spent

i-n urban travel- (express transit and reserved bus l-anes

and transit signal preemption) ; and , (c ) sol-utions

invol-ving improvements in the characteristics of the

publie transit mode. The results of these public

policy interventions are summarized. in Tabl-e 4.2,

'ìi:,:::'ir"
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In the analysis of possi-bl-e methods to reverse

the private automobil-e trend it became apparent that

none of the indívidual- solutions is sufficient in
isol-ation. Among the individual sol-utions, the most

promising involve improvements to the characteristics
of the public transit mode. Those sol-utions which

affect the cost of urban travel- show some promise but

have serious l-imitations. For exampfe, road pricing

might be effective but tol-Is charged could. only reach

a moderate level- before this sol-ution became politicatJ.y

unacceptabl-e. With free transit, the íncreased. burden

on taxpayers in the finance of public transit becomes

acute. Finally, while sol-utions affecting the speed

of public transit show some meri-t they are quite

limited by the fact that whil-e gains can be made, buses

must stop to pick up passengers and the necessary

amount of stopping and starting wil-l- l-imit the degree

to which average operating speeds can be increased.

It appears that a program of constant properÌy

planned and coordinated improvements to the public

transit mode offer the best promise for reversing the

private automobil-e trend. Such i-mprovements include

transit shelter and vehicl-e improvements but it is

expected that others such as improved frequency,

transit information systems, public transj-t image and
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marketing coul-d play an important role

Thus, whil-e there is no one particular strategy

which is the end,-alI solution to the urban trans-

portatation problem discussed, each of the public policy

interventions discussed in this thesis, and various

combinations of these sol-utions can be implemented in

a developmental fashion gradually to bring about a

reversal of the private automobil-e trend. Vliith the

implementation of such sol-utions urban centres might

appr:oach some socíaIly optimal situation. in which an

appropriate combination of urban travel modes would

exist.
However, quite apart from any technicat

difficul-ties with any of the sol-utions examined (or

those associ-ated with sol-utj-ons not exami-ned), there

exist a number of institutional implementational

factors whích wil-l- independantly pose problems in

the actual effectuation of sol-utions to the uqban

transportation problem. The implementation of

sol-utions can be impeded not only by technological

factors but al-so by financial, political-, and even

ideological faitors. The initiaiion of pubJ-ic policy

interventions in the public transit field wil-l- pose

]ifficuft 

problems, both in terms of financing and

i:'a

:.1::.:,ì::..
'::.r..::-:.

r::: +.:,i:
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physical implementation, and wil-l require more

supportive urban planning and development methods

'-:::'.: t. ::.. . :generally. ,,.. .:. i

In conclusion, after due consideration of the

potential of the sol-utions examined here as wel-l- as

their limitations in a technical, institutional- and 1,..:,.,1,1i,;,

l,'1.,implementational sense, it is the concl-usion of thís
1,.:.¡:1':11

thesis that the observed tend.ency of the rel-ative i',",',,,',,

use of private private automobiles, compared to urban

public transit, to increase in a developing urban

environment is a reversibl-e phenomenon.
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Table A I. l: Population (thousands) of. L7 Major Canadían Cíties
By Category - L94O to 1975 - And Indices (1960= 100)

i.. .
rt. .-,

:{.

CATEGORY
CITIES

Montreal

Toronto

Vancouver

L940 L945 19s0 1_955 1960 L965 L970 r97

1,120. 3

(54. s)

899.2

(so. s)

377

Gg.

.0

s)

L,245.3
(60.6)

992.9

(ss.7)

46L.3
(60. 6)

L,349 .o

(6s. 6)

L,069 .4

(60.0)

5Sg.O

(70. e)

1,531. 1

(7 4.s)

r,263.9
(71. 0)

645.7

(84. B)

2,056.6
(r00. o)

1, 781. 0

(100.0)

760.9

(100. 0)

2,32L.0

(r12.e)

2,066. O

(116.0)

850.0

(r1r. 7)

2,724.0

(132. s)

2,40L.4
(134. B)

1,059 . 0

(L3e.2)

3,L64.8
(1s3.9)

2,79r.2
(rs6. 7 )

r,2B9.ltl
(169. s)i

Cat. Tota

Cat. Avg.

2,356.5

785.5

(s1. 2)

899. 3

(s8.7)

2,699 . 5

986

(64.3)

2,958.0

L,L46.7
(7 4.8)

3,440.L

L,532.8
(100. 0)

4,598.5 5 ,237 .0

L,7 45 .7

(113.e)

6,L84 ,4

2,06r.5
(L34.4)

7 ,245.7

2, 4r5.2
(rs7.6)
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TableAI. l (Contínued)

CATEGORYTI
CITIES

Oxtawa/
Hu11

I'linnipeg

Edmonton

Quebec

CaLgaxy

Hamilton

Cat. Tota

Cat.Avg.

r940 L945 1950 1955 1960 L965 L970 797 5

2L4.6
(s3.3)

299.8

G6.6)

90.

(27.

2I9.
(ø2.

3

7)

7

6)

BB. 3

(32.e)

L4g.I
(s3. 4)

1,061. 8

L77 .0

(s1.4)

2'47 .3
(61. s)

314. B

(6e.e)

L2B.L

(3e. 3)

244.8

(6e. 8)

104.

(3e.

178.

(66.

L,zLB.

9

1)

3

2)

2

203.0

(se. o)

276

(68

aJ

7)

347

(7t

L66

(sr

267

(76

0

1)

0

0)

B

4)

L28.7

(48. 0)

204

(76

1, 390

23L

(67

6

0)

4

7

3)

323

(80

0

3)

398

(88

242

(74

300

(Bs

.240
(Be

246

(gr

1

4)

3

4)

4

7)

7

B)

3

s)

r,7 50

29L

(84

B

B

7)

402

(10o

J

0)

450

(100

325

(100

3sq

(100

268

(10o

269

(100

2

0)

7

0)

7

0)

1

0)

2

0)

2, 066 2

344

(10o

4

0)

474

(118

8

0)

494

(r09

385

(118

392

(111

323

(L2o

295

(109

2,365

394

(114

7

e)

0

2)

0

B)

0

s)

9

e)

4

2

s)

530

(13r
4

8)

522

(1ls

484

(148

45L

(128

397

Q4s

322

(119

2,707

450

(130

0

e)

0

6)

B

8)

0

B)

7

e)

9

J

8)

592.5

G47.3)

s83.

(129.
7

7)

s36.4

(L64.7)

5L6.9

(747.4)

47 2.

(L7 6.

369.

(L37 .

6

3)

9

4)'

3 ,07 2.0

5I2.0
(L48.7)



Table A r. l- (continued) 
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CATEGORY

CITIES

London

II

I¡Iíndsor

HaLíf.ax/
Dartmouth

Víctoria

Kítchener/
I^iaËer1oo

Regina

Saskatoon

Thunder Bay

I94C L945 1950 1955 r960 r965 r970 197s
B7

(48.

2

B)

103.

(62.

7

2)

95.

(s3.

I

2)

72.

(48.
3

2)

43.

(4e.

5

3)

s6.9

(52. 3)

42.0

(45 .2)

70.3
(74.e)

L06.2

(se .4)

111. 9

(67 .7)

LL2.6

(63.0)

87 .3

(s8.2)

,49 .6

(ss.1)

63.5

(58. 4)

47.r
150.7

7 4.8
(7e.7)

L23.9

(69. 3

LzL.B

(7 3.0

L27 .

(7r.

9

s)

105. 0

(70. 0)

52.6

(sB. 4)

67 .4

(62.0)

52.2

(s6.2)

79.2

84.4)

T49.I
(83.4)

r44.
(86.

5

6)

160. 3

(8e.7)

119

(7e

7

e)

7 4.4

(82.6)

85. 3

(78. s)

68. 3

(73. s)

82.
(87 .

3

7)

T7 8.7

(100. 0)

166. B

(100. 0)

178.8

(100.0)

L49.9

(100. o)

90. I

(100. 0)

108. 7

(100. 0)

92.9

(100. 0)

93. 8

(100. 0)

rBB.7

(10s. 6)

1BB.

(L72.

0

7)

207 .L

(11s. 8)

T7L.

(114.

6

s)

IT9 .4

(L32. s)

126.0

(115.9)

106.

(1114.

0

1)

r07.
(114.

3

4)

275.4

(120. s)

274

(r27
7

2)

221

(L23

0

6)

191

(L27

0

4)

r37 .

(r52.

2

3)

139

(727

.0

. e)

L25.

(734.
0

6)

118.

(126.
7

5)

247.3

(138. 4)

240.2

(144. o)

235 .6

(13r. B)

210. 8

(r40. 6)

L64 .8

(182. e)
l

I

l

153.

(141.

9

6)

L4L.

(L52.

4,.
2)

L22.8

(r30. e)

t.
¡i

Cat. Total
Cat. Avg.

57r
77

(s3

0

4

e)

653

B1

(6r

0

6

6)

730

9L

(68

0

3

e)

383

t10
(83

9

5

4)

L,059.7
732.5

(100.0)

L,2I4.r
151. B

(114.s)

L,362
770

(r28

0

3

s)

1,516. B .

18e.6 
l

(143. 1)
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Table A I.2; Urban
Canadían Citíes -

Transit Ridershíp
1940 To 1975 - And

(millions) In 17 Major
Indices (1960= 100)

CATEGORY I L940 L945 1950 195s 1960 L965 L970 L975
Montreal

Toronto

Vancouver

225

(79

8

4)

168

(sB

I
e)

76

(104

4

1)

385

(13s

6

s)

32L

(1L2

4

s)

133

(181

0

2)

370

(r3o
1

1)

310

(108

4

7)

113

(Ls4

6

B)

3r6
(111

4

2)

3L4

(110

6

2)

100

(136

.0

.2)

284

(r00
5

0)

285

(100

6

0)

73

(roo
4

0)

258

(go
7

e)

297

(101

0

e)

60

(82

B

B)

267

(gr
2

8)

323

(113

6

3)

67

(gr
1

4)

264.3

(e2.7 )

357

(L2s

6

2)

B9

l-27

3

7)

Cat. Total

Cat. Avg.

470

156

(73

3

8

L)

840

280

(r_30

0

0

s)

794.L

264.7

(L23.4)

73L

243

(113

0

7

6)

643. s

2L4.5

(100. o)

610

203

(e4

5

5

e)

65r

2L7

(101

9

3

3)

7II.2

237.t
(110. 5 )
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Table A I..2 (Contínued)

CATEGORY
II

CITIES

ottawal
Hull

ilinnipeg

Edmonton

Quebec

Calgary

Hamilton

L940 L94s 1950 1955 1960 r965 L970 L975
25.

(7 0.

I
1)

44.6

(7 4.8)

L6.

(s6.

0

7)

L8.7

(63. 0)

11. 5

(4e .6)

18.

(6s.
3

B)

60

(L64

4

1)

91

(ls3
2

0)

34

(L20
0

6)

43

(14s

3

B)

27

(116

0

4)

38.

(13e.

7

2)

54

(L47

1

0)

91

(1s3

6

7)

37

(131

0

2)

46

(1ss

3

e)

30

(L32

8

8)

39

(L42

5

1)

42

(116

B

3)

71

(11e

0

1)

34

(1,23

7

1)

3B

(L2B

2

6)

27

(116

1

B)

32

(118

9

3)

,36

(100

8

0)

59

(100

6

0)

'28

(10o

2

0)

29

(r00
7

0)

23 .2

(100. 0)

27 .B

(100. 0)

32.9

( Be.4)

sB.4

( e7 .e)

31

(rL2

6

1)

25

(8s

2L

(e3

5

e)

6

r)

26.0

( e3.s)

34

(e2

1

7)

58

(eB

7

5)

3B

(136

5

s)

1B

(63

9

6)

23

(100

4

e)

25

(Be

0

e)

s4.3
(L47.6)

66.7

(11r. e)

51.

(181.

2

6)

25 .9

(87 .2)

38.

(764.
2

7)

29.3

(10s. 4)

Cat. Total

Cat. Avg.

L34.9

22.5
(65.7\

294.6

49.r
Q43.6)

299 .3

49.9
(L4s.9)

246.7

4r.7
Q20.2)

205 .3

34.2
(100. 0)

L96.0

32 .7
(es.s)

198. 6

33. 1
(e6. 8)

265 .6

44 .3
(L2e .4)
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TableAI.2 (Continued)

CATEGORYIII
CITIES

London

Windsor

HaIífax/
Dartmo.uth

Víctoría

KiËchener
I^Iaterloo

Regína

Saskatoon

Thunder
Bay

1940 L945 1950 19ss r960 L965 r970 L975
10

(ot

9

(e6

1

3)

9

1)

0

1)

4

B)

13. B

(81. 2)

7

(6e

4

(s4

6

(66

4

(s3

5

(as

6

7)

4

7)

I
0)

6

o)

0

7)

3

0)

2

0)

2I
(L44

37

(36r

32

(19r

5

(so

13

(L7 s

13

(140

10

(130

13

(220

2

2)

6

B)

I
4)

7

s)

J

3)

0

1

B

e)

20

(13s

30

(2e8

26

9

4)

'7

1)

(Lsz.e)

T7

(16s

13

(L77 .o)

13

(140

t1
(L43

L2

(200

5

1)

0

0)

o

s)

6

2)

2

4)

B

2)

5

2)

15

(r06

17 .'4

(16e.e)

9

0)

24

(L46

l3
(130

B

(1r6

11

(116

10

(L24

B

(141

5

7)

3

0)

0

0)

4

0)

2

0)

0

o)

6

0)

9

0)

0

0)

15

(r0o

l0
(r00

L7

(100

10

(100

7

(100

9

(100

B

(100

6

(ro0

5

s)

9

3)

15

(r00

9

(e4

T2

(73

8

(81

6

(g¡

7

(74

7

(e6

6

(100

I
7)

7

2)

4

7)

0

0)

6

1)

9

2)

1l
3) I

3

3)

7

r)

0

s)

2

3)

B

8)

B

1)

0

3)

T6

(L07

9

(eo

9

(st

8

(7s

7

(gt

7

(78

7

(gs

5

(83

13. 8

(s2. o)

8.2
(7e.6)

11.5

(67.6):

I

LL.7

(110. 4)

i

6.6 
,

(8s.2)i

I

8'1'
(sr. B)l

oo
l,

(r20.7).

ì

5.2
(86. 7 )

Cat. Tota

CaË. Avg.

3

7

6)

6I

7

(72

L47.5

18. 4

(L7 3.6)

3

2

3)

L45

1B

(L7 6

a

9

7)

110

13

(130

4

6

0)

84

10

(r00

I

3

4)

74

9

(87

70.9

8.9
(83. 6)

i
7 5.0

g.4,

(88.4)

.i: r
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C1ì,TEGORYI
CITIES

Montreal

Toronto

Vancouver

Cat . To tal

Cat. Avg.

Table A 1.3: Passenger Automobíle Registratíons (thousands) rn 17 ,,,.,,Major canadian cíËies - 1940 To 1975 - and rndíces (1960 = l0o) ;;¡.,..

r940 L94s 1950 1955 1960 L96s 1970 97s
86

(227

1

e)

r6s .4

(3s. 3)

47.7

(22. B)

B1 1

(2L.6)

1s0. 3

(32. 1)

46 7

(22.3)

L44.4
(38. 2)

239 .6

(s1. 1)

93

(44

2

s)

I 261.

I tog.
I

I

355.

(7 s.

r42.
(68.

9

3)

7

o\

6

o)

377.9

(100. 0)

468

(r00

209

(100

9

0)

6

o)i

I

I

547 .1
(144.8)

562.I
(11e. 9 )

297.7

(L42.0)

625

(16s

8

6)

6

s)

2

6)l

7L0

( ls1

391

(186

7 47.

(le6.
5

2)

928.0

(Le7 .9)

486. ?

(232 .0)

299.2 I 278.7

ee.7 I e2

(28.3) I Oo

9

4)

477

159

(4s

2

1

2)

760

253

(72

2

4

o)

I,056. 4

352.I 
.

(100. 0)

L,406

469

(133

9

0

2)

I,727.6

575

( 163

9

6)

,155.

778.

(204.

7

6

1)

' a ::

lr t r¡:'i
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Table A I. 3 (Continued)

CATEGORY
II

CITIES
ottawa/
IIu11

I^Iínnipeg

Edmonton

Quebec

Calgary

Hamilton

q ¿'5 q50 955 1960 q65 q70

37.

(32.

3

4)

38. 9

(34. s)

2r.
(26.

3

8)

18.5

(2r.4)

19. 5

(27.3)'

25.7

(3s.2)

34

(29

I
7)

36.7

(32.6)

2L

(26

L7

(20

19

(27

23

(32

3

6)

6

3)

4

1)

4

0)

55

(47

5B

(s2

0

B)

B

2)

34.6

(43. s)

31

(3s

31

(44

37

(sr

0

B)

6

2)

3

0)

B4

(73

B6

(76

54

(6s

56

(6s

5

5

I
5

J

2

3

0

49..6

(6e .4

55

(7s

4

B

115.0

(100. 0)

LLz.6

(100. 0)

79.6

(100.0)

86.6

(100. 0)

7r.
(100.

73.
(100.

5

0)

I
0)

140

(L22

L46

(130

108

(136

IL7

(13s

99

(139

91

(L2s

3

0

4

0

B

7

4

6

7

4

7

4

177

(Ls4

T7L

(L52

158

(198

176

(203

155

(216

I02
(140

7

s)

6

4)

I
6)

3

6)

0

8)

4

1)

347 .

(206.

7

7)

1BB. 4

(167.3)

207 .9

(26L.2)

185. 4

(2L4.r)

230. 0

(32r.7 )

145.

(198.

2

6)

Cat. Total

Cat. Avg.

161

26

(30

2

9

0)

L52

25

(28

4

4

3)

248

4L

(46

3

4

1)

386.2

64.4

(71. B

s3B

89

(1oo

4

7

0)

704

LL7

(130

3

4

9

94r

156

(77 4

1

9

e)

L,r94 .6

199.1

(222.0)
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Table A I .3 (Continued)

I r,r'.:' i::;:.,.r:. ì, 
.

ì

i

CATEGORYIII
CITIES

London

I,{indsor

HaIíf.ax/
DartmouËh

VícËoria

Kitchener/
lüaterloo

Regina

Saskatoon

Thunder
Bay

L940 r945 r950 1955 1960 L965 r970 r975

L4.7

(34.6)

r5..3

(3s.4)

L.6

(5.s)

L4.2

(22.7 )'

r1. 0

| ,oo. o,

1,,,
I 

(4r. e)

| '0.,I r+s. sl

1,,
| ,rr. o,

13

(31

4

s)

13. 9

(32.2)

1.8

(6.2)

13. 9

(22.2)

10

(zt

2

r)

12.5

(43. 3)

10

(4s

7

(sr

6

3)

5

7)

2L

(so

22

(sr

3

r)

2

4)

L3.7

(47 .L)

27 .8
(44.s)

L6

(sB

L6

(s3

T4

(60

L2

(s0

0

2)

B

1)

2

7)

0

6)

31. 6

(37.4)

32

(76

2L

(73

9

2)

4

s)

42

(64

23

(86

5

o)

7

2)

2L.7

(7s.1)

18

(78

4

6)

L7.B

(7s. 1)

42

(r00

43

(100

to

(Ioo

5

o)

2

0)

1

0)

62

(100

27

(100

2B

(1oo

23

(100

23

(100

5

0)

5

o)

9

0)

4

0)

-

0)

65

(ls3

59

(138

39

(136

3

6)

5

7)

8

B)

9r.4
(L46.2)

4L

(L49

4I
(L44

33

(141

31

(133

0

1)

B

6)

0

0)

7

B)

83.

(196.

73.

(169.

7

e)

I
2)

51.6

(L77.3)

98.

(rsa.
9

2)

56.2

(204.4)

50.

(r7 3,

39.

(r70.

35.

(L49,

2

7)

B

r)

5

8)

T2L.6

(286.L)

94.

(218.

3

3)

60. 1
I

(206. s)l

119. 9

(r91.8)

7L.7
L

(260.7)l
I

63.2 |

(2rB .7 )

52.6

(224.8)j

47 .B

(20r.7)

Cat. Total

Cat. Avg.

B7 5

o

2)

10

(sr

B3

10

(29

I

5

B)

].44

1B
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Figure AI.1: Populati-on (-), Transit Ridership (-.-'),
and Passerìger Automobile Registraiion (---)
Trends in Category I Cities : Lgt+O to L975
(Lg6o = ioo)
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Figure ¿\I.'2: Population (-) , lransit Ridership ( -. -. ) , and
Passenger .A.utomobil-e lìegistration (---) Trends
in Category II Cities L940 to L975 (tg6o = 100)
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Figure AI.3; Population (-) , Transit Riclership (-.-. ), and
Passenger Au'bomobile Registration (---) Trends in
Category III Cities - 7940 to 1975 (1960 = 1oo)
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The costs derived bef ow apply to the charac ter'-

istics model of rnodal choice as devetroped in Ciraupter
'I . -'j.--. -'

]II.I{erewesha1IciealwitÌrsocietaIverSuS ::.:::l-:.

individual perceived costs and characteristics. AtI

figures are in L973 doll-ars.
,..1 .'.:

I¡irst of aII we assurne that the value of' ti¡ne as 
,,,;,.,.,,,,;

perceivecl by ind.ivid.uals ancl society is contmon to boLh, " -'
l:-'r:: :'

equal to the average hourly wage ra'be ailcl, basecl on :::: ;-:i 
:

theL9?3Cana<]ianIndustria1CompositeaverageweekJ.y

earnings or $16o .I5L and a 40 hour wor]ç week, is

equal to $ll;OO per hour or 6,7 cents per minute. 
,

Sjecon<Ilyr w€ require an assutnption regarding 
I

the typical speerl at v¡hich private au'tornobiles ¿rtrcl 
i

public transit buses travel. Reynol<ls clairns 'bhat tirc :

il-e speecl itr heavy traffic woul-d be in

the neighbourhood of L5 miles per hour.z frJe a;re , :: :.:.:-::::
concerneci wÍth -bhis "usual-" speed anct tìre traf'fic ';i'

congestion associated with it for lt typifies peak i'l-i',,,...,:

period conditions for which urban tratrsport systelns 
'

really must be planneci. lturthermore the Cttav¡a-iìull

1 
S tu"ti s t i c s C anacla, iim'lrl- oy¡ne irt, 

- 
E-art-r j- ¡¡gg-L--AqcI

i{ours, Cat. i/72-o02, Ottawa, L974.

iì::i'ii'::::;ì

p. 73.

2D. J. Reynold.s, The Urþan Transport Probleln,
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Area Transportation Study and other:s would suggest

a car-transit speed ratio in the neighbourhood of
ZtI that is, car travetrs twice as fast as bus.3

This means 'bhat under conditions where cars are

travelling at speecls of 15 mj-les per hour, buses are

travel-l-ing at l.J rnlLes per hour" These speecls v¿ould

correspond to a four minute car trip ancL an eight

minute bus t::ip (incl-uciing waiting time) for
journey lengths of one rnile. Given these common

elements to both decision-making groups, wê novr

discuss the perception of cos'bs and characteristics
by the urban transportation planners (society).

C-osts anÈ Characteristi.cs /ievre.d by S.o-cieJy

n planning urban transportation sys'bems,

society views two "types" of costs as beirig important

in the decision-making process. These v¡ould inclucle

on the one hand. costs of operation,.rnain-benai')ce and

cLepreciation of the vehicles, -Lransport system arrcl

right of vray ancl , on the other hancl the congestion

costs imposecl by each vehicle on all o'bhers.

the "average" cos'bs of operatiorr, rrrain'benarìcc
i:::: : l
i i:::l-. ,

3ll" Li"r.*w Cather and Co., !p. ci-,;.
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and deprecia'bion as viewed by bhe urban bransport
lLplanners are taken from the T.D.lV. "Transtats"Y and

consist of the following items:

Cost I_teU

1 ) Vehicle operation,
mainterrance and parking

2) Depreciation of vehicle
and way

3) l,{aintenairce cost of way
and sys'bem

ll) Total cost in cents .per
vehicle inile (f + 2 + j)

I'riva'Le
Automobi.le

L2.0

8.5

Q,5

2I;0

Bus

?5.0

20,a

2Q,O

TL5,O

I,low irr order to de l,ermi.ne the congestioir costs

imposed on other vehicles, we retu::n 'bo -bhe road

pricing concep'bs clevelopecl in Chapter IV of thís thesis.

This cost was cletermined to be the dif'ference between

marginal and average costs and was expressed as

c (a -=) /*2 = congcstioir costs in ceirts per

vehicle mile

where 
:

c = val_ue of time = .]j4,. OO per irour

s = speecl; cár = L5 m.p,h. a¡d. 'bus = 7,5 m"p.Ì1.

i.: .l-.'.-,
ì,':-:.r':ì- rl
l.::'-..:'

4Transport Developrnent Ageircyr "['rarÌstats", in
'Iranspo_{E Deúeloprnent t'lews (Montreal: Transport
D,eveIäpmenÐ-ffi L923.
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and

a = speed at lov¡ traffic vol-umes
',,'l.i,,,,,,,.

Reynolds states that the Lypical val-ue of '¿r'
tfor autorilobiles is thir-by miles per hour.r To

determine this value for bus, we use the fact that , .,.,,,,. ,

: ':::::'i:_. 
::: ::

;t fe sulting in an 'tat ;".';''""""car is twice as fast as bus, resulting in an'a' 
,

val-ue for 'bus of fifteen miles per hour. ¡'or private i,.-u,,,,1:,'l,,;

automobil-e the congestion cost per vehi-cle rnil-e would
't

be þOO (10 - I5)/I5' = 26,7 cents. I,'or bus however,

we are informed that buses and 'bruclçs impose three

times the congestion costs on o'bher traffic af:j do
:/

"ar=.t 
These cos'bs woul-d. therefore be exp:ressecl ¿r"s

3 c(a - s)/sz or (:)(+oo)(r5 - 2.5)/(?.Ð2 v¡hich

equals t6O cents per vehicle mile 
i

The following table suninarizes holv the urb¿¡.¡r

j..::...: :.:transportation planners view the relevan-b costs in ¡.:*-'-,,::,:.:

the choj-ce of moclg ¡ ,.,..-.,',",,',.'¡:

C ost C oinpouerits

1) Total- per vehicl-e mile
cos'b of operation,
maintenance, and
depreciation of vehicfqs,
system arrd right of way - 27,0

2) Conges'bion costs ii"l cen'bs
per vehi,cl-e rnile imposed on
other vehicles-

3) 1'otal costs per vehicl-e mile-

l';:ivate
¿uTõrnoEîre

26.7

WJ

jius

715.a

160. 0

Ii::-i_ì:':

27 5.0 l:-:: . ::.i, : :-1.:-:,)
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In addition to the above costs, wê give tlumericeil-

values to the characteristics, as defined in Chapter

III, as they are viewed by the urban transporb plarrners.

Again, transporta-bionness can be 'Lhought of as -Lhe

ability to ca::ry passengersr i¡rom a social- point

of view, this can be reflected in the average

occr.ipancy of bus and car. Therefore to the urj:an

transport planners, car and bus have transportabionness

equal to 1.6 and l0 respectively. As concerns comfor'{,-

convenience quality (-bravel-l-ing convei:riently iir a

pleasant or coinfortabl-e a'brnosphere), the differeiice

be'bween the price of the vehicl-e iir use and tirat of

the l-east expensive alternative caparble of carrying

the number of passengers usuatly camied on the

vehicl-e in use, d.ivided by average occupatlcy, givcs

the val-ue of this characteristic. Oi1 the basis

of data again talcen frorn T,D.i'{. "llraustats" our

charac-beristics can be given numerical val-ues as

fol-]ows:

5,). J. Iìeynolds, The Urban,TrairsÌ'lort I)roblern,
p. 73.

6roi¿.

7su" no'Ee #'4.
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1 ) C ost of ertruiprnent in use ( $ ) 5,000

2) Cost of least experrsive

Ijriva Le
AüTõñoEîte

2t5OO

2,500

1" ,6':.

r ,563

Ilus

45, ooo

3 5 ,000

1 0, 000

3o

333

al--bernative (ij )

Ð Gross comf'or-b-col'rvenience
quality (t-z)

4) /rverage occupancy =
Transpor-bat.ionness

Ð C ornf or b-c onvenience
'qualitY () n lt')

In sumrnary bhen, for an expencij-'bure of 275 cents,

bus produces lO uni bs of' 1;ransporta.tiollnesrs and Jll
units of, conlfort-converrience qua.li.ty while p:livate

.automobil-e prodüces 1" 6 units of''tr"ansportatioTìïress
.i

and 1 ,563 uni'bs o-f conrfor-L*coirvenierrce qualíty for an

expenditure of Lv7 "/ cenbs.

A rîajor problem bese'b'ting the car/tratiSi'b balance

problem is that indiviclual decision-makers vielv the

relevant costs invol-ved in choosing a mode of urban

travel qui'be rlifferently than does society. I'or

exampfe, in rnalcing the citoice be'bv¡eeir bus and car',

individuals clo rto-b accoun.b for "biie operation,

, 
depreciation and ma.intenance of systems or -bhe rrght

of wayi they do not e\¡en take into accouut -bhe

i.:.:'i.ì
. ::: rl:ljl

: .. ,....
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deprecia'bion of their ovnr vehicJ-es. its regards

congestion costs, it rvould appear foolish to thinlc

that an iird.ividual- vehicle driver irnposes ctetays aud.

associ-ated costs on other motorists. Rather -bhe

individ.ual thinlçs in terms of the value of iris own

time corresponding to the journey lengbh arrd the

speed at lvhich he can travel. The cosLs 'bhat, en'ber

in'bo an inclividual's choice of mod.e are as f ol-l-olvs:

Friva'Le fl us
rlu bolrobile

1) Vehicte opera'bion,
rnain-benance and
parking costs (cents
per mile) -

2) i¡are (ftat ra'te in cents) *

3) Value of time in travel at
6.7 cents per minute with
car trip = 4.minutes and
bus-brip=Bininutes

t+) Total cost for a journey of
one mile length as viev'¡ed
by individuals

1,2.0

0.0

¿o. ö'

1O O
)Q.O

0.0

25.0

53.6

78.6

In addition to viewing costs differently from

the urbair transpor-b planners, indivicj.trals also vj-eiv

characteristics in a somewha-b cliff'erenL '*','ay

Inciiviclual-s vj-ew comfort-convenience cluality irr Lhe

same way as does society, realizing tha'b the g'ross

c.omfort-conveirj-erice quali ty of the vehicle in which he
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travels must be shared by tl'ie average occupancy of

the vehicle. Therefore again, the val-ue of this
cirarac-beristic f or car is l- ,563 ( i. e. , (5, OOO -2,50o)

- !,6) anci for l.rus is 333 (or, (/+5,ooo 15,0OO) - JO),

The big differerlce is in the way the índividual viev¡s

transportationness. Rather than to view autonlobile

and bus as proclucing l-. 6 and. JO units of transpor-

tationness respectively as do the urban 'b::ansport

plauners, indivici.uals view either mocle as proclucing

only enough -bransportationness to carry the iirdiviclual-s

themselves. Therefore each d.ecision-maìcing incliviciual-

assigns a transportatiorrness value of one to bo-bh

private automobil-e and bus .

fn summary tiren, from the iirclividual's point

of viewr ârr expenditure of ?8.6 cen'bs on bus procluces

JIJ units of cornfort-conveni-ence quality ancl I lrnit

of trairsporLationr'Ìess while an expendiLure of JB,E

cen-Ls orl car prod.uces again 1 unit of transporta. LioÌlness

tcut L,56) units of coinforb-convenierrce c¿uality.
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Table A III. I:

Effective
Cost (ç)

Difference

Calculations for Shortcut Modal Split Curves

180

160

140

L20

100

80

60

40

20

(p=l/l+eo'02 x,
( r00)
Time = B.0C/¡nin.

2.66

3.92

5.73

8.32

LL.92

16 .80

23.I5

31.00

40.13

(p=1/r+eo'0239 x,
( 100)
Time = 6.7çlnj,n.

1. 33

2.14

3.40

5 .38

B. 39

12. 8B

L9.25

27.77

38.27

i:)

(p=Ur+eo ' 0296 x,
( r00)
Time = 5.4Çlrnin.

0.48

0. B7

r. s6

2.79

4.93

B. s6

L4 .48

23.43

35.62

,:r:

t'rì

il:

t\)
N
+

,ii'
i:,

.Ì:;l

.ill
!'j

,i;i
ìlj
T



Table A III, I (Conrínued)

-40

-60

50.00

59.87

69. 00

76.85

83 .20

88.0B

9r. 68

9 4.27

96.01

97 .34

-140

-160

-180

50.00

6L.73

72.23

80. 75

87.L2

9L.6L

94.62

9 6'. 60

97 .86

98.66

,',1':., ,

.li,:'l ,
' ,.tr '
';")ì

64.38

76.57

97.2L

99. 13

t\)
t\)\^
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